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Introduction - 1 

1. Introduction 

 

Extract 1. Work interaction in the Finishing Department, 14 August 2017 
(participants: PER, VIN, DAA, and a sand-blasting machine) 

 

Italics = original transcription (associated with English) 

Italics underlined = original transcription (associated with German) 

*Italics underlined with asterisks* = original transcription (associated with 
Limburgish) 

Bold = English translation 

 

01 PER: do you know how the system (of it) works? (.) do you know 
(.) know how the system works? 

02 VIN:  what? 

03 PER:  yes 

04 VIN:  yeah 

05 PER:  yeah (.) how works the system? 

06 VIN:  goo:d 

07 PER: nohohohohaha=you know what I mean 

08 DAA:    [hahahaha] 

09 PER: can you alone (.) the system? 

10 VIN: [a:h] (.1) I don’t kno:w                                                                                                             

11 PER:  e:h but you stand two-and-a-half hours by me 

12 VIN:  right now with (das) produkt (.) I can work I don't know e:h 
                                                          the product 
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13 PER: [how] how do you then? (.) how works (.) (machine is) (.) (I 
wait) (.) how do you then?  (.)  how do you  (.)  eh watch 
that=eh the machine eh  (.) *in de dreej*  (.) how do you 
                in the three 

then? (.3) you have (.) stands two-and-a-half-hours by me 
you have see what I have done (.) can you self? 

14 VIN:  yea:h I can I can work alone 

15 PER: I can WORK alone no:h (.) can you work (with=in) (.) (what) 
(.) the machine? (.2) *hae snap 't gaar neet* (.2) (xxx) (.1) 
                                         he doesn’t get it at all  

can you (.1) now (.) go the machine on (.) three seconds? 
(.2) wha=what are you doing (.) (in) (.) (in that e:h) (.) (xxx) 
(now) (.) (xxx) (now)  

 

The above interaction was audio-recorded in a production department of a 
metal foundry in the Dutch province of Limburg, in the Dutch-German 
borderland. It exemplifies a commonly observed situation, where two 
people, whose individual language repertoires did not overlap much, had to 
work together. “PER” was an older (>50) permanent contract worker from 
Limburg, who had worked in the foundry for over 20 years, and who spoke 
Dutch and a local variety from Limburg (known as “Limburgish”; see Cornips 
2013) as his first languages, and German and English as his second 
languages. “VIN” was a younger (<30) temporary contract worker from 
Poland who had worked in the foundry for about two months, and who 
spoke Polish as his first, and English as his second language, which he 
occasionally combined with words that are typically associated with 
German (as in line 12). Hence, they used English as a lingua franca when 
speaking with each other (see Hülmbauer, Böhringer, and Seidlhofer 2008). 
“DAA” refers to me, the author of this dissertation, a younger (<30) 
participant-observer at the time, who had been doing linguistic-
ethnographic fieldwork in the metal foundry for about 1.5 months, and who 
spoke Dutch and Limburgish as his first, and English, German, Swedish, and 
some French as his second languages. 

 In the above interaction, PER checks whether VIN is able to perform 
particular interactions with a machine on his own, as he is about to leave 
their workstation. He refers to these interactions as “the system”. VIN does 
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not seem to understand this reference (line 2), and after PER asks him to 
explain “the system” (line 5), VIN misinterprets this question either 
intentionally or unintentionally (line 6). PER does not appear to believe that 
VIN has misunderstood him (“you know what I mean”), yet still, he 
rephrases his initial question as “can you alone the system?” (line 9). VIN 
indicates that he knows what PER means now (“a:h”), and adds that he is 
not sure whether he can work with “the system” alone (line 10). Rather 
than explaining “the system”, PER then seems to start blaming VIN for not 
having paid sufficient attention during the past 2.5 hours (line 11). VIN 
responds to the implied blame by specifying that he knows how to handle 
the product that they have been working with so far, but he seems unsure 
whether that equals knowing “the system” (line 12). PER asks VIN to tell 
him how to work with the current product then (line 13), and VIN responds 
that he knows how to do that (line 14). PER does not believe that VIN has 
understood him, however, which he makes clear in a code-switch (see 
Muysken 2000) to Limburgish (line 15). Afterwards, PER shows VIN how to 
perform the job with the machine. 

 At first sight, this work encounter might seem odd. PER, the expert 
worker, uses extensive utterances while actively trying to make sure that 
VIN, the newcomer, understands how to perform his job. VIN’s responses, 
on the other hand, are very brief, and in one instance (line 6), he even 
seems to be joking. This is not how one might expect someone to behave, 
who has come all the way from Poland to the Netherlands to earn money in 
a metal foundry (among other workplaces), and who has no job security to 
rely upon. Why is VIN not more actively trying to make sure that he 
understands his job, so that he has a better chance to stay and earn money 
in the foundry for a longer time? Why does PER seem so motivated to check 
whether VIN understands his job, despite VIN’s apparent lack of interest? 
What explains PER’s code-switch to Limburgish, and his switch from a 
second-person pronoun (“you”) to a first-person pronoun (“I”) and a third-
person pronoun (“hae” / he) to refer to VIN in line 15? Who does PER seem 
to be addressing primarily in his utterances, VIN or me? What kinds of 
hierarchical workplace relations are reproduced or renegotiated in this 
way? And who seems to be more insecure about his job in the end, PER or 
VIN? 
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1.1 Research question, data, and aims 

The brief interaction between PER and VIN, both of whom will return in 
chapter 4, touches upon three central themes of this dissertation, namely 
language diversity, job insecurity, and human-machine interaction. Apart 
from their different attitudes towards VIN’s workplace learning process, 
their apparent difficulty to communicate might seem rather surprising as 
well. In the fields of applied linguistics, linguistic ethnography, and 
sociolinguistics, it has become well established nowadays that people do 
not need to speak an ‘entire’ language to achieve all sorts of transactional 
and relational communicative purposes, that the idea of an ‘entire’ 
language is problematic in and of itself, and that it is more accurate to think 
in terms of diverse communicative resources (see García and Wei 2014; 
Jørgensen and Varga 2011). Indeed, bringing together people like PER and 
VIN, whose individual language repertoires do not overlap much, does not 
necessarily have to lead to a lot of misunderstandings in a workplace (see, 
e.g., Franziskus, De Bres, and Gilles 2013; Pennycook and Otsuji 2015; 
Theodoropoulou 2020). Over time, people may in fact develop a shared 
repertoire of communicative resources that are suited for their specific 
needs, and that makes them identifiable as a community of practice (Eckert 
and McConnell-Ginet 1992; Lave and Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998).  

 Moreover, in posthumanist fields such as actor-network theory 
(Latour 2005), new materialism (Bennett 2010), and posthumanist applied 
linguistics (Pennycook 2018), a well-established insight today is that both 
human and non-human actors (hereafter: actants) contribute to the 
achievement of specific purposes, and that non-human actors even make 
human-human communication redundant at times. The development of a 
car that makes it impossible to drive without wearing a seatbelt, for 
example, decreases the necessity to tell people that they have to 
remember to wear one (Latour 1992, 226). Hence, in a strongly mechanised 
work environment such as the metal foundry, where people like PER and 
VIN often spent more time interacting with machines than with each other, 
it may not only be that people do not need to speak an ‘entire’ language. 
They often may not have to speak one at all, if language is understood in its 
conventional, typically verbal sense. 

 Despite all this, however, the interactions between PER and VIN do 
not immediately appear successful. An explanation may be found in the 
transience of their work relation (Haberland and Mortensen 2019; 
Mortensen 2017), as they had never worked together before. An additional 
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explanation may be found when considering PER’s code-switch to 
Limburgish, through which he told me that VIN “doesn’t get it at all”. How 
much was PER really trying to check whether VIN would be able to work 
with the machine on his own, and how much was he trying to show me –a 
researcher with an explicit interest in language diversity– that it was very 
difficult to achieve a work-related purpose with a minoritised speaker like 
VIN? Previous linguistic-ethnographic studies of blue-collar work 
environments have shown how language can be used as a gatekeeping 
mechanism, legitimising why certain minoritised speakers do not get access 
to certain benefits, such as a permanent contract, a permanent residence 
permit, or a different job with a higher salary or a higher social status 
(Duchêne 2011; Holm, O’Rourke, and Danson 2020; Kraft 2019; Kraft 2020a; 
Piller and Lising 2014). In the metal foundry, this gatekeeping mechanism 
had started to lose some of its previous force, as the company had opened 
up to first-generation migrant workers with (more) diverse language 
backgrounds (including VIN). Hence, PER’s apparent attempt to influence 
my research findings can be interpreted as an attempt to go against this 
historical, sociolinguistic development. 

 To achieve relevant purposes in the metal foundry –such as 
productivity, workplace safety, and job satisfaction– several dimensions 
thus had to be considered. The question was not only which verbal and 
non-verbal resources people needed to achieve such purposes, or how 
much non-human actants such as machines could make the need for 
human-human interaction redundant, but also how much different people 
in the foundry felt that the given language diversity at work was legitimate. 
Indeed, one take-away from this dissertation is that scholars with an 
interest in language and society should at least be aware of the possible 
social implications when they argue that ‘not much language’ is needed to 
achieve certain purposes. After all, while opening up for a linguistically 
more diverse workforce may create opportunities for migrant workers to 
earn more money than they would have done elsewhere (a positive 
development in and of itself), it may also weaken the negotiating position 
of workers who strive for higher salaries and/or more job security, as it 
provides employers with a larger potential labour pool to choose from. 
Thus, promoting the idea that ‘not much language’ is needed might actually 
further stimulate processes of labour market liberalisation and increase 
social tensions in the workplace and society at large. 

 Power, defined as “acting with effect” (Watson 2016, 171), is a term 
used in this dissertation to describe how specific purposes are achieved, or 
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not. Power dynamics, then, refers to the human-human and human-
machine interactions which produce particular effects, which may, or may 
not, contribute to specific purposes, and which hierarchise the relations 
among the interacting actants. For example, while the interaction between 
PER and VIN from extract 1 might have contributed to VIN’s ability to work 
with a particular machine, and hence, to the foundry’s productivity, it 
probably did not contribute to his job satisfaction. Furthermore, the 
hierarchical workplace relation that emerged through this interaction was 
complex and multidimensional, as argued above. Similarly, referring back to 
the example from Latour (1992), an interaction between a human and a car 
that makes it impossible to drive without wearing a seatbelt might 
contribute to the purpose of safety, while the hierarchical relation between 
the human and the car (who is ‘steering’ whom?) has multiple dimensions 
as well. Hence, to better understand the functioning of power dynamics in 
the metal foundry, and to discuss how these dynamics did (not) contribute 
to certain purposes, this dissertation addresses the following research 
question: 

 

How do power dynamics emerge in a contemporary multilingual 
blue-collar work environment in a cross-border region? 

 

Through its detailed study of daily and nightly work interactions in a 
blue-collar work environment, the dissertation adds to existing linguistic-
ethnographic studies of power dynamics and language in the workplace, as 
studies of blue-collar life-worlds are still relatively uncommon. Its 
discussion of the perspective of ‘local’ majoritised blue-collar workers like 
PER, and its posthumanist perspective on the interactional role of machines 
are two more innovative elements, which have rarely appeared in linguistic 
ethnographies to date. One additional innovation can be found in its critical 
yet constructive discussion of the findings. As the still ongoing COVID-19 
pandemic has underlined, many blue-collar jobs are crucial, and many are 
done by first-generation migrant workers such as VIN. In a region like the 
Dutch province of Limburg, where the population is not expected to grow 
significantly anymore, or even to shrink (Statistics Netherlands 2020b), 
these migrant workers can be an important asset for the economy and 
society. Hence, arguably, it is not only in the interests of the migrant 
workers themselves, but also in the interests of ‘local’ workers like PER, and 
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of different companies and society at large, to develop a better 
understanding of power dynamics and their effects, and to discuss how 
they may become a force for the good, so that ‘local’ and migrant workers 
both feel happy to take on a blue-collar job and stay in this region, thereby 
contributing to the sustainability of its economy and society. 

The empirical data of the dissertation have been gathered primarily 
between 3 July and 15 October 2017, when I worked as a participant-
observer in the metal foundry. As a typical example of a blue-collar 
workplace (see next section), many workers in the foundry had temporary 
contracts and diverse language backgrounds. The dimension of language 
diversity was further amplified through the foundry’s location in a border 
area (see also Franziskus, De Bres, and Gilles 2013; Franziskus and Gilles 
2012). At the time of my fieldwork, the foundry had around 500 workers. 
Most of them (around 70%; table 1) worked in one of its four production 
departments, which were: the Core Shooting Department (where sand 
cores were produced to mould metal); the Melting Department (where the 
metal was melted); the Casting Department (where the molten metal was 
moulded using the sand cores); and the Finishing Department (where the 
metal products, after hardening, were sawn, ground, blasted, welded, and 
quality-checked, among other actions; see also extract 1). Table 1 shows 
the number of permanent and temporary workers in each department in 
August 2017, divided by citizenship. 
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Table 1. The number of permanent (perm) and temporary (temp) workers 
in the foundry in August 2017, divided by department and citizenship. The 
category “non-production” includes, among others, Human Resource (HR) 
managers, Information Technology (IT) staff, and engineers. The categories 
“Dutch”, “German”, and “Polish” may include first-generation migrants who 
have obtained Dutch/German/Polish citizenship at some point in their life.1 

 

During my fieldwork, I spent most of the time in the three largest 
departments (i.e., the Core Shooting, the Casting, and the Finishing 
Department). In the Core Shooting and the Finishing Department, people 
typically worked alone or in pairs with a particular machine. Many people in 
these two departments could speak Dutch, German, and/or Limburgish, but 
there also was a significant minority (including VIN) who could neither 
speak nor understand any of these varieties, and who often used English as 
a lingua franca with other workers (as in extract 1). In the Casting 
Department, people typically worked in groups at two different conveyor 
belts, and everyone I met there could speak at least Dutch or German. 
Overall, German appeared to be the most frequently spoken lingua franca 

 
1 The figures presented are the sum of the data about all agency workers in the 
foundry in August 2017, which I have received as an anonymised Microsoft Excel 
file from one of the agency’s recruiters, and the data about the metal foundry’s 
employees, which I have collected through email communication with an HR 
manager from the foundry. As the HR manager filled in some gaps in the data from 
August 2017 with data from 2018, minor differences might exist between the 
actual figures and the figures presented here. 
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in the production departments. The use of English as a lingua franca was a 
relatively new phenomenon in the foundry, and many senior production 
workers (including PER) were not very comfortable with this communicative 
mode, which was very closely connected with the increased language 
diversity at work. 

In the next section, I place this dissertation in the wider field of 
blue-collar workplace studies in linguistic ethnography. Afterwards, I 
discuss its theoretical, posthumanist approach to power and language. I 
then briefly introduce the Meuse-Rhine border area, where the metal 
foundry was located, before ending the chapter with a general overview of 
the remaining chapters of the dissertation. 

 

1.2 Linguistic ethnography and blue-collar workplaces 

The previous studies that I build upon in this dissertation carry diverse 
labels, including linguistic anthropology, (interactional) sociolinguistics, and 
linguistic ethnography. These academic fields overlap a lot, and the exact 
borders between them are unclear (Wilson 2018, 42-43). In general, they all 
share an interest in the relationship between language use and other social 
phenomena, so this dissertation may carry any of the mentioned labels. Yet, 
for the sake of consistency, and as both this dissertation and most previous 
work I discuss is based on ethnographic fieldwork, I have decided to use the 
label linguistic ethnography most of the time. Creese and Copland (2017, 
340) define this field as “an interpretive approach which studies the local 
and immediate actions of actors from their point of view and considers how 
these interactions are embedded in wider social contexts and structures”. 
Considering my aim to better understand local workplace (inter)actions and 
their effects (i.e., power dynamics), and considering the important role of 
participants’ perspectives for the interpretation of my research findings 
(see previous section and further below), this definition matches the nature 
of my current work quite well.  

More specifically, this dissertation can be situated in a gradually 
emerging and expanding field of research that is typically based on 
ethnographic fieldwork, and that is concerned with the use of language in 
blue-collar work environments (Lønsmann and Kraft 2017). I am aware that 
the use of blue-collar as an umbrella term for this field has been 
problematised (Gonçalves and Kelly-Holmes 2021; Pennycook 2021), and 
not every linguistic-ethnographic study that may be categorised as part of 
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the field uses it (e.g., Kleifgen 2013). The term probably originates from the 
United States, where references to (stereo)typical colours of work uniforms 
have been commonly used to distinguish, among others, white-collar office 
workers and blue-collar manual workers (Gibson and Papa 2000, 68; 
Wickman 2012). One problem that has been addressed in relation to such 
distinctions is that they are etic (i.e., made by observers) rather than emic 
(i.e., made by the observed workers themselves; Gonçalves and Kelly-
Holmes 2021, 12). Another problem is that the term blue-collar often 
comes with connotations of being “unskilled” (Gonçalves and Kelly-Holmes 
2021, 2), an ideology that can be used to legitimise workers’ exploitation. In 
addition, the term often comes with connotations of “masculinity” 
(Gonçalves and Kelly-Holmes 2021, 2; Pennycook 2021, 228-229), an 
ideology that overlooks female blue-collar workers (see, e.g., Goldstein 
1997; Gonçalves and Schluter 2017). 

Nonetheless, most researchers, including the critics mentioned 
above, are still using the term blue-collar today. Alternative terms, such as 
working class, or proletariat and precariat (Standing 2011), do not solve the 
abovementioned issues. Furthermore, despite the associated problems, the 
established term blue-collar has been useful for researchers in the sense 
that it fulfils an apparent need to compare perspectives from different work 
environments that may not share one or several defining core 
characteristics, but that do share a particular “family resemblance” 
(Wittgenstein 1999). Hence, Lønsmann and Kraft (2017, 138) define blue-
collar workers rather loosely as “labourers in the primary or secondary 
sectors, whose job is often, but not always, temporary, and low-status”. 
Other characteristics that often apply to blue-collar work may still be added 
to this definition, such as physically demanding (Gibson and Papa 2000, 68), 
and perhaps even “language poor”, in case “language” is understood in a 
narrow, typically verbal sense (Pennycook 2021, 231-232). Besides that, as 
temporary, low-status, physically demanding, and “language poor” work 
can be found outside of the primary sector (e.g., agriculture) and the 
secondary sector (e.g., manufacturing) as well, the definition may have to 
become even broader. Indeed, several linguistic-ethnographic studies that 
have used the label blue-collar focus on work environments outside of 
these sectors, especially cleaning companies (Gonçalves and Schluter 2017; 
Holm, O’Rourke, and Danson 2020; Strömmer 2021). 

In general, linguistic-ethnographic studies of blue-collar work 
environments discuss how language, as a resource, is used to make social 
distinctions between people at work. In this way, they differ from 
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traditional variationist-sociolinguistic studies, which have related specific 
linguistic features to broad, predefined (i.e., etic) social categories such as 
working class (e.g., Labov 1972). Rather, their focus on emic social 
distinctions is often related to language diversity (e.g., Goldstein 1997; Piller 
and Lising 2014; Sunaoshi 2005). Furthermore, their approaches to 
language and social distinctions often draw on one of the following three 
concepts or legacies: firstly, linguistic capital (Bourdieu 1991), a language-
political construct that provides concrete benefits to speakers of certain 
language varieties, and not to others (e.g., Duchêne 2011; Holm, O’Rourke, 
and Danson 2020; Kraft 2019); secondly, community of practice (Eckert and 
McConnell-Ginet 1992; Lave and Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998), a social-
cultural construct that makes a relative distinction between people based 
on how much they become part of a particular in-group, if at all (e.g., 
Gherardi and Nicolini 2002; Holmes and Woodhams 2013; Theodoropoulou 
2020); and thirdly, the discursive, interactional construction of 
interpersonal relations, sometimes referred to as face (Arundale 2020; 
Brown and Levinson 1987; Goffman 1967), through which people may 
(re)produce certain hierarchical workplace relations, such as those between 
a manager and a subordinate (e.g., Handford and Matous 2015; Holmes and 
Stubbe 2015; Kleifgen 2013). 

This dissertation builds upon the three abovementioned theoretical 
legacies as well, even though its ontological starting point is somewhat 
different due to the applied posthumanist perspective. Thus, although the 
dissertation can be broadly situated in a field of linguistic-ethnographic 
studies of blue-collar work environments, it also differs from these studies 
with regard to some of its theoretical positions. In the next section, I discuss 
these positions in more detail. 

 

1.3 A posthumanist approach to power and language 

Posthumanism is another broad umbrella term. It encompasses a family of 
theoretical and methodological approaches, such as actor-network theory 
(Latour 2005) and new materialism (Bennett 2010), which all share a 
concern for decentring the human subject or agent (i.e., anthropocentrism) 
in the humanities and the social sciences (Pennycook 2018, 10). Thus, 
similar to postcolonialism, the prefix “post” in “posthumanism” may be 
interpreted in a programmatic rather than a descriptive sense. After all, the 
idea is not that we have come to live in a posthumanist world (whatever 
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that may be), but that it is valuable to experiment with other than human-
centred approaches. Authors often mention ‘green’ or environmental 
arguments for this point, such as concerns about climate change (e.g., Fox 
and Alldred 2020), animal welfare (e.g., Cornips 2019), or the COVID-19 
pandemic (e.g, Iaon 2020). This dissertation has less of an environmentalist 
appeal, even though industrial workplaces such as the metal foundry 
produce a significant carbon footprint. Instead, as a basic starting point, it 
considers what a posthumanist approach to power and language can bring 
us, linguistic ethnographers, in terms of insights about our research 
proceedings and data. 

 The previously mentioned definition of power that I use in this 
dissertation, “acting with effect” (Watson 2016, 171), is not exclusively 
posthumanist. In fact, the definition is taken from a text that is concerned 
with the concept power in practice theory, a field that includes both 
posthumanist and other approaches. What makes posthumanist 
approaches typically stand apart, however, is their understanding of 
agency, or “the capacity to act with effect” (Watson 2016, 170). Essentially, 
the claim is that not only humans, but also non-humans (such as dogs, 
trees, screwdrivers, and stones) have this capacity, although this typically 
requires that different human and non-human actants temporarily 
associate with each other, like a chain or a network (Latour 1986; Latour 
2005, 71-72). To take the screwdriver as an example: this tool has the 
capacity to install and remove certain screws (e.g., slotted drives). 
However, it cannot install or remove every single kind of screw (e.g., 
cruciform drives). Thus, as an affordance (Gibson 2015), a screwdriver 
enables particular human beings (excluding new-born babies, people 
without fingers, etc.) to install or remove particular kinds of screws. 
Together, as a temporary chain, network, or assemblage (Bennett 2010; 
Deleuze and Guattari 1980; Latour 2005), a particular human being and a 
screwdriver have “the capacity to act with effect” with regard to installing 
or removing certain screws. The human actant or the screwdriver-actant 
considered alone would not have this capacity. And once they form such a 
chain, network, or assemblage and “act with effect”, they exercise (or, to 
use a theoretically more consistent phrasing, ‘do’) power. 

 Structure, in a typical posthumanist approach such as actor-network 
theory, is basically just a very large assemblage of human and non-human 
actants (Latour 2005, 178). Hence, an important theoretical position is that 
a particular structure (such as neoliberalism or racism) cannot be used to 
explain anything, but that it is the structure itself that needs to be explained 
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by exploring how and why diverse human and non-human actants produce 
it (Latour 1986). Through their ‘local’ agency, they each have the capacity to 
affect the structure in some way. For example, with regard to the structural 
phenomenon of mechanisation (i.e., the delegation of work tasks from 
humans to machines), many different actants are involved: governments, 
companies, or universities may invest in technological innovations; 
company directors, entrepreneurs, or shareholders may invest in the 
mechanisation of particular workplaces; different kinds of machines may be 
developed easily and work flawlessly (from the company’s perspective) 
once they are put in these places; and different employees may be both 
willing and capable to work with these machines. In case any one of these 
actants does not ‘cooperate’, however, the structural phenomenon of 
mechanisation might not emerge at all, or it will at least look (very) 
different from what it would have looked like in an alternative scenario. 
Thus, structure should not be understood in a fixed and stable sense, but 
rather, indeed, as a continuously emerging, organic assemblage (Bennett 
2010, 23-24). 

 The discussed posthumanist positions have consequences for the 
conceptualisation of language as well. Essentially, a posthumanist approach 
to language requires that human actants are decentred as the sole 
contributors to processes of semiosis or meaning-making (Canagarajah 
2018; Pennycook 2018). More specifically, the use of language is 
conceptualised as taking place in a particular space, in which diverse non-
human actants (including space itself) also participate in the ongoing 
interactions and contribute to the meanings that emerge there. Meaning, in 
this case, can be understood as indexicality (Agha 2003), or perhaps even in 
a somewhat functionalist sense, that is, as the way that something or 
someone functions in practice (see, e.g., Redder 2008). For example, a 
screwdriver, as a non-human actant, enables a use as an installer or 
remover of particular screws by particular human actants, and this might 
indeed be the meaning that it acquires in practice. At the same time, 
however, the screwdriver also enables other kinds of use or meaning, such 
as the use of the screwdriver as a weapon to hurt someone. Which exact 
meaning a screwdriver acquires in the end is the situated, temporary, and 
emergent outcome of the interactions between diverse human actants 
(who might make use of memories from past experiences) and non-human 
actants, each with particular affordances for use or meaning, and the same 
goes for verbal resources such as the word “screwdriver”.  
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In the end, all the human and non-human contributors to such 
meaning-making processes can be said to constitute a semiotic assemblage 
(Pennycook 2018, 54-55) or a spatial repertoire (Canagarajah 2018; 
Pennycook 2018, 47-51). A disputable question is whether language as a 
concept should be defined as being equal to semiotic assemblages or 
spatial repertoires (i.e., language in a broader, expanded sense; Cornips 
and Van den Hengel 2021), or whether it should rather be considered a 
specific subcategory of these broader semiotic concepts (i.e., language in a 
narrower, typically verbal sense; Canagarajah 2018; Pennycook 2018, 51). 
In line with the generally emic approach of my dissertation, I have decided 
to use the term language in the narrower sense most of the time, and 
where I do use language in a broader sense (typically, in relation to 
machines), I have decided to use single quotation marks (‘language’) to 
acknowledge this unconventional, etic usage. After all, my primary aim of 
this dissertation is not to discuss how we should conceptualise language, 
but to discuss how the social-cultural practices that we conventionally think 
of as language or discourse are just one out of several kinds of ‘forces’ 
within the ongoing power dynamics in the workplace. In this way, the 
dissertation adds to previous linguistic-ethnographic studies about the use 
of language as a resource in blue-collar workplaces, as it aims to broaden 
this established perspective by pointing out that there are more actants 
than human beings, and more forces than discourse alone, which, 
regardless of any possibly involved intentionality, all affect the ongoing 
power dynamics at work.  

 

1.4 Power and language in the Meuse-Rhine border area 

In this section, I briefly introduce the Meuse-Rhine border area, where the 
metal foundry is located. Since the history of this border area is extensively 
discussed in chapter 3 of this dissertation, I focus primarily on the present 
situation here.  

In line with the discussed posthumanist approach to power and 
language, the Meuse-Rhine border area can be conceptualised as one or 
several assemblages, which give rise to something that may be termed 
language policy. Furthermore, to accommodate relevant historical 
dimensions, these assemblages could be thought of as broad scales that 
stretch over time (Canagarajah 2018, 46). As I discuss from a somewhat 
different perspective in chapter 3, however, I have found it more helpful to 
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imagine the border area as a landscape (Brambilla 2015). One reason for 
this is that, as opposed to the somewhat abstract image of a scale, a 
landscape can be vividly imagined with layers, paths, fossils, buildings, and 
other traces from human and non-human history. Another reason is that 
the term landscape enables the construction of a derived verb, landscaping, 
which vividly captures how someone who may be interested in affecting 
language practices in a particular landscape can face all kinds of obstacles 
which have emerged historically, and which, as human or non-human 
actants, resist change. These two images are quite applicable when 
discussing the sociolinguistic situatedness of the Meuse-Rhine border area 
today, as I further show below. 

 

 

Figure 1. Map showing the Meuse-Rhine border area. The dotted line on 
the left represents the Meuse river flowing through the Dutch province of 
Limburg. The dotted line on the right represents the Rhine river flowing 
through the German state North-Rhine Westphalia (map created by 
author). 
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The Meuse-Rhine border area in this dissertation roughly refers to 
the Dutch province of Limburg and the German Rhine-Ruhr metropolitan 
region (which is part of the German state North Rhine-Westphalia; figure 
1). The metal foundry that I focus on is located in the northern part of 
Limburg, within walking distance of the Dutch-German border (about 2.5 
kilometres away). During my fieldwork in 2017, many workers from the 
foundry lived in Germany, while no one lived in Belgium (the Dutch-Belgian 
border being about 30 kilometres away). Moreover, I observed many 
people speaking German in the foundry, while I did not observe anyone 
speaking (a variety of) Belgian-Dutch, Flemish, French, or Walloon. 
Therefore, even though the Meuse-Rhine border area clearly includes a 
part of Belgium as well, I focus exclusively on the Dutch-German part in this 
dissertation. 

 Today, there are two formal cross-border regions, or Euroregions, in 
the Meuse-Rhine border area: the Euroregion Meuse-Rhine and the 
Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North. Euroregions have been defined as 
“formalized cooperation initiatives between sub-national authorities, often 
including private and non-profit actors located close to a border in two or 
more countries” (Svensson and Nordlund 2015, 372). They are typically 
allied with larger political-economic projects that aim to establish a cross-
border labour market, with people living on one and working on the other 
side of a national border, which would supposedly boost border-regional 
economies (see, e.g., Actieteam Grensoverschrijdende Economie en Arbeid 
2017). The research institute from Maastricht University that finances my 
PhD project, the so-called “Institute for Transnational and Euroregional 
cross-border cooperation and Mobility” (ITEM), can be considered an ally of 
such broader projects as well. Despite years of policy stimulation, however, 
cross-border commuting is still quite a rare phenomenon in Europe (see, 
e.g., Eurostat 2018; Van Houtum and Van der Velde 2004), and the same 
applies to the Meuse-Rhine border area (Statistics Netherlands 2021). 
Hence, it is clear that Euroregions do not simply ‘have’ power, and that 
many (potential) actants in a cross-border assemblage or landscape need to 
cooperate for a cross-border labour market to emerge. 

 One obstacle for cross-border commuting that is often mentioned, 
among others, is national language differences (see, e.g., Actieteam 
Grensoverschrijdende Economie en Arbeid 2017, 34). Such differences can 
be considered as effects produced by entire national assemblages or 
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(linguistic) landscapes. After all, it is not a given that, say, people in the 
Netherlands speak Dutch, and people in Germany German. A whole range 
of actants needs to cooperate to make this happen, which may include 
language laws, lawmakers, law enforcers, citizens, teachers, school 
textbooks, printing technologies, media outlets, public signs, priests, bibles, 
etcetera (see, e.g., Jacobs 2008; Johnson 2013). Ironically, before such 
nation-state assemblages or national-linguistic landscapes emerged, cross-
border communication in the Meuse-Rhine border area appears to have 
been relatively easy, as people in the area typically spoke mutually 
intelligible local language varieties (see Cornelissen 2015; Giesbers 2008), 
which are known as “Limburgish” in the Dutch province of Limburg today 
(Cornips 2013). Over time, however, traditional local varieties from the 
Dutch and the German part of the border area diverged linguistically from 
each other, and in most places in the German part, they have become 
nearly extinct (Cornelissen 2008; Cornelissen 2015; Giesbers 2008). Thus, 
when Euroregional and other actants take measures in an attempt to 
facilitate cross-border communication in the Meuse-Rhine border area, 
they try to (partly) overcome the (socio)linguistic divisions that have 
emerged in this border landscape over time. 

 Euroregions have been often referred to as “laboratories of 
European integration” (see, e.g., Knippenberg 2004). Considering the 
general insignificance of cross-border labour commuting in Euroregions, 
however, it may be more enlightening to look more closely for specific 
laboratories out there. The metal foundry that I focus on in this dissertation 
could in fact be considered one such laboratory. Not only did a significant 
number of workers that I met in the foundry in 2017 live across the border 
in Germany, a significant number even originated from other European 
Union (EU) member states such as Poland, as well as non-EU countries such 
as Syria. Hence, if all these workers managed to deal with potential 
(socio)linguistic obstacles, and if they (together with relevant tools, 
machines, and other actants) managed to produce economically valuable 
goods, then one might conclude that it should be possible for similarly 
‘successful’ assemblages to emerge elsewhere in the EU (and beyond) as 
well. An additional argument for this point is that the metal foundry can be 
considered a critical case due to the absence of a lingua franca that every 
single worker in the foundry could understand, and due to the temporary 
nature, or transience (Haberland and Mortensen 2019; Mortensen 2017), of 
many interpersonal relations in this work environment, which gave people 
less time to deal with potential (socio)linguistic obstacles. In other words, if 
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diverse actants in this particular work environment managed to deal with 
these potential (socio)linguistic obstacles, then actants in arguably less 
challenging (work) environments should be able to do so as well. 

 Finally, as a comparison, it can be valuable to look at workplace 
‘laboratories’ in Luxembourg, an officially trilingual (French-German-
Luxembourgish) microstate that receives by far the largest number of cross-
border labour commuters in Europe (Decoville et al. 2013). Partly for this 
reason, workplaces in Luxembourg have caught some attention from 
linguistic ethnographers, specifically a supermarket and an Information 
Technology (IT) company (Franziskus 2016; Franziskus, De Bres, and Gilles 
2013; Franziskus and Gilles 2012). In general, Horner and Weber (2008) 
have observed that the increasing presence of German-speaking and, 
particularly, French-speaking cross-border commuters in Luxembourg has 
been accompanied with an increased use of, primarily, French as a lingua 
franca at work, which has given rise to ideas of the Luxembourgish 
language, a marker of national identity, being under threat. The previously 
mentioned linguistic-ethnographic studies present a somewhat more 
nuanced and complex picture, with different communicative modes, such 
as receptive multilingualism (Ten Thije and Zeevaert 2007), being used, and 
different language-ideological stances being taken. An interesting example 
is how a German-speaking cross-border worker in a supermarket used 
Luxembourgish routine and formulaic phrases to foster good interpersonal 
relations with a Luxembourgish-speaking colleague (Franziskus, De Bres, 
and Gilles 2013, 261-264). In this way, the study also confirmed the idea 
that people do not always have to be able to speak an ‘entire’ language at 
work, neither for transactional, nor for social or relational purposes.  

 

1.5 Dissertation outline 

To recap, this dissertation addresses the question of how power dynamics 
emerged in a contemporary multilingual blue-collar work environment in a 
cross-border region, specifically a metal foundry in the Dutch province of 
Limburg, in the Dutch-German borderland. It applies a posthumanist 
perspective on power and language, which entails a decentring of human 
actants and discourse as the sole contributors to power dynamics. Apart 
from this theoretically innovative element, the dissertation adds to existing 
insights by discussing the perspective of both majoritised and minoritised 
speakers, while reflecting upon the idea that the foundry may be 
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considered a ‘laboratory’ for European integration, or more precisely a 
critical case for the ability of often-temporary majoritised and minoritised 
speakers, in addition to machines, to deal with possible social and/or 
linguistic obstacles at work and to constitute a productive work 
assemblage. Ultimately, the dissertation not only aims to achieve a better 
understanding of emerging power dynamics in this way, but also to discuss 
how power dynamics may become a (more) positive force, contributing to 
relevant purposes such as productivity, workplace safety, and job 
satisfaction, as well as to the overall sustainability of a given economy and 
society. 

 To accommodate its broad range of perspectives from different 
participants and academic theories, the dissertation has an explorative 
outline, with an empirical core consisting of one methodological chapter 
(chapter 2) and three journal articles (chapters 3-5). The starting concept of 
a chapter is typically one that I began my fieldwork with, particularly 
community of practice (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 1992; Lave and Wenger 
1991; Wenger 1998) and linguistic landscape (Landry and Bourhis 1997). 
While I have not abandoned these concepts and still find them useful for 
the purpose of describing power dynamics, I have simultaneously expanded 
their possible meanings by relating them to a posthumanist vocabulary, 
especially the concepts affordance (Gibson 2015), spatial repertoire 
(Canagarajah 2018; Pennycook and Otsuji 2015; Pennycook 2018), and 
assemblage (Bennett 2010; Deleuze and Guattari 1980; Latour 2005), and 
by exploring the potential of the linguistic landscape concept in a more 
metaphorical sense (partly inspired by Brambilla 2015). When it comes to 
scale, the first two empirical chapters focus on the metal foundry in 
general, while the other two focus on specific micro-interactions. 
Furthermore, while chapters 2 and 3 primarily feature Limburgish-speaking 
workers, the main participant of chapter 4 is an English-speaking migrant 
worker from Poland (VIN), and the main participants of chapter 5 are 
German-speaking cross-border commuters from Germany. Table 2 presents 
an overview of the different chapters, and the different elements that 
readers can expect to find in them. 

Finally, I would like to credit the previous linguistic-ethnographic 
works from Goldstein (1997) and Kleifgen (2013) for having inspired the 
general title of this dissertation. While Goldstein’s work is called Two 
Languages at Work, and Kleifgen’s work is called Communicative Practices 
at Work, I have decided to continue their tradition by similarly using the 
phrase “at work” (with its multiple meanings of “being in a workplace”, 
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“actively working”, and “having effects”) in the title Power Dynamics at 
Work. I hope this dissertation does justice to the legacy that these authors 
have started.  

 

Power dynamics at work 
 

 Chapter 2 
 

Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 

Department All  
departments 

All  
departments 

Finishing 
Department 

Core Shooting 
& Casting 
Department 
 

Primarily 
used 
fieldwork 
data 

Fieldnotes & 
documents 
 

Interviews & 
documents 

Audio 
recording & 
photographs 

Audio & video 
recordings 
 

Primarily 
featured 
language 
 

Limburgish Limburgish English German 

Starting 
concept(s) 
 

Positionality Linguistic 
landscape & 
language 
policy 

Community of 
practice 
 

Community of 
practice & 
power 

Posthumanist 
concept(s)  

Affordance & 
emplacement 

Assemblage Affordance & 
spatial 
repertoire 
 

Assemblage 
 

Published in  
journal 

Unpublished 
dissertation 
chapter 
 

Language 
Policy 

Journal of 
Linguistic 
Anthropology 

Submitted to   
peer-reviewed 
journal 

 

Table 2. Overview of the dissertation chapters 
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2. Methodological Reflections 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter reflects on the research process that led to my dissertation. 
More specifically, it discusses how I gained access to specific data, and why 
I made certain methodological, theoretical, and ethical choices before, 
during, and after this data collection period. As part of this discussion, I 
particularly reflect upon my positionings as a researcher, and the relation 
between these positionings and the choices I have made. 

Positionality has been defined as “the stance or positioning of the 
researcher in relation to the social and political context of the study—the 
community, the organization or the participant group” (Coghlan and 
Brydon-Miller 2014, 627). Ethnographers who reflect about their 
positionalities often highlight the impact of (combinations of) broad social 
identity categories such as age, class, ethnicity, gender, race, and sexuality 
on their research processes and findings. Bell (1999, 30), for example, has 
pointed out how she as a female researcher did not seem to get access to 
certain ‘masculine’ discursive practices (such as swearing) in specific male-
dominated, industrial work contexts. Somewhat similarly, Hawkins (2010, 
254) has observed how white interviewees (unlike black interviewees) 
seemed to withhold their ideas about race and racism to him (a black 
researcher). In a regional minority language area such as the Dutch 
province of Limburg, someone’s (perceived) race or ethnicity might also 
impact how easily people start speaking the regional minority language (in 
this case, Limburgish) with this person (Cornips 2020a). With regard to 
sexuality, La Pastina (2006, 732) decided to lie about his gay identity to his 
research participants to avoid this identity influencing their behaviour (and, 
thus, his data) in a way that he considered undesirable.  

Apart from these broad social identity categories, other researcher 
positionalities have been highlighted as well. A classic example is how much 
an ethnographer can or decides to get involved in any studied practices, 
which may range from “non-participation” to “complete participation” 
(Spradley 1980, 58). Concerning such distinctions, a typical point of 
reflection is that it may be more challenging for ‘complete participants’ to 
notice the “tacit cultural rules at work” (Spradley 1980, 62). Furthermore, 
Lønsmann’s (2016) has reflected on the question how the acts of variably 
positioning herself as an independent researcher, a consultant, and a (PhD) 
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student, among others, influenced which people and workplaces (i.e., 
which data) she got access to as an ethnographer. Although such 
positionalities may appear to be more situated, emergent, and negotiable 
than seemingly stable social identity categories like gender and race, 
several authors have underlined that the relevance of these ‘stable’ 
identities also varies from one situation to another, and that their exact 
meanings are not fixed but fluid (e.g., Bell 1999, 32; Hawkins 2010, 255; 
Lønsmann 2016, 28-29). Thus, in all cases, identity appears to be a transient 
outcome of a complex, situated interaction between the researcher and 
various other ‘forces’ at work. 

An open question is how and why particular identities or 
positionalities become relevant in particular situations, or become imbued 
with specific transient, situated meanings (see also Mortensen 2017). A 
useful concept for approaching this question is affordance, which was 
coined by Gibson in the field of ecological psychology in 1979 (see Gibson 
2015). Following this author, an affordance is something that an 
environment “offers”, “provides”, or “furnishes” for a specific animal 
(Gibson 2015, 119). For the purpose of this chapter, the animal is the 
ethnographic researcher, whose capabilities to construct certain identities 
or positionalities may be simultaneously enriched and constrained by 
specific elements in the surrounding environment. For example, if I come 
across a written document that I am able to read, this might provide me an 
opportunity to make myself stand out as a language expert in a specific 
environment. Similarly, as discussed above, specific features of my body 
(such as my skin colour) can also be considered affordances, which at least 
encourage the construction of certain identities or positionalities, while 
discouraging others. Thus, which identities or positionalities become 
relevant in a specific situation, and which exact meanings they become 
imbued with, can be considered a temporary result from emerging 
interactions between diverse elements of both me and my environment. 

One additional useful concept is emplacement, which has 
previously been used in the field of rhetoric (Pigg 2014; Rickert 2013), and 
which has recently been adopted in the field of applied linguistics by 
Canagarajah (2018) as an alternative way to imagine linguistic competence. 
Specifically, Canagarajah (2018, 50) has pointed out how this concept 
“accommodates a qualified human agency, while it gives spatial resources 
and semiotic repertoires considerable significance in meaning 
construction”. For the purpose of this chapter, the concept emplacement 
enables me to capture the temporary results from the interacting forces 
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(i.e., both my individual choices and the other forces at work) that together 
emplaced me as a researcher. In other words, the concept strikes a nice 
balance between my individual agency as a researcher, the opportunities 
and constraints that I faced in this respect (i.e., the relevant affordances), 
and the other agentive forces that ‘emplaced’ me. Following this line of 
thought, I define positionality as emplacement. Thus, in this chapter, I 
reflect on the individual choices and the other forces behind my 
emplacements as a researcher, the effects of these emplacements on the 
research data I was able to gather, and the ethical considerations I have had 
in these respects. 

The first-person narrative of this chapter follows a more or less 
chronological order and, as a somewhat innovative element, the narrated 
time stretches beyond the data-collecting period alone. In the next two 
sections, I first discuss my general motivations for doing what has become a 
linguistic-ethnographic study of workplace interactions in a metal foundry 
in the Dutch province of Limburg, near the Dutch-German border. In the 
three sections that follow, I discuss how I managed to get access to the 
metal foundry for my fieldwork, how I (partly) managed to get access to 
production work practices in the foundry during my fieldwork, and how I 
(partly) managed to get access to workplace discourse and informed 
consent. Afterwards, I discuss the process of reaching academic and 
professional audiences for my research, before ending with a general 
conclusion and discussion section. 

 

2.2 Getting access to a PhD position 

In August 2016, I decided to apply for a PhD position at Maastricht 
University. In the Netherlands, PhD candidates are typically treated as 
employees rather than students. The vacancy stated that I would have to 
conduct linguistic-ethnographic fieldwork in a workplace with cross-border 
workers, somewhere near the border between the Dutch province of 
Limburg and the German state North Rhine-Westphalia (i.e., the Meuse-
Rhine border area). One thing that attracted me about this vacancy was the 
geographical setting. I had lived in Limburg during the first eighteen years of 
my life (1988-2006), and I had still regularly visited and stayed in Limburg 
since 2006. My first language even was a local variety of “Limburgish”, a 
name used to refer to local West Germanic language varieties traditionally 
spoken in Limburg. Together, Limburgish varieties have acquired a political 
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status as a regional minority language, but they have no standard variety, 
and they are commonly referred to as “dialects” (see Cornips 2013). My 
proficiency in one such variety probably also contributed to my 
emplacement as a suitable candidate for the advertised position. By testing 
my Limburgish communication skills during my job interview (which was 
otherwise conducted in standard Dutch), my then-potential supervisors 
even gave me an opportunity to position myself in this way, as no formal, 
widely used certificates or qualifications to prove such skills existed. 

 My interest in the PhD position was not only based on an 
identification with ‘Limburgishness’, however. While looking back at my 
early life experiences during my master’s studies in Euroculture (i.e., 
European studies with a focus on social-cultural issues) at the Universities 
of Göttingen (Germany), Uppsala (Sweden), and Osaka (Japan), I had 
become fascinated by the strong impact that Dutch and German nation-
state integration processes had had in the Meuse-Rhine border area over 
the course of just a few generations. At least up until World War II, most 
people in this area could use mutually intelligible, local language varieties 
when speaking with each other, but as many of these varieties had become 
nearly extinct on the German side of the border (Cornelissen 2008), this 
was no longer possible when I grew up there. Parallel to this development, 
personal cross-border contacts had decreased as well (Giesbers 2008). As a 
consequence, even though I had lived, gone to schools, gone to pubs, and 
had part-time jobs within walking distance of the Dutch-German border, I 
had never really got to know anyone who lived ‘on the other side’ during 
the first eighteen years of my life. Apart from a few people with a German 
migrant background in my school, ‘Germans’ had mostly been a rather 
faceless group of people to me, who often came shopping in the 
(Limburgish) city of Venlo during weekends and (German) holidays. Thus, 
although the Dutch-German border had been open for goods, services, 
people, and capital in many ways, it used to be very much ‘closed’ in my 
daily life and mind (see also Strüver 2005).  

 The ‘closedness’ of national borders in the Meuse-Rhine border 
area was a primary area of concern of the research institute that was going 
to finance the advertised PhD position as well. This institute was ITEM, the 
“Institute for Transnational and Euroregional cross-border cooperation and 
Mobility”, which itself was financed primarily by Maastricht University and 
the Dutch province of Limburg, and partly also by the city of Maastricht and 
the Euroregion Meuse-Rhine (ITEM 2018). In its self-presentations, ITEM 
typically stresses how the institute “solves problems”, “tackles 
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bottlenecks”, and “reduces barriers” with regard to cross-border 
cooperation and mobility in the Meuse-Rhine border area and beyond (see, 
e.g., ITEM 2018). Hence, it was clear that the PhD researcher was expected 
to produce some sort of impact for the Euroregional labour market, for 
example by sharing tips about how to overcome possible language barriers 
at work. As I generally believed in the idea that more cross-border 
cooperation and mobility would be positive for the economic development 
and societal vibrancy of Limburg, a vision possibly influenced by my 
international studying experiences, this all sounded good to me. 

A new and slightly frightening aspect of the advertised PhD position 
for me was the ethnographic fieldwork that I would be expected to do. 
During my previous studies, I had mostly been used to analysing written 
language (e.g., through a content or discourse analysis), which I could 
comfortably do from home. Admittedly, for my master’s thesis in 
Euroculture, I had executed survey research as well, which involved 
approaching and visiting two secondary schools in the Meuse-Rhine border 
area (Hovens 2012). Moreover, during my second master’s studies in 
Journalism at the University of Groningen (the Netherlands), and during my 
brief career as an online journalist and web editor in 2015 and 2016, I had 
become used to approaching different kinds of people and institutions. 
While applying for the PhD position, these previous experiences provided 
means to position myself as a suitable candidate despite lacking familiarity 
with ethnographic fieldwork, and I clearly tried to use them as such. 
Nonetheless, to spend a longer period of time in one particular institution 
(in this case, a workplace), and to audio- and video-record communication 
practices there represented a new level of entering people’s daily lives and 
thoughts to me, and I was not sure how I would go find, approach, and 
convince potential participants to cooperate with me on such a seemingly 
‘intrusive’ project. In the next sections, I discuss how I dealt with this 
challenge after my application turned out to be successful. 

 

2.3 Getting access to cross-border data 

I officially started with my PhD project in January 2017. In general, my 
supervisors left me free to find my own way through this project, while 
ITEM entrusted all research-related instructions to them. There was one 
thing that my supervisors were absolutely clear about when I started, 
however: I had to find a workplace to execute my linguistic-ethnographic 
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fieldwork as soon as possible. Hence, one of the first questions I faced was 
where to find a workplace with cross-border workers.  

As Statistics Netherlands (Dutch: CBS) had no available data about 
cross-border workers yet at that stage, I had to rely on other means to 
answer this question. One such means was to consider my personal 
experiences. As discussed in the previous section, I never really got to know 
any person who lived on the other side of the Dutch-German border during 
the first eighteen years of my life. The two main part-time jobs that I had as 
a teenager were kitchen assistant in a retirement home, and baking 
assistant in a bakery. In both workplaces, I had never come across any 
cross-border workers. In 2013, however, I briefly had two part-time jobs in 
Limburg again. These provided some additional experiences for 
consideration, which later proved useful for other purposes as well (see 
sections 2.4 and 2.5). The first was a job as an order picker in a logistics 
distribution centre, where I met a lot of cross-border workers, as well as 
many labour migrants from Poland. The second was a job as a packer of 
large aluminium products in a metal factory, where I met a small number of 
cross-border workers, and hardly any labour migrants from Poland. 
Depending on the exact work environment, the number of cross-border 
workers thus seemed to vary significantly, and there seemed to be some 
relation with the presence of labour migrants from Poland. 

 Another means to explore the cross-border labour market was to 
talk with people who dealt with this market on a professional basis. 
Therefore, during the first three months of 2017, I had five meetings with 
academic colleagues (including colleagues from Statistics Netherlands), and 
one meeting with a member of the German-Dutch Society in Aachen 
(Germany); I attended two non-academic conferences that brought 
together regional stakeholders (such as bureaucrats, labour recruiters, and 
representatives of different schools) with an interest in cross-border issues; 
and I visited three institutions that dealt with cross-border workers on a 
daily basis, namely a Cross-Border Information Point in the German state 
North Rhine-Westphalia, an office of the Dutch Employee Insurance Agency 
(Dutch: UWV) in Limburg, and a temporary employment agency (Dutch: 
uitzendbureau) in Limburg.  
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Figure 2. Map visualising the relative share of cross-border labour 
commuters among the total number of people employed in different 
subregions of the Dutch province of Limburg and the German state North 
Rhine-Westphalia in 2017. The data and the general idea of this map, which 
I have drawn myself, both come from Statistics Netherlands (2021). 
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The overall picture that emerged from these meetings matched my 
personal experiences, and was later also confirmed and specified by data 
from Statistics Netherlands (2021). In brief, my findings could be 
summarised in five points. First of all, it was clear that cross-border 
commuters represented only a fraction of the total number of people 
employed in Limburg and North Rhine-Westphalia (figure 2). Thus, cross-
border commuting did not appear to be a very common phenomenon (see 
also Van Houtum and Van der Velde 2004). Secondly, I found out that 
commuting from North Rhine-Westphalia to Limburg occurred more 
frequently than commuting in the opposite direction, which figure 2 
illustrates as well. Thirdly, figure 2 shows that the largest concentration of 
commuters from Germany could be found in North-Limburg, possibly 
because this subregion hosted many logistics distribution centres. Fourthly, 
during my meetings at the abovementioned institutions, I learnt that many 
commuters from Germany in Limburg were doing jobs with little to no 
formal educational requirements, such as order-picking in distribution 
centres, and production work in factories. And fifthly, data from Statistics 
Netherlands (2021) showed that among the comparably high number of 
commuters from Germany in North-Limburg, almost one third (29%) had 
Polish citizenship. Furthermore, as North-Limburg was the subregion with 
the highest percentage of residents with a Polish migrant background2 in 
the Netherlands in 2017 (just over 2%; Statistics Netherlands 2020a), it 
became clear that German was probably not the only language that played 
a significant role in cross-border workplaces in North-Limburg. 

As North-Limburg stood out as a subregion with a relatively high 
number of cross-border labour commuters, and was the subregion that I 
was already most familiar with myself, and where I had a network of people 
who could provide me with information and accommodation if necessary (a 
social affordance), I decided to focus on finding a workplace there. 
Furthermore, the relatively large number of cross-border labour commuters 
with Polish citizenship in North-Limburg represented an interesting, 
additional dimension for my research. Without them, cross-border 
commuting would be an even less significant phenomenon in the Meuse-
Rhine border area. In the political discourse about the promotion of cross-

 
2 According to Statistics Netherlands, someone has a Polish migrant background in 
case (s)he was born in Poland, or in case (s)he has at least one parent who was 
born in Poland. 
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border commuting in this area, however, Polish people and the Polish 
language were hardly ever mentioned (e.g., Actieteam 
Grensoverschrijdende Economie en Arbeid 2017). None of the academics I 
met during the first months of 2017 talked about them, and during the two 
conferences with regional stakeholders that I had attended, they were not 
mentioned either. To be honest, despite my brief work experiences in 2013, 
I had also never associated cross-border labour market integration in the 
Meuse-Rhine border area with Polish-speaking people. Tellingly, they were 
neither mentioned in the PhD vacancy that I had applied for, nor in the 
research proposal that I had written for my application. 

The only people who appeared to be aware of the significance of 
Polish-speaking commuters were the employees from the institutions 
(especially, the temporary employment agency) that worked with such 
commuters on a daily basis. Clearly, their work environment encouraged 
different imaginations of the Meuse-Rhine labour market. Regarding 
politicians, bureaucrats, and academics like myself, imaginations of this 
labour market might have been influenced by the numerous artifacts (such 
as maps and public signs) in our daily environments that can be associated 
with “banal nationalism” (Billig 1995). Besides that, the observed 
tendencies reminded me of a text by Favell (2009), who had argued that 
the eastward enlargements of the European Union had been (partly) guided 
by a discriminatory or racist logic to make Western European nation-states 
less dependent on labour migrants from “the South” (primarily, Morocco 
and Turkey). Political imaginations of an integrated Meuse-Rhine labour 
market may well have been guided by a similar logic, as local and regional 
politicians (influenced by public opinion) were probably more eager to 
openly welcome commuting Dutch or German citizens than labour migrants 
from, primarily, Poland. 

Considering the significant presence of German-speaking and 
Polish-speaking people in specific workplaces in North-Limburg, and the 
probability that the number of such linguistically diverse workplaces in 
Limburg would further increase in the future, as the population of this 
province did not grow significantly anymore, or even shrank (Statistics 
Netherlands 2020b), I thus had found a rationale for studying 
(socio)linguistic practices in a workplace with cross-border commuters in 
North-Limburg. The most obvious workplace to look for in this case would 
probably have been a distribution centre, as there were so many of them, 
and as many cross-border commuters worked there. In practice, however, I 
decided to go for a different type of workplace. 
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During several of my meetings in early 2017, I learnt about the 
existence of a metal foundry in North-Limburg, where a large number of 
cross-border commuters were doing production work. Somehow, this 
workplace intrigued me. The Dutch province of Limburg used to have a 
large industrial sector in the 19th and 20th century (though not nearly as 
large as the one in the neighbouring Rhine-Ruhr area in Germany), and 
industrial companies were increasingly presented and documented as part 
of Limburg’s historical heritage (e.g., Dings 2017). By 2017, many industrial 
companies had disappeared, but the metal foundry had managed to survive 
thus far. Compared to many distribution centres, the foundry was relatively 
old (over 70 years), and I heard that it used to be family-owned. Thus, as an 
affordance, the foundry could provide my research with a clear historical 
dimension, and this might, in turn, provide a glimpse on developments and 
tensions surrounding ‘Limburgishness’ in different ways. Therefore, during 
those first months of 2017, the foundry soon became the preferred place 
for my fieldwork. The only question was how to gain access to this 
workplace, which I further discuss in the next section. 

 

2.4 Getting access to a metal foundry 

Many cross-border workers from Germany and labour migrants from 
Poland who worked in the metal foundry were temporary workers 
recruited by a temporary employment agency. When I met several 
international labour recruiters from this agency in January and February 
2017, they seemed quite enthusiastic about my research project. The most 
senior recruiter told me (in Limburgish) that the companies they worked 
with were not always happy to accept temporary workers who could not 
speak Dutch or, in the case of certain international logistics companies, 
English. The problem was, however, that there were not enough people 
with the desired linguistic profiles according to him. Therefore, he hoped 
that my research would help to alter people’s mindsets, and make both 
companies and (potential) workers become what he called “future-proof”, 
by finding a way to work with speakers of different languages. He was also 
quite positive about my idea to not just observe people and conduct 
interviews, but to work among other workers as well. Although not having 
an academic background himself, he believed that this was the way to find 
out ‘what it is really like’ to work and communicate in a particular company. 
Later, I learnt that some recruiters from the agency also (very briefly) 
worked in particular companies themselves sometimes, to get a sense of 
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what kinds of jobs they were recruiting people for. My ethnographic 
approach thus seemed to resonate with a knowledge-gathering method 
that they were familiar with and seemed to believe in. 

 In line with his enthusiasm, the senior recruiter offered to help me 
get access to the metal foundry. He proposed that he would contact the 
foundry’s management and ask them to let me do my fieldwork there. 
While judging my slim body type, which did not really enable an 
emplacement as a strong, industrial production worker, he did wonder for a 
moment whether I would actually be fit to work in the foundry. When I 
mentioned that I had worked in a metal factory once before, however, his 
concerns seemed to be allayed. 

 As I had read about the usefulness of having personal contacts who 
can vouch for you as someone to be trusted when trying to enter a 
workplace as an ethnographer (Holmes and Stubbe 2015, 21), I initially felt 
quite happy about the help that the senior recruiter offered to me. I also 
believed that the enthusiasm from the temporary employment agency 
would probably satisfy ITEM, as it underlined the societal relevance of my 
research project. While waiting for a response from the recruiter and/or the 
foundry’s management, however, my enthusiasm gradually gave way to 
concerns about my independence as a researcher. As the senior recruiter 
initiated the contact with the foundry’s management, I did not know what 
exactly he said or promised without my knowledge and approval. In line 
with Bell (1999, 25) and Lønsmann (2016, 25-27), I thus became worried 
about a possible emplacement as a “consultant” in the foundry, which 
would imply that I no longer had ownership of my research project, and 
that I would instead be implementing an agenda of the temporary 
employment agency and, perhaps, the foundry’s management. After all, the 
senior recruiter had clearly indicated an agenda to me by expressing his 
hopes about changing people’s mindsets and making them “future-proof”. 
An official research project with a label of Maastricht University would 
possibly help him implement this agenda. In this way, I might even become 
complicit in the broader development of labour market liberalisation and its 
associated decrease of job security (see, e.g., Peck, Theodore, and Ward 
2005). 

Hence, if I wanted to continue my plan of getting access to the 
foundry, I had to make sure to ‘take back control’ and start a negotiation 
with the foundry’s management on behalf of myself. Fortunately, as time 
progressed, several situations arose that provided me an opportunity to do 
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this. To begin with, after the senior recruiter had talked with the foundry’s 
management, he contacted me to say that they wanted to set up a meeting 
in the foundry. I agreed with the proposed time and place, and started to 
do various preparations to affect my emplacement during the scheduled 
meeting. First of all, I made sure that I would stress my independent 
position as a researcher, and my affiliation with Maastricht University, as 
opposed to the temporary employment agency. Concerning non-verbal 
signs, I thought about making sure that I would literally position myself with 
some spatial distance from the senior recruiter during the meeting, for 
example by sitting at the opposite ends of a table. Due to the affordances of 
my body, I also felt that I had to make an extra effort to not be misplaced as 
someone’s junior partner. I was only 29 years old, and people often thought 
that I looked even five to ten years younger than that. Hence, I decided to 
try to signify ‘authoritativeness’ by following a formal dress code and 
maintaining a straight body posture.  

When I entered an office of the metal foundry on the day of the 
meeting, it turned out that some luck was on my side. The senior recruiter 
had called to say that he would be late, which gave me an opportunity to 
introduce myself and my research project independently from him. The 
meeting turned out to be with the foundry’s Human Resource (HR) 
managers, and not with the directors, which could be interpreted as a sign 
that the directors did not consider the meeting a top priority. Furthermore, 
when I entered the office, I noticed that all HR managers spoke Limburgish, 
and I decided to do so as well. While this probably was a habitual rather 
than a deliberate choice, the effect of this choice should not be 
underestimated. On the one hand, standard Dutch would have been more 
in line with my attempt to position myself with a sense of authoritativeness. 
Speaking Limburgish, on the other hand, is typically associated with 
informality, solidarity, and local and/or regional identity among those who 
speak it (see, e.g., Cornips 2020b; Thissen 2018). Hence, as a linguistic 
affordance, speaking Limburgish might have helped to establish some 
goodwill and cooperativeness during the meeting. 

When I introduced myself, I decided to fall back on the history that 
had motivated me to apply for my PhD position in the first place. I told the 
HR managers how cross-border contacts in the Meuse-Rhine border area 
used to be more intensive than today, and how people could rely on 
mutually intelligible language varieties such as Limburgish. I then told them 
how local and regional politicians and bureaucrats were aiming for a more 
integrated cross-border labour market these days, but that it was unclear 
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how much language had become an obstacle by now, and how people from 
different sides of the border communicated with each other at work. I said 
that Maastricht University had employed me as a researcher to investigate 
this issue for four whole years, and that I was now looking for workplaces to 
execute this research project. I also told them that people from several 
institutions I had visited had mentioned the metal foundry as an interesting 
and relevant case to look at. 

One of the HR managers responded that I had come to the right 
workplace indeed, although many other languages than German were used 
in the foundry’s production departments as well. I said that those would 
only make my research more interesting. Overall, the atmosphere was light 
and informal. The HR managers seemed surprised about the interest in 
their company, and they laughed and joked regularly. For example, one 
manager mentioned how I would be able to have lunch or dinner with my 
parents more often again if I came to work in the foundry   ̶ a joke that was 
arguably enabled by the affordances of my young looks. My slim and young-
looking body, combined with the facts that I spoke Limburgish and joined in 
some of their laughter, possibly also emplaced me as rather harmless, 
which may partly explain why they did not appear to have a problem with 
letting me in as a researcher. After clearing up that I would not hide my 
researcher-identity to anyone, that I would not force anyone to participate, 
and that I would make sure to anonymise all participants in my 
publications, my access seemed secured. I also said that I would anonymise 
the company’s name, but that I would not be able to guarantee that 
readers could find out about its identity in another way. The head of the HR 
department told me that I could just mention the company’s name if I 
wanted to, and that they were open to criticisms. 

In the end, we arranged that the HR managers from the metal 
foundry together with the HR management from my faculty at Maastricht 
University would draw up a contract to take care of issues related to 
insurances and workplace safety. As an affordance, this contract gave me 
an opportunity to formally seal my independence as a researcher. It made 
clear that, even though I would do some production work as part of my 
research, this work would be “unpaid”, while I would “continue to receive 
my monthly salary from Maastricht University”. Furthermore, it made clear 
that Maastricht University would “continue to have authority” over me as 
an employee, that the authority of the foundry and/or the temporary 
employment agency would be “limited to guaranteeing the safety” of me 
and other workers, and that only I would have authority over “the research 
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findings and the interpretation of these findings”. In brief, my concerns 
regarding independent research seemed to be taken care of. The next 
challenge was how to get access to work practices in the metal foundry. 

 

 

Table 3. The number of permanent (perm) and temporary (temp) workers 
in the foundry in August 2017, divided by department and citizenship. The 
category “non-production” includes, among others, HR managers, 
Information Technology (IT) staff, and engineers. The categories “Dutch”, 
“German”, and “Polish” may include first-generation migrants who have 
obtained Dutch/German/Polish citizenship at some point in their life.3 

 

2.5 Getting access to production work practices 

In total, there were four production departments in the metal foundry, 
which have been introduced in the first chapter (section 1.1). To 
understand both the current and the next section, some familiarity with 
these departments is crucial. Therefore, I have shared the general data 

 
3 The figures presented are the sum of the data about all agency workers in the 
foundry in August 2017, which I have received as an anonymised Microsoft Excel 
file from one of the agency’s recruiters, and the data about the metal foundry’s 
employees, which I have collected through email communication with an HR 
manager from the foundry. As the HR manager filled in some gaps in the data from 
August 2017 with data from 2018, minor differences might exist between the 
actual figures and the figures presented here. 
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about the workers’ characteristics once more (table 3), and I will now also 
briefly repeat the description of the work practices in each production 
department. To begin with, there was the Core Shooting Department, 
where sand cores were produced to mould metal. Secondly, there was the 
Melting Department, where the metal was melted. Thirdly, there was the 
Casting Department, where the molten metal was moulded using the sand 
cores. And finally, there was the Finishing Department, where the metal 
products, after hardening, were sawn, ground, blasted, welded, and quality-
checked, among other actions.  

Each production department had three teams, which alternately 
worked in different shifts, namely an early shift (from 06.00 to 14.00), a late 
shift (from 14.00 to 22.00), and a night shift (from 22.00 to 06.00). New 
production workers were always assigned to work in one particular team in 
one of the production departments, and they would typically stay there as 
long as they worked in the foundry. During my fieldwork in 2017, the 
foundry had nearly 500 workers, and nearly 350 of them were production 
workers. Table 3 shows the spread of the workers over the different 
departments. Furthermore, the table shows that temporary workers and 
workers from particular citizenship categories were not spread evenly 
among the different departments, and the same goes for the spread of 
permanent contracts among workers from different citizenship categories. 

While discussing the practical organisation of my fieldwork with the 
foundry’s HR managers, they suggested that I would work one week in each 
team of the three largest production departments (i.e., the Core Shooting, 
the Casting, and the Finishing Department). In this way, I could spend a 
total of nine weeks to get a broad overview of those departments where 
language diversity apparently was significant. Furthermore, the HR 
managers suggested that I would also work different shifts. I agreed with 
them that these were great ideas, while adding that ethnographers typically 
spend a bit more time with just one group of people in order to let both 
sides get comfortable, and to notice the subtle details of human behaviour. 
The managers accepted this emplacement as a knowledgeable person 
regarding ethnographic fieldwork, and we agreed that after the initial nine 
weeks, I would be free to spend several additional weeks with a particular 
work team of my choice. Besides that, we agreed that I would also spend 
one single work shift in the Melting Department (i.e., the smallest 
production department, with seemingly little language diversity). In total, 
my fieldwork was to last fifteen weeks, from 3 July to 15 October 2017. 
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One distinctive feature of the metal foundry was that all its 
production workers were male. Although I was familiar with the typical, 
traditional associations of blue-collar production work with masculinity 
(see, e.g., Baxter and Wallace 2009; Bell 1999), I had not seen such a 
consistently gendered workplace before, perhaps apart from the bakery 
where I had worked as a teenager. Even in the metal factory where I had 
briefly worked in 2013, there were some female production workers (who, 
admittedly, had been assigned to do the physically less demanding work, 
regardless of their strength). Possibly, this difference was related to the fact 
that production workers in the foundry (as opposed to the workers in the 
factory, and similar to workers in the bakery) regularly had to work night 
shifts. According to a labour recruiter from the temporary employment 
agency, whom I interviewed (in Limburgish) on 27 September 2017, women 
were usually not willing to work different shifts. She speculated that this 
might be because most women would not feel comfortable being in a male-
dominated workplace at night. In this regard, the sexist discourse typically 
associated with male-dominated workplaces (see, e.g., Bell 1999, 28) might 
have played a role as well, and I indeed observed some examples of this in 
the foundry’s production departments, as female bodies passing through 
these departments were often sexually commented upon. 

 The foundry’s production departments had not always been 100% 
male, however. As I learnt during my conversations with labour recruiters, 
HR managers, and (senior) production workers, a small number of women 
had worked in the Core Shooting Department before. The fact that this was 
the only production department with a separate female toilet still recalled 
that past situation, like a fossil in the foundry’s landscape. Furthermore, the 
fact that these women had worked in the Core Shooting Department, as 
opposed to any of the other production departments, was probably no 
coincidence. Among labour recruiters, HR managers, and production 
workers, it was common sense that the ‘lightest’ production work was done 
in the Core Shooting Department. Therefore, new production workers with 
a body type like mine (young-looking and slim) were often assigned to work 
in this department. While discussing the practical organisation of my 
fieldwork, the HR managers also suggested that I would start my fieldwork 
by doing the supposedly ‘lightest’ work in the Core Shooting Department, 
and end with the supposedly ‘heaviest’ work in the Finishing Department. 
Judging the affordances of my body, they seemed to find the idea of me 
starting in the Finishing Department instead rather amusing.  
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Slightly intimidated by imaginations of a ‘heavy’ department, I went 
along with the suggested order. In retrospect, however, I realise that I 
never really found out what the supposed ‘heaviness’ of the Finishing 
Department was exactly based on. After I had spent nine weeks in the three 
largest production departments, and two weeks doing other types of data-
gathering, I still spent four additional weeks with one team in the Finishing 
Department. All in all, the work there did not stand out as exceptionally 
‘heavy’ to me. When it comes to lifting, there was not much of a difference 
between the departments, and people often used hoists to lift the heaviest 
materials. When it comes to endurance, I found the Casting Department 
the ‘heaviest’, as people typically had to follow the speed dictations of a 
conveyor belt there. Regarding other bodily sensations, the Core Shooting 
Department was often filled with a sharp smell from the ingredients used to 
produce sand cores, which made working there ‘heavier’ in this respect. 
Perhaps one thing that made the Finishing Department stand out as 
‘heavier’ was its somewhat more ‘chaotic’ nature, as it was the largest 
department both in terms of surface and number of workers, and the most 
diverse department in terms of work activities and types of tools and 
machines. A small number of people also worked with relatively dangerous 
tools such as saws there. Thus, it might have been the relative technical 
expertise required to work in this department, which has traditionally been 
associated with masculinity (Wacjman 2010, 144), that made people think 
of it as ‘heavy’. In addition, an explanation might be found in the 
‘heaviness’ associated with the material that people primarily worked with 
(i.e., metal), as opposed to the sand from the Core Shooting Department.  

Nevertheless, I still did get an impression of the work practices of 
each work team in each production department during my fieldwork, 
following the order suggested by the HR department. Before starting in a 
new team, one HR manager always informed the team manager about my 
arrival. This was typically also the person that I would first go and talk with 
at the beginning of a new working week. During such conversations, team 
managers usually indicated that they did not really know what to do with 
me. Despite my young looks, they seemed insecure about the emplacement 
of our hierarchical relation, as several team managers asked me whether it 
would be okay for them to give me any work assignment. I always 
answered that they could, but that did not make much of a difference in 
the end. From their perspective, it was rather unpractical that I would only 
stay one week in most teams, and that I often did not work full eight-hours 
shifts. Instead, I typically worked four to six hours per shift in order to leave 
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some time for writing fieldnotes and transcriptions. Clearly, this did not 
make me stand out as a useful worker that would be worth investing in. 
Therefore, team managers usually told me that I could just go and look 
around at their department, and see if there was anyone who wanted and 
needed my help. 

 In the Core Shooting and the Finishing Department, this actually 
turned out to be a quite ideal situation for my research. In both 
departments, people typically worked alone or in pairs with a particular 
machine. Thus, in case I would have been treated like any other worker, I 
would never have got the opportunity to observe two other people working 
together with a machine, as one of them would always have been me. 
Instead, I was now free to judge which situation seemed interesting, and 
offer my help as an additional second or third ‘pair of hands’. Overall, as I 
was interested in language diversity, I tried to observe a diverse range of 
possible (socio)linguistic situations at work. Fortunately, it was not hard to 
find different situations, as the people working together at a machine often 
did not share a common first language. Furthermore, I also regularly joined 
people who were working alone, as this typically offered a good 
opportunity for combining my participation with situational conversations. 
Throughout my fieldwork, it never happened that someone turned down 
my offer to help. 

 In the Casting Department, the situation was less ideal for my 
research. As mentioned previously, people in this department typically 
worked at a conveyor belt. As a result of (or as afforded by) such work 
activities, I could not freely come and participate whenever I wanted to, 
and situational conversations were hardly possible. In fact, during the time 
that I worked in the Casting Department, there were several moments that 
I did not have much to do and felt rather awkward and useless. In response 
to such moments, I often went to ask the team managers whether I could 
go and make myself useful somewhere. The managers’ uncertainty about 
the emplacement of our hierarchical relation possibly was an advantage for 
me in such situations, because they seemed to find it difficult to say “no” if I 
showed an interest in doing a certain task. As I aimed for an experience that 
somewhat approached that of other workers, however, I usually let them 
decide where I could make myself useful at any given moment.  

The consequence of this approach was that the team managers 
usually let me do some work tasks at the largest of the two conveyor belts 
in the Casting Department. The reason for that probably was that the other, 
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smaller conveyor belt was known as a more ‘heavy’ and ‘risky’ workstation. 
Hence, young-looking and slim people like me were typically not assigned 
to work there. In this way, the emplacement of my body probably 
influenced the kind of data that I was able to get access to. Somewhat 
unsatisfied with this situation, I still decided to express my wish to work at 
the smaller conveyor belt once during the very last night of my fieldwork. 
Even though the team manager did not seem enthusiastic about my 
request, he decided to cooperate. He did not inform the other four workers 
at the smaller belt about my arrival, however, or ask them whether it was 
okay for me to join them. When I approached the workers, I did not ask if 
they were okay with my participation either, but I did ask each of them 
individually whether it was fine for me to make a video recording. They all 
said that was okay, so I managed to collect relevant data that night (which I 
analyse and discuss in chapter 5). Yet, all in all, this approach to accessing 
work practices did make me feel more like an ‘intruder’ (an undesirable 
emplacement), which confirmed to me that it was probably better that I 
had gone along with the team managers’ suggestions most of the time. 

 

 

Figure 3. Impression of my fieldwork announcement in three languages 
(Dutch, German, English) on a noticeboard in the foundry’s Core Shooting 
Department. 
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Figure 4. English version of my fieldwork announcement for production 
workers in the metal foundry. The announcement only mentions audio 
recordings, because I initially thought about working with implicit consent 
in the case of audio recordings, and explicit consent in the case of video 
recordings. In the end, however, I worked with explicit consent for both. 
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2.6 Getting access to workplace discourse and informed consent 

Before starting my fieldwork in the foundry, I made sure to get a formal 
approval from the Ethics Review Committee Inner City Faculties in 
Maastricht (hereafter: ERCIC). In order to live up to certain ethical 
standards, I decided to work with implicit consent. Obtaining explicit 
consent from every single foundry worker was deemed impossible due to 
the large size of the workforce, the high turnover rates among the workers, 
and my methodological procedure of regularly changing work teams. 
Therefore, I decided to make use of a written announcement instead 
(figures 3 and 4). The HR management sent a digital copy of this 
announcement to all team managers, and when I first entered the 
production departments, I saw that they had already put it on the 
noticeboards that could be found there. In this way, my announcement was 
positioned among other messages for production workers, and since these 
other messages typically came from the foundry’s management, it might 
have affected my emplacement as well, by giving people the impression 
that I was sent by the management. 

 As the HR management had told me that being able to speak either 
Dutch or German or English was required to work in the foundry’s 
production department, I decided to write the announcement in those 
three languages. I also included a photograph of myself, such that it would 
be easier for people to identify me. By using three languages, my 
announcement differed from most messages from the foundry’s 
management, which were typically written in Dutch only. On the other 
hand, my announcement followed the established practices from the 
temporary employment agency that worked for the foundry. When people 
from this agency published a written announcement on a noticeboard, they 
would typically use the same languages as I did, and they would also 
present them in the same order (i.e., first Dutch, then German, then 
English). Thus, by following this established hierarchical emplacement of 
the three languages, I avoided that production workers and managers 
would perceive my announcement as a controversial language-political 
statement, which might have made it harder for me to do my fieldwork. At 
the same time, I became somewhat complicit in the reproduction of a 
particular language ideology in this way, by presenting Dutch as the most 
legitimate (written) language on the foundry’s territory, German as the 
second most legitimate option, and English as the least legitimate option of 
the three, albeit still more legitimate than the languages that I did not use 
at all, such as Polish or Limburgish. 
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Interestingly, as part of the written announcements (figure 4), I also 
explicitly listed a number of languages, and I again put Dutch first and 
German second. However, as I was specifically listing “language 
backgrounds”, which may be interpreted as “first languages”, and as I did 
not expect to meet people with English as a first language, I did not include 
English in this list. Instead, I mentioned Polish third and “dialect” fourth, 
reflecting the first languages that I expected to come across most 
frequently. The reason for writing “dialect” rather than “Limburgish” was 
that I wanted to cover the possibility that there also might be people in the 
foundry speaking a local language variety from North Rhine-Westphalia. 
Furthermore, the reason for writing “dialect” rather than “local language 
variety”, as is more common in the field of sociolinguistics nowadays, was 
that I wanted to write down a word that many workers themselves would 
probably use as well. Still, by using the word “dialect”, with its possible 
connotations of being inferior to standard(ised) languages (see Van Rooy 
2020), and by putting this word at the end of the list, I positioned it at the 
bottom of the hierarchy of mentioned varieties. This decision did not 
appear to be controversial, however, and I did not receive any comments 
about it. If anything, people might have been surprised to read the word 
“dialect” in my announcement at all, because the use of (spoken) 
Limburgish was something that people typically did not think of in relation 
to language diversity in the foundry, as I noticed throughout my fieldwork.  

 After my fieldwork had started, I quite soon found out that many 
production workers did not check the announcements on the noticeboard 
very carefully. Moreover, I noticed that the ability to understand either 
Dutch or German or English differed greatly among them. For example, 
some workers with a Syrian refugee background hardly seemed to 
understand any German or English, and since their recent arrival in the 
Netherlands, they had only learnt little Dutch. Therefore, I made it a habit 
to personally introduce myself to every single worker when I started 
working in a new team. Typically, during such interactions, the worker and I 
would introduce ourselves with our first names and decide which language 
we would speak with each other. Afterwards, I would ask the worker if he 
had seen my written announcement. Usually, this was not the case. Hence, 
I typically presented myself in a way that was similar to the structure of this 
announcement (figure 4): I would first tell him that I am a researcher from 
Maastricht University; I would then tell him that my research is about how 
people communicate with each other in linguistically diverse workplaces; I 
would continue by saying that my research involves making audio 
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recordings of this communication; and I would conclude by saying that 
people could always say “no” to being recorded, that I would not share any 
recordings with the foundry’s management or the temporary employment 
agency, and that I would never start recording anyone unannounced.  

 This last statement (that I would never start recording anyone 
unannounced) was not included in my written announcement, and it was 
not a requirement from ERCIC either. Still, I decided to add this rule to the 
ethical guidelines of my fieldwork, partly because it could help me gain 
people’s trust within the relatively short period of time that I could spent 
with most of them, and partly because I felt that I sometimes needed to 
double-check that certain people (such as the abovementioned Syrian 
refugees) had really understood what I was doing. The moment before I 
intended to start making an audio recording presented a good opportunity 
for such a double-check, as I could show and point at the recording 
equipment in these situations. In this way, before having analysed any 
recordings of workplace interactions, I already became well aware of the 
merits of combining verbal and non-verbal communication. 

 In total, I made 66 audio recordings of workplace interactions 
during my fieldwork, which equalled more or less 74 hours of data (table 4). 
Most people had no problem with me recording them. In fact, it only 
happened twice that someone said that he did not want to cooperate. 
Despite this general cooperativeness, it was quite a challenge to capture 
people’s talk on audio most of the time, due to the affordances of the work 
environment (which was characterised by loud sounds from tools and 
machines). Moreover, within this loud environment, talk was often 
fragmented and full of deictic words (see also Söderlundh, Kahlin, and 
Weidner 2020, 108). Hence, it soon became clear to me that I really had to 
be present if I wanted to be able to make sense of these recordings (which 
enabled no linguistic analysis otherwise), and that I could not wait too long 
with writing down relevant notes and/or making a transcription even if I 
was present, as the recordings would otherwise still become 
incomprehensible to me. Thus, being present turned out to be essential for 
this type of linguistic data-gathering.  
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 Core 
Shooting  
 

Casting Finishing Other / 
general 

Total 

Period(s) of 
observation 
and  
participation 

Three 
weeks 
in July 

Three 
weeks, 
mostly in 
July and 
September 

Seven 
weeks 
in August, 
September, 
and October 

Entire 
period 

3 July  - 
15 
October 
2017 

Audio 
recordings of 
workplace 
interactions  
 

24 hours 6 hours 35 hours 9 hours 74 hours 

Video  
recordings of 
workplace 
interactions 
 

0 hours 5 hours 1.5 hours 0 hours 6.5 hours 

Semi-
structured 
interviews 
(audio) 
 

0 hours 0 hours 0 hours 11.5 
hours 

11.5 
hours 

Photographs 
of texts, 
signs, and 
symbols 
 

28 photos 19 photos 60 photos 32 
photos 

139 
photos 

Fieldnotes 
 
 
 
 

±20 pages 
 

±20 pages 
 

±70 pages 
 

±40 
pages 

±150 
pages 

 

Table 4. Overview of the fieldwork data gathered in each production 
department. Situational conversations are included in the audio- and video-
recorded workplace interactions and the fieldnotes. Other relevant sources 
(such as the website of the foundry, newspaper articles about the foundry, 
statistical data about employees, etc.) are not included in this overview. 
The number of recorded hours are roughly rounded. The number of 
fieldnote pages are rough calculations, as some are written in a sketchy, 
‘shorthand-like’ style. 
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Being present also proved important for carrying the audio-
recording equipment. Inspired by Holmes and Stubbe (2015, 22), I once 
asked another worker to carry the equipment instead of me. Even though 
he agreed, my request seemed to make him feel uncomfortable and self-
conscious, possibly because it was unclear why exactly I had asked him 
rather than someone else. My main reason for asking him was my 
expectation that he might be the person most willing to cooperate at that 
moment. Partly due to his own academic background, this worker had 
shown some interest in my research project, and he had indicated some 
familiarity with the social sciences. Moreover, earlier that week, he had 
enthusiastically introduced me to some of his work tasks. Hence, I thought 
that he might not mind helping me with my research. Despite the fact that 
he agreed to cooperate indeed, however, it seemed like I had misjudged 
how comfortable he would feel doing so. One possible explanation for this 
is that he did not speak Dutch. Instead, he spoke Polish as his first, and 
German and English as his second languages. Therefore, he might have felt 
that I was specifically asking him because he did not live up to certain 
sociolinguistic norms of a ‘Dutch’ work environment. After all, this would 
arguably be in line with the language ideology that I had implicitly 
reproduced through my written fieldwork announcement. In any case, after 
this incident, I decided not to ask other people to carry the recording 
equipment for me anymore. Instead, I always carried it myself – specifically, 
in the pocket of my work shirt, which enabled the best possible recordings 
of spoken language within the given circumstances. 

 With regard to video recordings, I followed a similar procedure as 
with the audio recordings by always asking people for explicit consent first. 
In total, I made four video recordings of workplace interactions, which 
equalled more or less 6.5 hours of data (table 4). Due to the affordances of 
this material (enabling me to analyse visual information), my participation 
in the video-recorded practices was not as important as with the audio-
recordings, although it still helped me gather extra insights about specific 
situational circumstances. During my fieldwork, I did not meet anyone who 
did not want to be video-recorded. Some people double-checked that I 
would really anonymise the recordings afterwards (which I confirmed I 
would), but overall, they did not seem to have a problem with being filmed. 
At the same time, however, I noticed that people regularly showed that 
they were aware of the presence of the camera (a rather small, ‘smart’ 
device on a tripod), for example, by pointing at it, or by verbally referring to 
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it. The affordances of the camera (which could capture both audio and 
visual data), as opposed to the audio-recording device, thus appeared to 
make a difference for how much people seemed to feel ‘exposed’, and for 
the degree in which their behaviour was noticeably influenced by the 
presence of a recording device (which also became an active participant in 
this way). In other words, making audio and video recordings each came 
with their own specific effects on the qualities of my data. 

 Apart from audio and video recordings, I also gathered data 
through the experience of participating in production work practices, and 
by talking with people while doing so (i.e., situational conversations). As 
mentioned in the previous section, it was never a problem to get access to 
such data in the Core Shooting and the Finishing Department, as people 
were typically quite open to accepting my presence as a researcher there. 
My additional second or third ‘pair of hands’ could help make their work 
‘lighter’ (e.g., by letting me carry certain materials), and I think that many 
also simply liked chatting with someone, particularly if they would have 
been working alone otherwise. Furthermore, the fact that I looked rather 
young might have been an advantage in this respect, as this might have 
contributed to my emplacement as a rather unthreatening person. I did not 
deliberately use the ambiguous status of a PhD candidate by presenting 
myself as a student (see also Lønsmann 2016, 27), and I always corrected 
people who said that I was one, because I felt that it should not downplay 
the research project that I was asking them to cooperate with. To many 
workers, however, the idea of a researcher participating in production work 
practices seemed rather foreign. Therefore, they often tried to put me into 
a category that they were more familiar with (see also Hawkins 2010, 259; 
Van de Weerd 2020, 59-60), and due to the affordances of my young looks 
and my connection to a university, this category often tended to be 
‘student’ or ‘intern’ (i.e., someone doing a project for school).  

Finally, language choice also seemed to matter for the 
emplacement of me and my relation with a given person in a given 
situation, and this probably influenced the data that I gathered as well. A 
clear example of this was a group of senior production workers with a 
permanent contract, who had worked in the foundry for many years 
already, and who spoke Dutch and Limburgish as their first languages. Two 
labour recruiters from the temporary employment agency, whom I talked 
with shortly before the start of my fieldwork, referred to this group with 
the Dutch words “oude garde” (“old guard”). According to them, these 
workers could be very critical about new developments in the foundry, and 
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they said that it might be a challenge for me as a researcher to get socially 
accepted by them. In the end, however, I did not experience such problems. 
Rather than a target of criticism, several members of the old guard tried to 
treat me as a messenger whom they could voice their opinions to. They 
would typically do so in Limburgish, and my choice to speak Limburgish as 
well (with its connotations of informality and solidarity) might thus have 
contributed to this emplacement as a person whom they could entrust their 
thoughts to. Besides that, their permanent contract, as an affordance, 
probably enabled some more ‘daring’ behaviour from their side without 
having to worry about immediate consequences such as losing their job. 
One member of the old guard even told me that he did not care about 
being anonymised in my publications, as he would confidently stand up for 
his points of view. 

 Other language choices than Limburgish probably mattered as well. 
As a general guideline, I always tried to accommodate as much as my 
individual language skills, combined with the emerging spatial affordances, 
enabled me to do. Thus, with people who spoke Dutch, but not Limburgish 
(such as the previously mentioned Syrian refugees), I would speak Dutch. 
Furthermore, with people who spoke neither Dutch nor Limburgish (such as 
many workers with a German or Polish background), I would speak either 
German or English. If I had spoken Dutch or Limburgish to them instead, I 
might have given the impression that I was testing their language skills, or 
that I was trying to implement a Dutch- or a Limburgish-only language 
policy. By speaking German or English, I tried to avoid such a ‘displacement’ 
by showing that I cared about including them linguistically. Nonetheless, 
the most outspoken, elaborate, and critical points of view that I came 
across during my fieldwork typically came from members of the old guard. 
One possible reason for this is that other workers might not have had such 
outspoken, elaborate, or critical views, or that they might have felt less 
entitled to hold such views, as the foundry was positioned on Dutch nation-
state territory. Another possible reason might be the relatively limited 
amount of time that I spent with most workers. If I had spent more time 
with them, we have might have gradually developed a stronger relationship 
of trust, as a consequence of which they might have shared more 
outspoken, elaborate, or critical opinions with me. Thus, it is no coincidence 
that the views of the old guard feature more prominently in this 
dissertation, even though I have tried to balance different perspectives 
overall. 
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2.7 Getting access to academic audiences 

When my fieldwork in the metal foundry was finished, there were just over 
three years of my PhD trajectory left. All in all, I spent the main part of this 
time on writing three journal articles, which are included as empirical 
chapters in this dissertation. In order to get access to academic journals, I 
had to try to position my linguistic-ethnographic observations and analyses 
within existing scholarly debates, and use a language that fellow 
researchers could relate to. Ideally, this scholarly language would also help 
me consider my own observations from different perspectives, and notice 
things that I had not noticed before. In other words, the general aim of 
‘using’ theory, as I learnt over these years, was not to ‘add’ a framework to 
the descriptions of my data, but to improve these descriptions such that 
they would become more insightful in and of themselves (Latour 2005, 
147). 

 Prior to the start of my fieldwork, the theoretical concept that I had 
primarily familiarised myself with was community of practice (Lave and 
Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998), specifically the way that this concept had 
been used in sociolinguistic workplace studies (e.g., Holmes and Stubbe 
2015). Therefore, as afforded by this concept, my fieldworker eyes and ears 
were especially sensitive for words and gestures that different workers –
regardless of their individual language backgrounds– used when 
communicating with each other. By paying attention to such shared 
communicative resources, I initially expected that I would be able to argue 
that a community of practice existed or, more likely, that different 
communities of practices existed within the foundry. Furthermore, I 
believed that I would be able to discuss in this way why certain words and 
gestures had ended up in the shared communicative repertoire of one 
particular community, and not in others. In line with the sociolinguistic 
history of the Meuse-Rhine border area that had fascinated me so much, I 
even imagined a possible implication of my research already, with a 
historical period of divergence between (individual) linguistic repertoires of 
people from the Dutch and the German part of the border area now being 
followed by processes of linguistic convergence in cross-border workplaces 
such as the metal foundry, somewhat reminiscent of historical cases such as 
the one studied by my colleague Pecht (2021). 

To a limited degree, these initial expectations were indeed fulfilled. 
In the Casting Department, where people typically worked at conveyor 
belts, work practices clearly enabled some group dynamics that resulted in 
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the use of particular ‘in-group’ communicative resources. An example of 
this was “jalla jalla”, which means something like “hurry up” in Arabic, and 
which some people in the Casting Department jokingly used to tell each 
other to work faster. Yet, on the other hand, in the Core Shooting and the 
Finishing Department, where people typically worked alone or in pairs, 
work practices did not really enable such group dynamics, and the number 
of ‘in-group’ words and gestures that I could identify there was very limited. 
Furthermore, the work breaks in the foundry did not really change this 
overall impression either. An interesting tendency was that workers who 
could speak German (including people with a non-German first language, 
such as Dutch, Greek, or Limburgish) would often form one or several 
groups during such breaks, while people who could not speak or 
understand this common lingua franca would usually form different groups. 
However, even within the German language-based ‘work break 
communities’, I could hardly identify any ‘in-group’ words, gestures, 
phrases, or even grammatical features that different people with different 
first languages frequently used when talking with each other, and that 
could serve as a means to distinguish these communities. 

Already during, but especially after my fieldwork, these general 
observations (as affordances) caused some theoretical struggles. Because a 
concept such as community of practice, as discussed above, should help to 
improve descriptions rather than force them into a particular framework, I 
was wondering whether I had to abandon the concept entirely, whether I 
could write a journal article about not being able to identify a community of 
practice in the foundry, or whether there were important aspects of either 
the theoretical concept or my observations that I had possibly not 
considered so far.  

Gradually, while reading, writing, giving presentations, and 
receiving feedback, I found the latter to be most accurate. Indeed, my focus 
on ‘micro-linguistic’ features such as words and gestures had been quite 
narrow, and I realised that a more flexible approach to the concept 
community of practice could still help me produce insightful descriptions of 
both social and linguistic observations in the foundry. The old guard (see 
previous section), for example, could be distinguished as a community of 
practice on the basis of certain opinions about and representations of the 
foundry’s historical development over time. Furthermore, the fact that 
some groups of workers used German as a lingua franca made them a 
community of practice already in and of themselves, regardless of any 
micro-linguistic features, and at least some members of these German-
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speaking ‘in-groups’ (which also included several members of the old guard) 
liked to draw a distinction between those who could speak either Dutch or 
Limburgish or German (and who could, therefore, supposedly ‘be more 
easily communicated with’) and those who could neither speak German nor 
Dutch nor Limburgish (i.e., some of the more recently recruited labour 
migrants from Poland and elsewhere). 

In the end, the most significant influence on my use of the concept 
community of practice came from a rather unexpected corner of the 
academic world: posthumanist theory (Latour 2005; Pennycook 2018). As 
follows from the previous paragraphs, a focus on spoken-language-based 
communities of practice would have had to rely primarily on fieldwork data 
gathered in the Casting Department, during work breaks, and during 
situational conversations. The largest part of my fieldwork data, however, 
was gathered during work practices in the Core Shooting and (particularly) 
the Finishing Department (table 4). Therefore, I felt that I needed a way to 
capture what I had observed and experienced in these two departments in 
a meaningful and insightful way, such that I would not go and ignore all this 
data simply because it did not fit into a theoretical framework. One 
common feature of both departments was the prominent role of machines, 
and posthumanist theory seemed to offer a promise that these machines 
could be studied in some sort of ‘linguistic’ way. Intrigued by this possibility, 
and encouraged by one of my supervisors and several colleagues from my 
research department at Maastricht University, I started reading about 
posthumanism, while executing several thought experiments in order to 
test whether a posthumanist approach could indeed help me improve my 
descriptions. 

A first breakthrough occurred after two colleagues had suggested 
me to read a particular text by Latour (1992). In this book chapter, Latour 
argues that “mundane” artifacts should not be overlooked in sociological 
studies that try to explain people’s behaviour. An example he provides is a 
car that makes it practically impossible to drive without wearing a seat belt 
(Latour 1992, 225-227). This example resonated very well with what I had 
observed in the metal foundry, as there were many machines there that 
more or less forced people to behave in particular ‘safe’ ways. When I gave 
a presentation about these rough ideas during a (self-organised) seminar at 
the University of Copenhagen in December 2018 (as enabled by my 
academic network and research budget), one attending scholar (Janus 
Spindler Møller) asked me why I did not include these machines as 
members of a community of practice, for example as experts sharing 
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resources with newcomers. This was the second breakthrough that I 
needed for my thinking, and after which I crossed what later turned out to 
be a point of no return from posthumanism. Apparently, if I just broadened 
my ideas about who or what could be included as a potential participant in 
emerging interactions and community-formations, I could notice particular 
dimensions of the observed and analysed power dynamics that I might have 
missed otherwise, such as the importance of knowing how to interact with 
a particular machine for becoming an ‘in-group’ member, and the 
challenges that certain machines posed to non-Dutch readers trying to 
become such members. 

 

2.8 Getting access to professional audiences 

Apart from improving my descriptions and getting access to academic 
journals, I also considered several ways that my research project could have 
a positive societal impact. In general, of course, good descriptions and a 
positive impact could not really be separated. Any intention for impact 
starts with an understanding of reality after all, and if this understanding is 
poor, the impact will probably be poor as well. Basically, the main question 
I tried to answer was what the possible societal implications of my 
descriptions could be, and how these descriptions could be ‘translated’ for 
interested stakeholders, such as company managers, employees, and 
labour union representatives.  

As discussed previously, the general aim of my research institute 
ITEM was to overcome challenges related to cross-border cooperation and 
mobility. In relation to this, I started to think of the metal foundry as a 
“laboratory of European integration” (see Knippenberg 2004 and section 
1.4). Indeed, many major news topics in the European Union came together 
in this work environment, including economic crises and recoveries, labour 
migration from East to West, refugees from Syria, and resistance to such 
migration from ‘local’ populations. In a way, the metal foundry was ‘Europe 
on steroids’, or, to phrase it more academically, a critical case for whether 
different people in Europe could live and work together. Hence, any insight 
about how to deal with, say, resisting ‘local’ populations (such as the 
previously mentioned old guard) could be valuable for (work)places beyond 
the metal foundry as well, even when they were not one-on-one the same, 
and this could certainly help overcome challenges related to cross-border 
mobility. 
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One remaining question was how to reach specific audiences with 
such insights. At the moment of writing this chapter, this is still an ongoing 
project, which has suffered a few setbacks due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
In March 2020, for example, my supervisors and I planned to organise a 
conference for different societal stakeholders at Statistics Netherlands, 
during which we would exchange academic and professional perspectives 
on the topic of language diversity in blue-collar workplaces. Unfortunately, 
this turned out to be one of the very first events from Maastricht University 
that was cancelled due to the mentioned pandemic, and so far, we have not 
set a new date for the event yet. Furthermore, during this cancelled event, 
the senior labour recruiter from the temporary employment agency was 
one of the invited speakers. His previously discussed interest in my research 
project had not yet disappeared, and we had agreed that I would tell him 
about my findings once I had finished my dissertation. As an indirect 
consequence of the pandemic, however, the senior labour recruiter 
decided to quit his job, and I have not had any contact with him or anyone 
else from the agency anymore since then.  

The metal foundry has had many personnel changes as well since 
the end of my fieldwork (although mostly unrelated to COVID-19), but two 
HR managers have worked there during most of my PhD trajectory. Once 
my journal articles were accepted for publication with minor revisions 
(which has happened twice so far), I sent a draft to both of them in order to 
let them know what was about to appear online, and to give them a chance 
to check the photographs for any competition-sensitive information, as we 
had agreed upon earlier. In both cases, the HR managers did not respond. 
Whenever I asked for additional information about the metal foundry (such 
as statistical employee data), however, they always answered and sent me 
what I wanted. I still plan to meet with them once after my dissertation and 
the pandemic are both finished. In the meantime, I have also maintained 
email contact with two production workers from the foundry, namely one 
older (>40) production worker from Limburg, and one younger (<40) 
production worker from Central or Eastern Europe. These contacts did not 
significantly impact my dissertation either, but they did occasionally provide 
me with additional information (such as an explanation of a technical term), 
and I also shared my journal articles with one of them after publication. 
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2.9 Conclusion and discussion 

This chapter has discussed the emergence of my PhD dissertation, with a 
particular focus on my positionalities, or emplacements, as a researcher. 
Specifically, it has discussed why my dissertation focuses on specific 
research data and theoretical concepts, how I have got access to these 
data, how I have gained certain theoretical insights over time, and which 
ethical choices I have made during these processes. In this final section, I 
further reflect upon four findings. 

 The first finding concerns my curiosity as a researcher, which has 
turned out to emerge from a balanced combination of familiarity and 
unfamiliarity. It was my familiarity with Limburg (specifically North-
Limburg) and ‘Limburgishness’ that made me feel that I might learn 
something through my research project that concerns me and my life. At 
the same time, this project has been very much guided by things that I was 
unfamiliar with, and that were somehow surprising to me. It was my 
surprising realisation that I had managed to live an almost ‘German-free’ 
life within walking distance of the Dutch-German border for eighteen years 
that started my fascination with cross-border issues in the Meuse-Rhine 
border area; it was my surprising realisation that I had never really 
associated cross-border labour commuting in this area with labour migrants 
from Poland that made me want to find a workplace with both German- 
and Polish-speaking workers; and it was my surprising realisation that I had 
never known that machines could be studied in a ‘linguistic’ way that made 
me want to learn more about posthumanism. Thus, the data and concepts 
that have taken centre stage in this dissertation cannot be separated from 
my specific biographical emplacements as a researcher. A different 
researcher (say, a Polish-speaking researcher from Germany with a 
different study background) would probably have been surprised by other 
things and, hence, written a quite different dissertation, which can be taken 
as a strong argument for the promotion of a diversity of backgrounds 
among researchers. 

 The second finding concerns my relative freedom to follow my 
curiosity as a researcher, which has enabled the abovementioned effects on 
my dissertation, and which can never be taken as a given. At the beginning 
of section 2.2, I wrote that PhD candidates in the Netherlands are typically 
treated as employees rather than students. One aspect of this is that I had a 
salary and a research budget, which, as affordances, enabled me to focus 
on my research project (rather than, say, a part-time job) and visit many 
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conferences, and to resist the potential temptation of becoming a 
consultant. On the other hand, the social construct of being employed also 
comes with an expectation that someone does something in exchange for 
money, and the PhD vacancy that I applied for already included a general 
outline of my research project. Therefore, at the beginning of my PhD 
trajectory, I quite behaved like an “employee” in the sense that I followed 
my supervisors’ instructions to find a workplace to do linguistic-
ethnographic fieldwork right away, even though I was not sure whether 
that was the best possible approach. Ever since I started looking for this 
workplace, however, my supervisors left me quite free to explore my own 
way through this research project. I am aware that all of this was a 
luxurious emplacement in the sense that not everyone is as free and 
autonomous as I was as a researcher, but I also want to stress that 
“luxurious” does not mean “superfluous” here, as I believe that every 
society can benefit from free and autonomous explorations by artists, 
journalists, researchers, writers, and other people, as they can help us 
reconsider habitual ways of doing things. 

 The third finding is a somewhat relativising statement about the 
previous finding, as this chapter has also shown the significant influence of 
broad social identity categories such as (primarily) age, gender, and 
language on the data that I was able to get access to during my fieldwork. 
To begin with, age and gender mattered as a specific number (29) and as 
one out of two sex categories (male), as these social constructs probably 
helped me get access to the production departments of the metal foundry 
(a male-dominated work environment, where nobody was under 18 years 
old to my knowledge), and as they helped me execute my fieldwork there 
without being sexually harassed (which, due to the affordances of such 
‘data’, might have made me write a very different kind of dissertation). At 
least as important, however, was the significance of age and gender in the 
sense of how my body was perceived during my interactions with different 
human and non-human actants. My body looked quite young and slim, 
which possibly contributed to an emplacement as a rather unthreatening 
person, and which might have helped when asking for people’s cooperation 
with my research. At the same time, however, this body also contributed to 
an emplacement as not very ‘fit’ to do the supposedly ‘heavy’ production 
work in the foundry, as this work tended to be associated with seemingly 
‘stronger’ bodies. As a consequence, I gathered my data from the different 
production departments in a specific order (which, as a butterfly effect, 
probably influenced these data in all kinds of ways), and I faced several 
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difficulties when trying to gather data at an apparently ‘heavy’ and ‘risky’ 
conveyor belt. 

 When it comes to language, the chapter has highlighted several 
advantages of being able to speak Limburgish (a linguistic affordance). 
Partly due to the political status of Limburgish as a regional minority 
language, and its common conceptualisation as a group of dialects (Cornips 
2013), this finding may not be self-evident. To begin with, being able to 
speak Limburgish probably contributed to my emplacement as a suitable 
candidate for this PhD project. After being hired, the same ability probably 
helped to establish relations of goodwill and cooperativeness with different 
managers and labour recruiters, which, in turn, possibly helped me to get 
access to the foundry. Furthermore, once I had started executing my 
fieldwork there, my ability to speak Limburgish probably also helped to 
establish some relations of goodwill and trust with other Limburgish-
speaking production workers, who might have more openly shared certain 
views and experiences with me as a consequence. Thus, my Limburgish 
speaking skills have probably helped me gather a lot of data for this 
dissertation, which partly compensated for certain constraints that I faced, 
such as my inability to speak certain languages (e.g., Polish), and the limited 
amount of time I spent with most workers. A possible political implication 
of this finding is that it should not be considered ‘useless’ or ‘irrational’ in 
case someone wishes to learn Limburgish as a second language, or in case 
parents wish to raise their children in Limburgish. Hence, I believe that the 
societal infrastructure of Limburg should afford people to learn or teach 
Limburgish in case they wish to do so. At present, however, there are hardly 
any options for this, and preschools, despite good intentions, have even 
been observed to discourage speaking Limburgish at home (Cornips 2020b), 
so there is still much to be gained in this respect. 

 The fourth finding concerns the theoretical approach taken in this 
chapter, and how this has enabled (or afforded) me to improve the 
descriptions of my research-methodological processes. Partly due to the 
path dependency constructed by the other, previously written chapters of 
this dissertation, I have experimented with a posthumanist approach while 
producing these descriptions. Primarily, this chapter has explored the 
concepts affordance (Gibson 2015) and emplacement (Canagarajah 2018). 
As evidenced by my frequent use of these words, both are widely 
applicable. More importantly, however, this frequent use confirms the idea 
that a researcher’s positionality is not fixed, but a transient outcome of a 
complex, situated interaction between the researcher and various other 
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‘forces’ at work (see also Bell 1999; Hawkins 2010; Lønsmann 2016). The 
affordances of me and my environment have simultaneously enabled and 
constrained, or at least encouraged and discouraged me to access certain 
research data and theoretical insights for my dissertation. Thus, in the end, 
this dissertation has turned out to be the result of several interactive 
processes of emplacement which are enabled and disabled, encouraged 
and discouraged by these affordances. 

 Finally, I am well aware of the fact that I have not been able to 
highlight every possible influence on the research data and the theoretical 
concepts that I have used. For example: I have not discussed the 
technologies that afforded me to make my audio and video recordings, or 
the machines that have contributed to my emplacement as a ‘masculine’ 
person (or not) in certain situations; I have not discussed the significance of 
‘time’ in the sense that doing fieldwork during summer time in a period of 
economic growth probably meant that I came across more labour migrants 
(as labour is generally more scarce during such periods) than I might have 
during other periods; I have not discussed how I originally thought about 
doing fieldwork in two different workplaces (one on the Dutch, and one on 
the German side of the border), and how I abandoned this idea in the end 
due to time constraints and the richness of my already gathered fieldwork 
data in the foundry; I have not discussed an adjustment to the order in 
which I participated in the different departments (due to specific practical 
constraints, such as a sick leave), which entailed that my three working 
weeks in the Casting Department were scattered over my fieldwork period 
(table 4); and I have not discussed how some practical wisdoms or skills 
from my previous journalistic activities might have affected the fieldwork 
data I was able to gather, or how much I felt that doing research as an 
ethnographer was actually different from doing research as a journalist. 

Most of all, however, these limitations highlight the significance of 
another affordance, which is the word limit of any text. Even though this 
chapter has enabled me to use more words than any journal article I have 
written so far, there are always limitations to how far an author can go. 
When it comes to the current chapter, I think that point has come right 
now. 
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3. Language Policy and Linguistic Landscaping4 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This article is a linguistic-ethnographic study of language policy in a metal 
foundry in the Dutch province of Limburg, located within the Dutch–
German borderland. Blue-collar production workers, including migrant 
workers, commute to the foundry from various places of residence in the 
Netherlands and Germany. Here, they encounter diverse spoken languages, 
including Dutch, English, German, and local varieties from Limburg (known 
as “Limburgish”; see Cornips 2013), as well as Arabic, Polish, Russian, and 
Turkish, among others. 

The article tracks the historical emergence of this diverse 
(socio)linguistic constellation, as well as the language-political responses 
from the foundry’s management over time, and explores the dissatisfaction 
with these developments among a group of senior production workers from 
Limburg, who typically spoke Dutch and Limburgish as their first languages. 
It shows that, although the management tried to place Dutch-speaking 
workers in the foundry’s sociolinguistic norm centre (Pietikäinen and Kelly-
Holmes 2013), many senior production workers from Limburg experienced 
the changes as a process of peripheralisation, and as a loss of workplace 
dignity (Lucas 2011). More specifically, I argue that a metaphorical way of 
understanding language policy as linguistic landscaping helps to describe 
and explain these findings. 

In doing so, I draw on previous research about language policy in 
blue-collar workplaces, where the term blue-collar refers to workers in 
places as diverse as construction sites (e.g., Theodoropoulou 2019), fish-
processing plants (e.g., Holm et al. 2019), and cleaning companies (e.g., 
Gonçalves and Schluter 2017; Holm et al. 2019). In this body of research, 
much (but not all) blue-collar work is also described as involving a 
temporary basis and low social status (Lønsmann and Kraft 2017, 138). In 
addition, blue-collar work is typically regarded as physically demanding. 
With regard to language practices, many authors have observed that 
people in blue-collar workplaces often use other languages than the official 
or majority language of the nation-state in which they are working (Dijkstra, 
Coler, and Redeker 2020; Goldstein 1997; Gonçalves and Schluter 2017; 

 
4 This chapter has been published in the journal Language Policy (Hovens 2021). 
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Holm et al. 2019; Hiss 2017; Hovens 2020; Kraft 2019; Piller and Lising 2014; 
Theodoropoulou 2019). Besides this, the ability to use English as a lingua 
franca cannot be taken for granted here (see, e.g., Lønsmann 2014). 

Occasionally, employers may explicitly prefer to recruit blue-collar 
workers who speak a particular migrant or minority language, due for 
example to certain stereotypes about a particular group, or the dependency 
this may create on a bilingual manager as a broker (Gonçalves and Schluter 
2017). More commonly, however, studies show that the recruitment of 
migrant and/or minority workers occurs when there are not enough ‘local’ 
and/or majority workers who are willing to do certain blue-collar jobs, at 
least not for the wages provided (Duchêne 2011; Hiss 2017; Holm et al. 
2019; Kraft 2019; Piller and Lising 2014). Furthermore, these studies show 
that for upward mobility in the company and the wider labour market, 
some degree of proficiency in the state’s official or majority language(s), 
possibly in addition to English, is often required. 

Several authors have pointed out that opportunities for blue-collar 
migrant workers to learn such ‘valuable’ languages, both inside and outside 
the workplace, are often limited, while the responsibility to learn these 
languages is often placed on them as individuals rather than on any 
institution (Holm et al. 2019; Kraft 2019; Piller and Lising 2014). Hiss (2017, 
708) argues that linguistically assimilating migrant labour might be against a 
company’s economic interests, as maintaining strong connections to their 
places of origins can facilitate the return of migrant labour if and when they 
are no longer needed. Duchêne (2011) further underlines the exploitative 
nature of companies profiting from migrant workers’ multilingual skills 
(e.g., for translation services) without rewarding them. Nation-state 
ideology typically serves as a way to legitimise such sociolinguistic 
inequalities (Holm et al. 2019; Piller and Lising 2014). Other means of 
legitimation may be safety concerns (Kraft 2019; 2020b) and evaluations of 
job interviews (Roberts 2013). 

This article adds to these existing perspectives by focusing not on 
migrant workers, but on ‘local’ workers who are supposed to profit from 
existing sociolinguistic inequalities by being placed in the norm centre. The 
‘local’ workers I spoke with, however, did not seem to believe that they 
were profiting at all. The article discusses why this was the case, and how 
the complex position of these workers can be described. In this way, the 
article contributes to the development of rich and nuanced perspectives on 
language policy and power in blue-collar work environments. 
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The article starts with a theoretical framework, which centres 
around the terms language policy and linguistic landscape. Afterwards, I 
present the broader historical-sociolinguistic situatedness of the Meuse-
Rhine borderland where the foundry is located. I then briefly discuss my 
linguistic-ethnographic fieldwork data and methods. This is followed by an 
extensive presentation of these data, which leads to the final conclusion 
and discussion of the findings. 

 

3.2 Theory: Language policy as linguistic landscaping 

In recent decades, the field of language policy studies has developed from 
being primarily concerned with language planning activities on the level of 
the nation-state, towards being increasingly interested in de facto language 
policies and practices that emerge in daily, situated interactions in, e.g., 
schools and workplaces (Tollefson and Pérez-Milans 2018, 7-8). An 
influential contribution has come from Spolsky (2004, 5), who added 
language practices and language ideologies to language planning as the 
three defining components of language policy. Shohamy (2006, 54) further 
added the component language policy mechanisms to this framework, 
highlighting the means through which ideologies are reproduced and 
practices emerge in daily interactions. Johnson (2013, 7-9), on the other 
hand, argued that it is unhelpful to conflate the notions of policy, ideology, 
and practice, and proposed instead to limit the definition of language policy 
to language policy mechanisms only. 

More or less simultaneously, the field of linguistic landscape studies 
has developed from being primarily concerned with large quantitative 
explorations of the presence of certain language varieties on written signs 
in the public spaces of an entire nation or city, towards being increasingly 
interested in ethnographic explorations of how people interact with diverse 
semiotic signs in specific smaller-scale spaces such as a neighbourhood or a 
street (Shohamy 2019). Inspired by the work of Scollon and Scollon (2003), 
Blommaert (2013, 32-33) argued that a linguistic landscape should be 
understood as a historically, discursively organised space that typically 
provides certain norms for people who interact in it. Building upon 
posthumanist perspectives such as actor-network theory (Latour 2005), 
Pennycook (2019, 177-178) continued this line of thought and presented 
the notions of agency and language as distributed among the human and 
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non-human actants (such as objects, smells, and space itself) that constitute 
the linguistic landscape (or, in his words, the semiotic assemblage). 

The simultaneous broadening of the two fields has made authors 
ask similar questions: “What isn’t language policy?” (Johnson 2013, 9); “So, 
is everything linguistic landscape?” (Shohamy 2019, 80). While I agree with 
Johnson (2013) that it is helpful to define language policy more precisely as 
policy mechanisms, it is probably fine to leave the idea of a linguistic 
landscape as open and flexible as it currently is. The main reason for this is 
that, while the field of language policy studies is about a specific research 
topic (language policy), the linguistic landscape field has not so much 
evolved around a specific topic, concept, or theory, but more around a 
perspective or metaphor that guides particular ways of collecting and 
organising research data. It is about seeing the world in a spatially and 
historically organised way, and about noticing the various actants that 
interact to produce this organisation. In principle, this perspective can be 
combined with many different research topics, concepts, and theories. 

In this article, I explore the value of combining the linguistic 
landscape metaphor with Johnson’s (2013) conceptualisation of language 
policy. This implies that I do not consider a linguistic landscape as one out 
of several language policy mechanisms (Shohamy 2006; 2015). Instead, I 
suggest that all language policy mechanisms can be regarded as different 
forms of linguistic landscaping in a concrete physical, as well as discursively 
constructed space. It is possible, for example, to regard policies about who 
can enter a nation, a school, or a workplace as acts of linguistic landscaping 
that may influence who can be (considered) part of the landscape (and who 
cannot). Similarly, it is possible to regard language education policies as acts 
of linguistic landscaping that may influence which linguistic resources 
become (considered as) part of the landscape. Furthermore, a wide range 
of other mechanisms that may impact “the structure, function, use, or 
acquisition of languages” (Johnson 2013, 9), such as the (re)production of 
policy texts, discourses, and written signs, can be regarded as acts of 
linguistic landscaping as well. 

Imagining language policy metaphorically as linguistic landscaping 
has several advantages. First of all, by using a verb instead of a noun, the 
metaphor helps to imagine language policy as a constantly ongoing 
construction process or power struggle. Secondly, the metaphor helps to 
imagine that this construction process does not start from scratch, but that 
each policy agent (over and over again) faces an already shaped landscape, 
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which the agent may affect by doing certain interventions (i.e., linguistic 
landscaping). Yet completely reshaping an existing landscape might be too 
ambitious, and various actants in the landscape might resist change. This 
relates to the third advantage, which is that the metaphor helps to imagine 
different, historically formed layers of the landscape (e.g., different 
language ideologies), which can still be influential today. Fourthly, the 
metaphor helps to imagine the landscape as (partly) overlapping with and 
connecting to other landscapes, and mobile organisms and artifacts might 
move in and out. Finally, the metaphor helps to imagine complex 
hierarchical relations in a multidimensional landscape, beyond binary 
oppositions such as here and there, self and other, or centre and periphery 
(see also Brambilla 2015, 22). 

In the next sections, I explore how this metaphorical way of 
imagining language policy can be applied in a metal foundry and the 
Meuse-Rhine borderland. 

 

3.3 Linguistic landscaping in the Meuse-Rhine borderland 

The Meuse-Rhine border landscape in this article roughly refers to the 
Dutch province of Limburg and the German Rhine-Ruhr metropolitan region 
(which is part of the German state North Rhine-Westphalia; figure 5). The 
political border that divides this area in a Dutch and a German part is 
relatively young. It was created around the year 1815, after the end of the 
Napoleonic Wars (Engelbrecht 1997). As I shall show this event was 
followed by significant language-political developments. 
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Figure 5. Map showing the Meuse-Rhine borderland. The dotted line on the 
left represents the Meuse river flowing through the Dutch province of 
Limburg. The dotted line on the right represents the Rhine river flowing 
through the German state North-Rhine Westphalia (map created by 
author). 

 

At the time that the border was created, the Meuse-Rhine border 
landscape was characterised by the West-Germanic dialect continuum: 
language varieties from towns that were geographically closer to each 
other were typically more similar than varieties from towns that were 
further away, regardless of the newly constructed Dutch-German border 
(Cornelissen 2015, 57-59; Giesbers 2008, 4-7). Furthermore, the use of 
standard Dutch, standard German, French, and Latin in different societal 
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domains (such as the government, schools, and the church) did not follow 
the newly constructed territorial division either (Jacobs 2008). 

After the creation of the border, diverse acts of linguistic 
landscaping aimed to establish standard Dutch as the official language in 
many domains on the Dutch side of the border, and standard German on 
the German side. An example of this is the spread of state-subsidised school 
textbooks in standard Dutch for German-speaking communities in Limburg 
(Jacobs 2008, 121). Furthermore, diverse policy acts have discouraged 
mobility between the Dutch and the German part of the border landscape 
since the second half of the 19th century, including the introduction of a 
passport obligation for all foreigners staying in Germany during World War I 
(Korres 2006, 134). The decreasing cross-border mobility that followed 
went hand in hand with decreasing cross-border contacts, as Giesbers 
(2008, 63) has shown with regard to the relative share of Dutch-German 
marriages in five Dutch and five German towns in the Meuse-Rhine 
borderland, which strongly decreased between 1850 and 2000. 

The decrease in cross-border contacts may partly explain why 
traditional local varieties from the Dutch and the German part of the 
Meuse-Rhine border landscape have diverged linguistically from each 
other: the West-Germanic dialect continuum is now considered “broken” 
(Cajot 1996; Cornelissen 1995; Giesbers 2008). In most places on the 
German side of the border, traditional local varieties have even become 
nearly extinct (Cornelissen 2008; 2015; Giesbers 2008). This is partly due to 
the heavy industrialisation and the following migration of people who did 
not speak these varieties to the coal-rich areas of the Rhine-Ruhr region, 
which has resulted in the emergence of regional varieties (e.g., 
Ruhrdeutsch) that are relatively close to standard German, while they also 
have certain characteristics of both traditional and new migrant varieties 
(Cornelissen 2015, 131). 

In the coal-rich south-eastern part of the Dutch province of 
Limburg, a similar sociolinguistic development has occurred on a smaller 
scale (Cornips 2003). Overall, however, traditional local varieties (known as 
“Limburgish”) are still spoken by many people in the Dutch province of 
Limburg today, and they are often considered important markers of 
people’s local and regional identities and solidarities (Cornips 2013; Cornips 
and Knotter 2016; Driessen 2006; Thissen 2018). Cornips and Knotter (2016, 
163) describe the historical construction of Limburgish identity in the 
nineteenth and twentieth century as a process of “negative integration” or 
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“integration through differentiation” in the Dutch nation-state, with which 
they mean that Limburgish identity emerged as an oppositional identity to 
the rest of the Dutch nation, while at the same time, ‘being Limburgish’ 
implied ‘being Dutch’ as well. This implication seems obvious to many 
people nowadays, even though Limburg was home to several separatist-
minded individuals and movements up until World War II (Pabst 1992). 

Today, many local and regional politicians, bureaucrats, and 
entrepreneurs in Limburg would like to get rid of certain (socio)linguistic 
traces that the linguistic landscaping efforts of the past have left, as they 
are obstacles for the political-economic ambition to create a cross-border 
labour market in the Meuse-Rhine borderland. The observed decreased 
interest in learning German among Dutch pupils (Duitsland Instituut 
Amsterdam 2018) has become a particular concern in this respect. In 2017, 
various politicians, bureaucrats, and entrepreneurs from Dutch-German 
and Dutch-Belgian border areas (including Limburg) formed the “Actieteam 
Grensoverschrijdende Economie en Arbeid” (“Action Group Cross-Border 
Economy and Labour”). In a report that this group presented to the Dutch 
government on 30 January 2017, it wrote the following (in Dutch) 
concerning language (Actieteam Grensoverschrijdende Economie en Arbeid 
2017, 34): 

Het actieteam stelt vast dat een gebrekkige kennis van het Duits een 
van de belangrijkste belemmeringen is bij het werken over de grens. 
De daling van het aantal leerlingen dat Duits op school volgt, is 
daarom een zorgelijke ontwikkeling. Schoolinstellingen, ouders en 
leerlingen moeten zich meer bewust zijn van het belang van kennis 
van de buurtaal en cultuur. 

The action team observes that insufficient knowledge of the 
German language is one of the most important obstacles when it 
comes to working across the border. For this reason, the 
decreasing number of pupils who learn German at school is a 
worrying development. Educational institutions, parents, and 
pupils should be more aware of the importance of knowing the 
neighbour language and culture. 

The use of the words “neighbour language and culture” confirms that 
nation-state discourses are deeply sedimented in the Meuse-Rhine border 
landscape, even among the members of this supposedly ‘cross-border-
minded’ group. Apparently, from the presented Dutch border-regional 
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perspective, the German language and culture are not part of an implicitly 
assumed ‘self’, but of a discursively constructed ‘national neighbour’. 
Furthermore, the example shows that the economic urgency to promote 
the German language on the Dutch side of the border may be stronger than 
the urgency to promote Dutch on the German side. 

The alarming discourse about the decreasing number of pupils 
learning the German “neighbour language”, and its economic 
consequences, has entered regional news media in Limburg as well (see, 
e.g., Pollux 2019). Through such a stress on economic arguments, this 
discourse matches well with what Heller and Duchêne (2012) call language 
in late capitalism. In this ongoing era, the authors write, “‘pride’ no longer 
works as well as the sole trope of nation-state legitimization; rather, the 
state’s ability to facilitate the growth of the new economy depends on its 
ability to legitimize the discourse of ‘profit’” (Heller and Duchêne 2012, 10). 
In the case of Limburg, the political challenge might be to legitimise the 
spread of German (and, possibly, other languages), as this seems 
economically profitable. However, a discourse of profit might lead to 
tensions with established, sedimented discourses of pride, for example, if 
students or employees in Limburg are told to speak German to help boost 
the regional economy, but their national pride stops them from doing so. In 
the remaining sections, I discuss how tensions between pride and profit 
play out in practice in a metal foundry in Limburg. 

 

3.4 Methodology and data 

My linguistic-ethnographic fieldwork in the production departments of the 
metal foundry lasted from 3 July to 15 October 2017. During this period, I 
participated in various work practices as an additional worker (e.g., by 
helping people lift heavy materials). At the end, I made 74 hours of audio 
recordings and 6.5 hours of video recordings of workplace interactions; I 
audio-recorded 11.5 hours of interviews with (former) workers and 
managers, as well as labour recruiters; I took 139 photographs of diverse 
signs, texts, and symbols; I wrote approximately 150 pages of fieldnotes, 
and I collected a wide range of other data. 

This article is primarily based on the audio-recorded interviews and 
my fieldnotes. Furthermore, I have drawn extensively on different historical 
sources from and about the metal foundry, including: a book about the 
foundry’s history and its founding father’s biography, which his son 
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published in 2018; one critical article about the foundry from a local labour 
party magazine from 1985; and a magazine that the foundry published to 
commemorate its anniversary in 2005. Combined with the interviews, these 
sources have helped me to reconstruct the company’s history. Despite their 
immense value for my research, however, I have not included them in my 
reference list, in an attempt to protect the company’s privacy. Although the 
foundry’s management has allowed me to mention the company’s name, I 
have decided not to do so, as this helps me to write more freely. 

It was not possible for me to get explicit consent from every single 
employee before my fieldwork started. The foundry had around 500 
employees, the turnover rate among them was high, and I regularly 
changed work teams in order to get a broad overview of the production 
process. Therefore, as approved by the Ethics Review Committee Inner City 
Faculties in Maastricht, I decided to work with implicit consent by hanging 
up a written announcement in Dutch, German, and English, as every 
production worker was supposed to understand at least one of these 
languages. Before making any recording, however, I still asked for people’s 
explicit consent. 

While doing interviews for my fieldwork, I had to consider which 
language(s) to use. With people who spoke Dutch and Limburgish as a first 
language (like me), I would usually speak Limburgish, as I felt that this 
established a more informal atmosphere. With people who did not speak 
Dutch or Limburgish, I would speak German or English (which I both speak 
as a second language). If I had spoken Dutch or Limburgish to them instead, 
I might have given the impression that I was testing their language skills, or 
that I was trying to implement a Dutch- or a Limburgish-only language 
policy. By speaking German or English, I tried to avoid this impression and 
to establish an informal atmosphere in these situations as well. 

Finally, shortly before the start of my fieldwork (on 12 June 2017), 
two recruiters from a temporary employment agency that worked for the 
foundry warned me (in Limburgish) about a particularly vocal group of 
production workers, which they referred to with the Dutch words “oude 
garde” (and which I hereafter also refer to as the “old guard”). They told me 
that these senior workers from Limburg could be very critical about new 
developments in the foundry, and that it might be a challenge for me as a 
researcher to get socially accepted by them. In the end, I did not experience 
such problems, however. Rather than a target of criticism, several members 
of the old guard treated me as a potential messenger whom they could 
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voice their opinions to. They would typically do so in Limburgish, so my 
choice to speak Limburgish might have helped this social situation to 
emerge. In the following sections, I discuss some of these opinions in more 
detail. 

 

3.5 Linguistic landscaping through labour recruitment practices 

The founding father’s biography highlights the unprivileged labour-class 
environment of a small industrial town in Limburg in which he grew up. In 
1945, after the end of World War II, he was in his early twenties. When he 
looked at the traces from the war in the Meuse-Rhine border landscape, his 
attention was caught by copper grenade bodies. He started to melt and 
mold them in a former goat stable at his parental house, and so the metal 
foundry was founded. Gradually, he built up a customer base, and by the 
time he retired in 1985, the foundry had more than 200 employees and an 
annual revenue of more than 30 million Dutch guilders (approximately 15 
million euros). 

Finding enough employees for the foundry had been a challenge 
from the start. The founding father’s way of dealing with this was simple 
but effective: he offered people a higher salary than other nearby industrial 
workplaces. Apparently, he did not believe that this would ruin his business, 
as has been observed in managerial discourse in other cases (e.g., Hiss 
2017, 701). In 1955, he was even convicted in court for paying his 
employees more than the legal maximum wage (a post-war policy that was 
supposed to stimulate exports from the Netherlands). In this way, the 
foundry built up a reputation as a workplace where people could earn 
relatively much money, as long as they were willing to deal with its 
demanding and somewhat eccentric managers (i.e., the founding father and 
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one of his friends).5 The founding father prided himself in being a hard 
worker, and he expected the same from his employees. He still participated 
in production work practices sometimes, and he did not shy away from 
criticising employees who did not perform well in his view. At the same 
time, he rewarded what he perceived as hard work, for example, by giving 
people a free crate of beer. Employees with whom he had a good relation 
could get interest-free loans from him as well. 

According to a critical article about the metal foundry from 1985, 
published in a magazine from a local labour party (in Dutch), only few of the 
foundry’s employees were labour union members. The same article 
observed that the foundry did not employ any “foreigners”. This was 
considered surprising, as many industrial companies in the Netherlands and 
Germany had recruited so-called “Gastarbeiter” (“guest labour”) around 
the 1960s, which were labour migrants from Italy, Morocco, Spain, and 
Turkey (among other countries). As confirmed by his son during a 
(Limburgish) interview that I had with him on 18 October 2017, the 
founding father chose not to recruit any foreign labour during those years, 
as he managed to attract enough local labour due to the comparably high 
wages he offered. According to the labour party publication, not recruiting 
foreign workers was a “principle choice” from him, as they would cause 
“trouble”. According to his son, he did so out of a concern for 
“communication problems”. Whatever might be the reason, practically all 
of the foundry’s employees from its early days until the 1980s were from 
the Dutch province of Limburg, and the dominant spoken language in the 
foundry was Limburgish. 

When the founding father retired in 1985, his son succeeded him. 
The son had studied foundry engineering in the German Ruhr area, and had 
already worked in the foundry for more than 10 years before taking over his 
father’s position. Under his management, the company continued to grow, 

 
5 Several senior production workers from Limburg mentioned the “high wages” 
reputation that the foundry used to have to me, including one worker whom I 
spoke with (in Limburgish) on 14 August 2017, one worker whom I spoke with (in 
Limburgish) on 28 August 2017, one worker whom I spoke with (in Limburgish) on 5 
September 2017, and one worker whom I spoke with (in Limburgish) on 3 October 
2017. The description “demanding and somewhat eccentric managers” is based on 
the founding father’s biography, a Dutch article from a local labour party magazine 
from 1985 (see next paragraph), and two different (Limburgish) conversations that 
I had with elderly people who lived nearby the foundry (but who never worked 
there), which took place around the start of my fieldwork in July 2017. 
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and during the second half of the 1990s, the number of employees 
surpassed 400. The offered wages were now no longer sufficient to recruit 
Dutch- and Limburgish-speaking labour only. For the first time, the 
foundry’s production departments opened up for German-speaking cross-
border commuters, and for labour migrants who had originally come to the 
Netherlands as Gastarbeiter, and who had learnt (some) Dutch as a second 
language since then. 

The requirement that migrant workers had to speak Dutch seemed 
to be applied strictly at least in certain cases. For example, one production 
worker with a migrant background, whom I spoke with (in Dutch) on 30 
August 2017, told me that he was turned down when he first applied for a 
job in the foundry in the 1990s, because his Dutch was deemed not good 
enough. Concerning cross-border commuters, some spoken German 
seemed to be tolerated, although one production worker from Germany 
who could speak Dutch, German, and a local variety told me on 12 
September 2017 (using this local variety) that when he was recruited by the 
foundry in the late 1990s, the managers had explicitly told him that he was 
expected to speak Dutch, not German, at work. 

That the recruitment of non-Dutch-speaking workers was a delicate 
issue, is shown by an article from a magazine that the foundry published in 
2005. In this magazine, which appeared in Dutch, two Human Resource 
managers (hereafter: HR managers) wrote that “‘foreigners’ ought to 
master the Dutch language sufficiently”, because the mastery of this 
language would be “essential” when employees had to read written work 
instructions. Furthermore, they wrote that due to “the past”, some workers 
would not or only insufficiently master the Dutch language. Therefore, the 
foundry had started to offer an annual Dutch language course, and the HR 
managers underlined that the company considered it very important that 
“employees take this course very seriously and finish it with a noticeable 
result”. This discourse of linguistic assimilation matches well with the 
discourse on migrant integration that became prominent in the Dutch 
political landscape in the early 2000s (see, e.g., Entzinger 2014). 

Finally, the global financial crisis of 2007-2008 led to a turning point 
in the company’s history. Around the turn of 2008-2009, the demand for 
the foundry’s products (i.e., metal components of trucks, luxury cars, and 
central heating boilers) dropped sharply. In February 2009, the founding 
father’s son went with early retirement. A new Chief Executive Officer 
(hereafter: CEO) was appointed by the foundry’s main shareholder. He was 
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from the Dutch province of North Brabant and he spoke Dutch, but not 
Limburgish. Furthermore, he had no ties to the founding father and no 
previous working experience in the foundry. He was, as he wrote in the 
preface of the book about the company’s history (in Dutch), a 
“beroepsmanager” (“manager by profession”). One of the first things that 
the new management did after taking office was to lay off more than 100 
employees, which allegedly saved the foundry from bankruptcy. 

Ever since this crisis, as the foundry’s Chief Financial Officer 
(hereafter: CFO) explained to me (in Limburgish) in an interview on 4 
December 2017, the management had become cautious with handing out 
new permanent contracts. By using temporary labour from employment 
agencies instead (Dutch: uitzendkrachten), the company could adapt more 
easily to (sudden) changes in the demand for its products. During my 
fieldwork in 2017, when the economy was blooming again, 196 out of 496 
workers in the foundry (i.e., 40%) were temporary workers. Most of the 
temporary staff worked in the production departments. Here, 185 out of 
336 workers (i.e., 55%) were temporary workers. At the end of my 
fieldwork, partly in response to criticisms from production workers about 
the lack of job security, the management decided to give 14 temporary 
workers a permanent contract. 

The increased reliance on temporary labour from employment 
agencies meant a dramatic change for the foundry’s linguistic landscape, 
especially during times of economic growth. The reason for this is that 
many temporary production workers who were recruited through 
employment agencies did not speak Dutch or Limburgish. Table 5 shows the 
number of production workers and other workers (such as salespeople) in 
the foundry in August 2017, divided by citizenship. The categories Dutch, 
German, and Polish may include first-generation migrants who have 
obtained Dutch/German/Polish citizenship at some point in their life. In the 
following section, I discuss the acts of linguistic landscaping that emerged in 
the foundry in response to the increased language diversity. 
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Citizenship Production 
workers 

Other workers Total 

Dutch 171 (51%) 159 (99%) 330 (67%) 

German 89 (27%) 0 (0%) 89 (18%) 

Polish 31 (9%) 0 (0%) 31 (6%) 

Other 45 (13%) 1 (1%) 46 (9%) 

Total 336 (100%) 160 (100%) 496 (100%) 

 
Table 5. The number of production workers and other workers (e.g., HR 
managers, salespeople, and engineers) in the metal foundry, divided by 
citizenship, in August 2017.6 

 

3.6 Linguistic landscaping and the construction of a ‘Dutch’ work 
environment 

The historical interest of the founding father’s son is not just reflected by 
the book that he published about his father and the company. Under the 
son’s management, the metal foundry was constructed as a place with a 
history, as the foundry’s landscape was enriched with several 
commemoration stones, i.e., stones with engraved texts that 
commemorated the construction of a new wing of the foundry building, or 
the first official use of a new machine. Almost all of these texts were 
written in standard Dutch, following a somewhat standardised formulation: 
‘the first stone was placed by this specific person on this specific date’. An 
exception to this tendency is a commemoration stone that was placed on 
19 February 1993 (figure 6). This was the Friday before the carnival 
celebration, an annual tradition that is often considered a symbol of 
Limburgish identity (see, e.g., Cornips and De Rooij 2015; Thissen 2018). 
Therefore, the text on this specific stone is in Limburgish. 

 

 
6 The figures presented are the sum of the data about all temporary workers in 
August 2017, which I have received as an anonymised Microsoft Excel file from one 
of the temporary employment agency’s recruiters, and the data about the metal 
foundry’s employees, which I have collected through email communication with an 
HR manager. As the HR manager filled in some gaps in the data from August 2017 
with data from 2018, minor differences might exist between the actual figures and 
the figures presented here. 
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Figure 6. Commemoration stone with Limburgish text, reading: “The first 
stone was placed by Mr [name anonymised by author] on 19-02-1993”. 

 

The placements of commemoration stones are not just acts of 
historical landscaping, but also of linguistic landscaping. These acts 
reproduce a familiar pattern in the linguistic landscape of Limburg, where 
standard Dutch is often used to construct formal, institutional, and 
authoritative situations, while Limburgish is typically used to construct 
situations characterised by informality, solidarity, and local and/or regional 
identity (see, e.g., Cornips 2020; Thissen 2018). This pattern can be 
recognised in other ways as well. As discussed in the previous section, the 
dominant spoken language in the foundry until –at least– the 1980s was 
Limburgish. When it comes to written announcements and instructions, 
however, standard Dutch was used. Furthermore, standard Dutch –not 
Limburgish– was considered the language that “foreign” workers had to 
learn, as shown by the foundry’s magazine from 2005 (see previous 
section). 

During my fieldwork in 2017, spoken Limburgish was still used 
frequently among workers from the Dutch province of Limburg, but in many 
production work teams, Limburgish-speaking workers were not a numerical 
majority anymore. Arguably, German had become the most frequently 
spoken language in the production departments, as this was a lingua franca 
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spoken and understood by practically all workers from Germany, by many 
workers from the Netherlands (excluding first-generation migrants who had 
learnt Dutch, but not German as a second language), and by several (but 
not all) workers from Central and Eastern Europe. 

With regard to written announcements and instructions, standard 
Dutch was still the dominant language in the foundry’s landscape. 
Furthermore, when one of the foundry’s directors gave a formal 
presentation for production workers, as I observed on 12 July 2017, solely 
standard Dutch was used. Due to linguistic proximity, standard Dutch was 
possibly more understandable for German-speaking workers (particularly 
those who had worked in the foundry for a longer time) than for workers 
who spoke neither Dutch nor German nor Limburgish. Thus, production 
workers with limited knowledge of Dutch, German, and Limburgish were 
often linguistically excluded in the foundry. 

Explicit explanations for the continued, exclusive use of written 
standard Dutch in the linguistic landscape were presented to me on 12 
June, 3 July, and 7 August 2017, when I attended several guided tours and 
introductory presentations for potential or newly recruited production 
workers. While referring to written board announcements from the 
management, which were written in Dutch only, the tour guides or 
presenters told the participants that the management used ‘Dutch only’ 
because employees were expected to learn Dutch over time. The following 
quote (in German) from a tour guide (who spoke Dutch and Limburgish as 
his first languages, and German and English as his second languages) is an 
example of this: 

Was Sie hier sehen, sind Publikationen von der Direktion, 
Abteilungsleiter, und so weiter, und so weiter. Das ist meistens auf 
niederländisch geschrieben. Warum? Weil die Direktion möchte 
ganz gerne, dass die Leute niederländisch lernen im Laufe der Zeit. 

What you see here are publications from the management, head 
of department, and so on, and so forth. That is mostly written in 
Dutch. Why? Because the management would like it quite much 
when the people learn Dutch over time. 

The tour guides and presenters did not explain how people were expected 
to learn Dutch, and they did not refer to the annual Dutch language courses 
that the foundry’s management organised for certain production workers 
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either. The implication thus seemed to be that learning Dutch was people’s 
own responsibility. 

Shortly before my first working day in the foundry (3 July 2017), I 
came across an explicit formulation of a language rule in the digital 
linguistic landscape of the foundry as well. The reason for this was that I 
had to take an online test to ensure that I was familiar with, among others, 
certain safety regulations. Possibly as a way to manage workplace safety in 
the linguistically diverse production departments (see also Kraft 2020b), the 
test was available in Dutch, English, and German. I decided to take the 
Dutch version. In this way, I encountered the following rule about language 
use: 

Van iedere medewerker wordt verwacht dat hij/zij de Nederlandse 
taal (eventueel de Duitse taal) dusdanig beheerst dat de 
medewerker zich verstaanbaar kan maken. Ook collega’s onderling 
worden geacht de Nederlandse taal te spreken. 

From every employee it is expected that he/she masters the Dutch 
language (perhaps, the German language) sufficiently such that 
the employee can make him/herself understandable. Also 
colleagues among each other are expected to speak Dutch. 

When I asked one of the labour recruiters who worked for the foundry 
about this rule during an interview in her office on 27 September 2017, she 
told me (in Limburgish) that it was outdated, and that they had forgotten to 
update it. The part that had to be changed, according to her, was that they 
had to write “the German or the English language” instead of just “the 
German language”. She further added that since January 2017, the tight 
labour market had made the foundry’s management accept the 
recruitment of people who did not speak Dutch or German, but who did 
speak English as a second language. The updated language rule could thus 
be characterised as a normative expectation from the management to 
speak Dutch at work, although German and English (and, implicitly, 
Limburgish) were more or less ‘tolerated’. 

While observing language practices in the foundry’s landscape 
during my fieldwork in 2017, I noticed that ‘tolerating’ German and English 
could mean different things. For the foundry’s management, as discussed 
previously, it clearly meant that only Dutch was used for written 
announcements and instructions, and for formal presentations, while 
German and English were ‘tolerated’ for informal, spoken communication 
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at work. When labour recruiters from the temporary employment agency 
would write a general email or announcement for production workers, on 
the other hand, they would typically do so in three languages: Dutch, 
German, and English. The order can be taken as a reflection of the language 
hierarchy and the chronological order in which the languages became 
‘accepted’ in the production departments. Besides this, the more 
multilingual practices from the labour recruiters can be taken as a reflection 
of the idea that German and English were ‘tolerated’ as long as someone 
had a temporary contract, but that the norm to speak Dutch became 
stricter in case someone became permanently employed. 

Nonetheless, in daily work practices, many permanent workers 
would speak other languages (such as German, Limburgish, and English) as 
well. Hence, the placement of Dutch language signs, formal Dutch 
presentations, and explicit Dutch language norms in the foundry’s 
landscape did not affect most actual speaking practices at work. Something 
similar can be said about the annual Dutch language courses that the 
foundry’s management organised for certain, selected production workers 
(namely those who had shown an interest in learning Dutch and who were 
expected to stay in the foundry for at least the near future). As these 
courses did not include all non-Dutch-speaking workers, and as they only 
covered the beginners’ level, they did not seem to make much difference 
for daily, informal language practices. According to the self-employed 
teacher, whom I spoke with (in Limburgish) on 22 November 2017, it was 
not realistic to expect that participants would be fluent in Dutch after 
finishing the course. Rather, she said, I should view the courses as an 
“encouragement” to invest in learning Dutch. 

Put differently, the Dutch language courses could be considered 
another act of linguistic landscaping through its signification of which 
production workers were expected to accommodate linguistically, and 
which ones were supposed to be the sociolinguistic norm centre in the 
foundry’s landscape. Hence, despite all the changes in the foundry’s 
recruitment and informal language practices, the old guard (i.e., senior 
Dutch- and Limburgish-speaking production workers who had started 
working in the foundry under the management of the founding father or his 
son) could still be considered as (part of) the top of the company’s 
sociolinguistic hierarchy. Even so, many of them were quite critical about 
the linguistic landscape that had emerged over time. In the next section, I 
discuss in more detail why this was the case. 
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3.7 Linguistic landscaping and the position of the “old guard” 

To understand the complex hierarchical position of the old guard in the 
metal foundry’s landscape, it is useful to first consider why the foundry’s 
management tried to place these workers in the company’s sociolinguistic 
norm centre. Within the management, the CFO was considered ultimately 
responsible for labour recruitment practices and the related questions 
about language policy. During my (Limburgish) interview with the CFO, 
which took place in his office on 4 December 2017, he gave two reasons 
why the management preferred to have Dutch-speaking workers: 

(…) um de doodsimpele rede det det in de communicatie met elkaar 
gemekkeliker is, en auk de binding met ‘t bedrief wat mekkeliker 
makt. 

(…) for the very simple reason that this is easier during the 
communication with each other, and it also makes the bonding 
with the company somewhat easier. 

Concerning the second reason, “bonding”, the CFO elaborated: 

De wöls toch gewoeën gaer det medewerkers zich [company name]-
medewerker veule en det ze ‘n good geveul hebbe beej ‘t bedrief, en 
‘n good geveul hebbe beej de collega’s, eh, en det is netuurlik 
gemekkeliker as-se met äör kens communicere en as-ze met elkaar 
kenne communicere, eh, det kump de werksfeer ten goede, det 
kump daomei auk de kwaliteit ten goede (…) 

After all, you would simply like that employees identify as 
[company name]-employees, and that they have a good feeling 
about the company, and a good feeling about the colleagues, eh, 
and that is of course easier if you can communicate with them and 
if they can communicate with each other, eh, that is beneficial for 
the atmosphere at work, and in that way for the quality as well 
(…) 

Based on this interview, it appears that the management was quite 
concerned about processes of bonding among workers themselves, and 
between workers and the company, and it does not appear that the 
management was interested in destroying any solidarity between different 
ethnolinguistic groups of blue-collar workers (Hiss 2017, 708). At the same 
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time, the interview shows that the management had a rather narrow 
perspective on what might lead to such bonding processes. From the CFO’s 
point of view, it was self-evident that non-Dutch-speaking workers had to 
accommodate linguistically in order to facilitate communication and 
bonding processes in the foundry. Dutch-speaking workers (including the 
old guard) were not expected to contribute actively, and other possible 
bases for communication and bonding (such as English, German, 
Limburgish, Polish, or a mixture of languages) were not considered, which 
further confirms how deeply sedimented nation-state discourses had 
become over time. 

As the management tried to place Dutch-speaking workers in the 
sociolinguistic norm centre, and as knowing Dutch would supposedly 
facilitate processes of bonding with the company, it might be expected that 
Dutch-speaking workers such as the old guard felt a relatively strong bond 
with the management. During my conversations with the members of the 
old guard, however, it turned out that the standard of bonding set by the 
foundry’s founding father and his son was a difficult one to live up to. For 
example, one such member whom I talked with (in Limburgish) on 24 July 
2017, told me how the former directors would regularly come and see how 
things were going in the production departments, and how they would 
shake hands with everyone after New Year’s Eve. The same person, plus 
two other members whom I talked with (in Limburgish) on 14 August 2017, 
told me about an easter egg that production workers used to get from the 
management, a practice that apparently stopped recently. Furthermore, 
two more members of the old guard, whom I talked with (in Limburgish) on 
11 September 2017, referred to the free crates of beer that people would 
occasionally receive from the former directors as a sign of appreciation for 
their hard work. Even the author of the critical article from the local labour 
party magazine from 1985 observed that the foundry’s founding father was 
“highly regarded” by his employees. 

Of course, salaries and employment conditions had changed over 
time as well. As discussed previously, the founding father had offered 
relatively high salaries, and had managed to attract almost exclusively 
Dutch- and Limburgish-speaking workers in this way. Allegedly, the 
foundry’s salaries were still relatively high compared to other blue-collar 
workplaces in the Meuse-Rhine borderland in 2017, but not so high that 
many Dutch- and Limburgish-speaking workers could be convinced to come 
and work there. Furthermore, as discussed previously, the foundry was 
increasingly relying on temporary labour from employment agencies since 
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the global financial crisis of 2007-2008 (when many of the old guard had 
been laid off), and the people who were recruited in this way often spoke 
neither Dutch nor Limburgish. For certain, the foundry’s management still 
invested in certain rewards for its workers (such as free ice cream on a hot 
summer day), but in the eyes of the old guard, this was not enough. 

For the members of the old guard I spoke with, it appeared that the 
acts of bonding, the salaries, the employment conditions, the lay-offs, and 
the recruitment of non-Dutch-speaking workers together constituted a 
holistic entity. As one member whom I talked with on 24 July 2017 told me, 
these things showed that people had less “respect” for production workers 
these days. One of the members I talked with on 14 August 2017 also said it 
was a lack of “respect” for production workers that explained why so many 
temporary workers with diverse language backgrounds were recruited 
these days. According to him, people did no longer recognise the 
“craftmanship” that was needed for their work. Therefore, they would think 
that high turnover rates and language diversity were no insurmountable 
obstacles for achieving satisfactory work results. In other words, many of 
the old guard seemed to feel that their dignity at work was threatened, i.e., 
their “inherent worth and value and/or being deserving of respect” (Lucas 
2011, 354). 

These observations have important theoretical implications. The 
experience of belonging to a sociolinguistic norm centre, as opposed to a 
periphery, may not be constituted by the question whether people in a 
constructed periphery follow the language norms of a constructed centre 
(see, e.g., Pietikäinen and Kelly-Holmes 2013, 9), or by the question 
whether people in this centre gain more material profits than people in the 
periphery (see, e.g., Kraft 2019), even though these things all matter. First 
and foremost, however, the experience of belonging to a sociolinguistic 
norm centre may be one of deserving and receiving respect from others 
(regardless of whether these others are actors from a centre or a 
periphery), and an experience of having inherent worth and value. 
Moreover, these observations imply that the linguistic landscape cannot be 
isolated from a broader semiotic landscape (or semiotic assemblage; 
Pennycook 2019), and that linguistic landscaping acts cannot be separated 
from other acts of landscaping (e.g., the act of placing easter eggs in the 
landscape), as these acts may all influence people’s subjective experience 
of workplace dignity. 
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For most members of the old guard, it was clear that the norm to 
speak or learn Dutch was and would not be followed much in practice in the 
production departments. Hence, the fact that the management continued 
reproducing this norm, and thus, continued reproducing a deeply 
sedimented nation-state discourse, was probably not beneficial for the 
management’s credibility in the eyes of the old guard. Interestingly, despite 
the previously discussed, growing awareness of the importance of the 
German language for the economy of Limburg, the management did not try 
to legitimise the spread of German and other languages in the production 
departments through a discourse of profit (Heller and Duchêne 2012). In 
theory, for example, the management could have tried to argue that by 
allowing non-Dutch-speaking workers to enter these departments, the 
company could increase its production and make (more) profit, which might 
help the company (and the jobs it provided) to survive, and which might 
provide the management with more financial resources that could be 
invested in higher wages and more permanent contracts. In the end, the 
fact that the management did not produce such a discourse might have 
further contributed to the common feeling of peripheralisation among the 
old guard. 

 

3.8 Conclusion and discussion 

This article has explored the value of linguistic landscaping as a metaphor 
for describing the historically emerged language diversity and language 
policy mechanisms in the production departments of a metal foundry in the 
Dutch province of Limburg, and for explaining the dissatisfaction among the 
“old guard” (i.e., senior Dutch- and Limburgish-speaking production 
workers) with the emerged diversity and mechanisms. In this final section, I 
discuss three advantages of applying this metaphor. 

The first advantage is the idea that a landscape has various, 
historically formed layers. Understanding the old guard’s dissatisfaction 
requires taking into account these layers. To begin with, the foundry as a 
case shows how deeply sedimented the layer of Dutch nation-state 
ideology has become in Limburg over time. Within the global colonial 
landscape, this ideology legitimised the relative privilege of people who 
were considered part of the Dutch nation (as was indicated, among others, 
by Dutch being their first language). On top of this national-ideological 
layer, the foundry’s founding father had built a layer of relatively 
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exceptional privilege for Dutch- and Limburgish-speaking people who came 
to work in his company, and whom he offered relatively high wages. In this 
way, he had even managed to recruit practically no non-Dutch-speaking 
workers. During my fieldwork in 2017, there were still many production 
workers in the foundry who had started working there under the 
management of the founding father or his son. This old guard had seen how 
things were different in the past, and hence, they did not accept the idea 
that the company could not help but rely on production workers from 
temporary employment agencies, who often did not speak Dutch. 

The second advantage of linguistic landscaping as a metaphor is the 
idea that landscapes can (partly) overlap or connect with other landscapes. 
During my fieldwork, it became clear that the old guard’s dissatisfaction 
concerned more than just the fact that the share of Dutch- and Limburgish-
speaking workers had decreased over time. What they apparently 
appreciated about the founding father, was not just the high wages he 
offered and the fact that he did not employ non-Dutch-speaking workers 
(even though these things certainly mattered), but also his regular presence 
in the production departments, his regular interactions with production 
workers, and his regular signs of understanding and appreciating people’s 
work. The fact that the founding father seemed proud of his own labour 
class background, and that he spoke Limburgish (i.e., the language of 
informality, solidarity, and local and/or regional identity) should not be 
underestimated in this respect. In short, the acts of linguistic landscaping 
were part of a broader practice of semiotic landscaping, which constructed 
a work environment in which the old guard felt they had a dignified position 
(Lucas 2011). This further implies that the arrival of non-Dutch-speaking 
production workers in the foundry’s linguistic landscape can only partly 
explain the old guard’s dissatisfaction in 2017, and that a broader 
repertoire or assemblage (Pennycook 2019) should be taken into account 
to understand why they felt that the company did not represent them 
anymore. 

The third advantage of linguistic landscaping as a metaphor is the 
idea that diverse and complex hierarchical relations can exist in a 
multidimensional landscape (Brambilla 2015). The linguistic landscaping 
acts of the foundry’s management clearly aimed at placing Dutch-speaking 
workers (such as the old guard) in the company’s sociolinguistic norm 
centre. However, considering the observation that many production 
workers (including the old guard themselves) did not speak Dutch at work, 
and considering the abovementioned argument that the foundry’s linguistic 
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landscape was part of a broader semiotic landscape, it becomes clear that is 
too much of a simplification to present Dutch-speaking workers as the 
foundry’s centre, and non-Dutch-speaking workers as its periphery. Above 
all, this article has shown that inequality and exploitation are not 
necessarily given ‘facts’ that can be objectively detected or measured by a 
researcher, but subjective experiences based on various acts of linguistic 
and semiotic landscaping. Apparently, the old guard did not feel that they 
belonged to the company’s periphery under the management of the 
founding father and his son, but they had started feeling so by 2017. From a 
linguistic-ethnographic perspective, it is valuable to understand why they 
experienced this change, and which acts of linguistic and semiotic 
landscaping have contributed to this experience of change. 

The findings discussed here have several implications. For 
researchers, the article is an invitation to further explore the potential of 
the linguistic landscape metaphor, and to pay more attention to the 
complex human experience (rather than just the detection) of inequality 
and exploitation. For managers, the article may serve as a source of 
inspiration for how to “bond” or establish relations of solidarity with 
employees such as the old guard. And last but not least, for employees such 
as the old guard themselves, the article may serve as a reminder that given 
constructions and subjective experiences in a particular time and space can 
never be taken for granted, as they are vulnerable to change over time. 
Hence, if possible, it may be best to become not too dependent on them. 
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4. Workplace Learning through Human‐Machine Interaction7 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Practices, or “those repeated social and material acts that have gained 
sufficient stability over time to reproduce themselves” (Pennycook 2018, 
53), play an important role in any work environment. Work practices may 
have positive or negative consequences for areas such as productivity, 
workplace safety, and job satisfaction. The concept community of practice is 
typically used to refer to a group of people who have developed particular 
practices during a shared history of mutual engagement (Wenger 1998, 83; 
King 2014). This means that these practices are not based on some pre-
existing script that, in this case, employees have brought to their 
workplace. Instead, these practices are jointly negotiated over time and on 
the whole, it is hard to imagine that much work can be done without them.  

The aim of this article is to explore how jointly negotiated work 
practices can emerge in a contemporary blue‐collar work environment that 
seems far from ideal for this to happen, namely a production department of 
a metal foundry in the Dutch province of Limburg, less than three 
kilometres from the Dutch‐German border. In this work environment, 
opportunities for human‐human interaction are limited due to 
mechanisation, as a consequence of which many employees work with 
particular machines, either alone or in pairs. Moreover, these machines 
produce a lot of sound, which further limits the opportunities for 
human‐human interaction. Besides this, when human‐human interaction 
occurs, employees are often confronted with language diversity and the 
transience of work relations, both of which could impact the joint 
negotiation of work practices (Mortensen 2017). The languages spoken in 
the metal foundry include Dutch, German, and local varieties from Limburg 
(known as “Limburgish”; see Cornips 2013), as well as Arabic, Polish, 
Russian, and Turkish, among others. The individual language repertoires of 
employees who work in pairs often do not overlap much.  

Although mechanisation frustrates processes of jointly negotiating 
work practices (i.e., workplace learning) in the foundry, the article shows 
that it also enables various forms of workplace learning, which emerge 

 
7 This chapter has been published in the Journal of Linguistic Anthropology (Hovens 
2020). 
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through human‐machine interaction. By analysing a critical case, during 
which the challenges of transience, language diversity, and limited 
opportunities for human‐human interaction come together, the article 
shows how human‐machine interaction can help to overcome some 
challenges, while others still remain.8 The main participant in the case study 
is a temporary employee from Poland who needs to learn how to work with 
a particular machine. At first, he receives some help from a more 
experienced employee from the Netherlands. They have no shared history 
yet, and the overlap in their individual language repertoires is limited. Later, 
the employee from Poland is left to work with the machine on his own. 
Applying a posthumanist framework (Latour 2005; Pennycook 2018), the 
article discusses the employee’s workplace learning process, and the 
diverse functions of human‐machine interaction that emerge during this 
process.  

The article starts with a literature review about existing 
linguistic‐ethnographic research in blue‐collar work environments. The 
methodological background of the study (including its ethical 
considerations) is then elaborated upon. The subsequent sections focus on 
the theoretical framework and the empirical material as the basis for the 
final discussion about the implications of the study for our understanding of 
language, workplace learning, and mechanisation in contemporary 
blue‐collar work environments. 

 

4.2 Language and workplace learning in blue‐collar work environments 

Transience and language diversity characterise many contemporary 
blue‐collar work environments. Lønsmann and Kraft (2017, 138) define 
blue‐collar workers as labourers in the primary sector (e.g., agriculture) and 
the secondary sector (e.g., manufacturing), whose jobs are “often, but not 
always, temporary, and low‐status.” Furthermore, many studies of 
blue‐collar workplaces highlight language diversity as a prominent theme 
(e.g., Goldstein 1997; Handford and Matous 2015; Kleifgen 2013; Kraft 
2017; Piller and Lising 2014; Sunaoshi 2005; Theodoropoulou 2019; Tutt et 

 
8 Since the publication of this journal article in 2020, the theoretical perspectives of 
the PhD dissertation have been further developed. While language diversity is 
introduced as a “challenge” in this article, I took a slightly different position in the 
introduction of the dissertation in chapter 1.1. 
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al. 2013), although there are well‐known exceptions to this tendency (e.g., 
Daly et al. 2004; Holmes and Marra 2002; Holmes and Woodhams 2013).  

Several studies that focus on language diversity in blue‐collar work 
environments show that employees with similar ethnolinguistic 
backgrounds tend to work together in groups there, and that they often 
speak a different language at work than the country’s official or majority 
language (Goldstein 1997; Kleifgen 2013; Piller and Lising 2014). Kleifgen 
(2013, 162) points out that “an open policy regarding self‐selected teams 
and multiple‐language use” can positively affect processes of workplace 
learning in such settings. However, in work environments where learning 
typically depends on interactions between employees whose individual 
language repertoires do not overlap much, communication may still be a 
challenge. 

In a study of a manufacturing company in the United States, 
Sunaoshi (2005) found that higher‐ranking workers from Japan had 
difficulties using English in their interactions with lower‐ranking workers 
from the United States. Despite such difficulties, the study found that 
interactions became more effective once workers had spent more time 
with each other (Sunaoshi 2005, 192-193). Similar observations have been 
made on construction sites in the United Kingdom (Tutt et al. 2013) and 
Qatar (Theodoropoulou 2019), where workers with diverse language 
backgrounds developed a shared repertoire over time. These findings 
suggest that language diversity can become less of a challenge when 
workers spend some time together and, thus, develop particular ways of 
interacting.  

On the other hand, these findings also suggest that jointly 
negotiated work practices may not be as likely to emerge in an 
environment that is not only characterized by language diversity, but also 
by transience. On a construction site in Hong Kong, Handford and Matous 
(2015, 95-96) found that time pressure, combined with the importance of 
safety, could explain why the construction workers spent little effort on 
interpersonal accommodation, particularly on the side of full‐time 
employees from Japan towards contracted employees from Hong Kong. 
Another explanation is that these employees possibly did not see much 
value in spending time on creating goodwill, as their work relations would 
be short‐lived (Handford and Matous 2015, 96). Thus, transience may not 
only pose a challenge to workplace learning due to a lack of time, but also 
due to a lack of motivation.  
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One strategy that people, whose individual language repertoires do 
not overlap much, may use when they need to interact, is to employ certain 
multilingual modes (see Backus et al. 2013), such as a lingua franca 
(Hülmbauer, Böhringer, and Seidlhofer 2008), receptive multilingualism 
(Ten Thije and Zeevaert 2007), code‐switching or code‐mixing (Muysken 
2000), languaging (Jørgensen and Varga 2011), and translation or 
interpretation (see, e.g., Kraft 2020a). One additional strategy to deal with 
both linguistic and auditory challenges is to rely on non-verbal 
communicative modes. Various studies of blue‐collar workplaces have, in 
fact, highlighted the important role of non-verbal modes such as gestures, 
objects, sounds, gaze, and body positioning (Gherardi and Nicolini 2002; 
Kleifgen 2013; Sunaoshi 2005; Theodoropoulou 2019; Tutt et al. 2013).  

Nonetheless, in a study of workplace learning on a construction site 
in Italy, Gherardi and Nicolini (2002, 206-208) found that verbal resources 
played an important role in the construction of memorable events, as the 
situated use of certain words (e.g., “always”, “never”, “you should”, “well 
done”) helped newcomers to memorise specific situations in specific ways, 
and to develop a sense of how to see and feel in this environment. This 
indicates that situated combinations of verbal and non-verbal modes might 
be essential for the development of a professional vision (Goodwin 1994).  

Apart from the human employment of multilingual modes, 
translation, interpretation, and non-verbal communicative modes, 
human‐machine interaction can also play an important role in mechanised 
work environments. In a study of workplace learning in a circuit board 
manufacturing plant in the United States, Kleifgen (2013, 61-63) observed 
how a machine produced rhythmic sounds that experienced employees 
could interpret as indications of a robotic arm managing or failing to pick a 
socket. This is how the machine became an active participant in the 
situated interactions and learning processes at work. The active role of 
machines has also been explored by Suchman (2007), who argues that 
machines cannot be as effective as experienced human tutors in situated 
learning processes, as they typically miss the circumstantial and 
interactional details that human‐human interaction routinely relies upon 
(Suchman 2007, 182-183). Human‐machine interaction alone may not 
overcome the potential challenges posed by language diversity, in other 
words.  

Finally, language diversity may pose a challenge to workplace 
learning in relation to written communication. Written texts –or literacy 
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artifacts (Barton and Hamilton 2005)– play an important role in many daily 
interactions in the workplace. In such institutional settings, texts are often 
thought to exercise power and control over work practices, but as pointed 
out by Ueno (2000) and Kleifgen (2013), they need to be recontextualized 
and (re)appropriated in order to become meaningful in situated 
interactions. Therefore, an inability to make sense of a written text may 
frustrate such (re)appropriations, as Lønsmann (2014, 100-101) found with 
regard to blue‐collar workers in a multinational company in Denmark, who 
had problems understanding English signs, computer messages, and emails.  

 

4.3 Methodology 

This article focuses on one audio‐recorded case, in which diverse 
circumstances that may challenge workplace learning (limited opportunities 
for human‐human interaction, transient work relations, language diversity) 
come together. By analysing this critical case, the article explores the 
question whether and, if so, how jointly negotiated work practices can 
emerge under these combined circumstances. Furthermore, the selected 
case can be considered typical in the sense that it reveals the functions that 
human‐machine interaction can fulfil during such processes. If 
human‐machine interaction helps to overcome the already mentioned 
challenges for workplace learning in this case, it can probably fulfil 
important functions in less challenging learning situations as well. 

The selected case was recorded during a 3.5‐month period of 
ethnographic fieldwork in the metal foundry, which took place between 3 
July and 15 October 2017. During this time, I participated in various work 
practices in almost every foundry production department as an additional 
worker, for example, by helping people lift heavy products. My 
participation in these practices implied that I worked different shifts, 
including night shifts. In total, I made 74 hours of audio recordings and 6.5 
hours of video recordings of workplace interactions; I audio‐recorded 11.5 
hours of interviews; I took 139 photographs; I wrote approximately 150 
pages of fieldnotes; and I collected a wide range of other data. The current 
article’s case study is based on one audio recording, two photographs, and 
my fieldnotes. 

As other researchers in blue‐collar work environments have noticed 
as well (e.g., Holmes and Woodhams 2013, 280-281), the sound levels in 
the foundry posed a challenge to making good‐quality audio recordings. 
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Moreover, I found that employees’ talk during work practices was often 
fragmented and full of deictic words, which made it impossible to interpret 
the recordings in case I was not present. Therefore, I am clearly present as a 
participant in the audio‐recorded interactions, and I typically carried the 
recording equipment in the pocket of my work shirt. In the remaining 
sections of this article, I will further reflect upon the impact of my presence. 
As I wanted to find out how employees talked with each other, I decided 
that I could not act as their interpreter.  

Due to the size of the foundry (which had around 500 employees 
during my fieldwork), the transience of the workforce, and my procedure of 
regularly changing work teams, it was impossible to get explicit consent 
from every employee before my fieldwork started. Therefore, I worked with 
implicit consent by hanging up a written announcement in three languages 
(Dutch, English, and German) in the workplace. The Ethics Review 
Committee Inner City Faculties in Maastricht has officially approved this 
research practice. Nevertheless, I still asked for people’s explicit consent 
before recording them. 

Finally, although I made observations in every single production 
department during my fieldwork, it is no coincidence that this article 
focuses on a case from the Finishing Department in particular. Work 
practices that made up the foundry production process were clustered into 
four departments: the Core Shooting Department (where sand cores were 
produced to mould the metal); the Melting Department (where metal was 
melted); the Casting Department (where the molten metal was moulded 
using the sand cores); and the Finishing Department (where the metal 
products, after hardening, were sawn, ground, blasted, welded, and 
quality‐checked, among other actions). Among these four departments, the 
Core Shooting Department and the Finishing Department had the highest 
percentage of temporary workers (both around 60%), and the diversity of 
spoken languages in these departments was relatively high as well. In the 
next section, I introduce the Finishing Department in more detail. 

 

4.4 Transience and language diversity in the Finishing Department 

The main participant of this article’s case study is VIN, a younger (>30) man 
from Poland. When I met VIN in the metal foundry, he had lived in the 
Netherlands for almost a year. During this time, he had worked in three 
different places (consecutively) through a temporary employment agency 
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(hereafter: agency). The foundry was his third workplace, and VIN had 
worked there for about two months when we met. As the current section 
shows, VIN can be considered a typical example of the foundry’s historically 
developed labour recruitment practices.  

Like other employees, VIN was assigned to work in one particular 
production department where he would usually stay as long as he worked 
in the foundry. In VIN’s case, this was the Finishing Department. Counting 
150 employees at the time of my fieldwork, who worked in three different 
eight‐hour shifts, this was the largest production department. At the time, 
there were 88 temporary employment agency workers (hereafter: agency 
workers) like VIN in the Finishing Department, making 59% of the staff.9 

Most agency workers in the Finishing Department (66-70 workers, 
or 75-80%), including VIN, had a so‐called “stage A contract” (Dutch: “fase 
A‐contract”) in August 2017. “Stage A” means that an employee had been 
working via an agency for less than 78 weeks (uitzendbureau.nl 2018). 
During this stage, he could do hourly work for an unlimited number of 
employers through the agency, but neither the employer nor the agency 
had to guarantee any number of working hours (uitzendbureau.nl 2018). 
The remaining 18-22 agency workers (20-25%) had a “stage B contract”, 
which means that they had worked via an agency for more than 78 weeks, 
and were now working on the basis of temporary contracts from this 
agency (uitzendbureau.nl 2018).  

During my fieldwork in 2017, the economy was doing very well and 
the demand for the foundry’s products was very high. In contrast, following 
the global financial crisis of 2007-2008, the foundry narrowly escaped 
bankruptcy and had to lay off more than 100 employees. Since then, the 
foundry’s management had been cautious with handing out new 
permanent contracts, as the CFO explained to me in an interview.10 Using 
agency workers instead, the foundry was able to adapt more easily to 

 
9 I have received the data about the agency workers directly from one of the 
agency’s recruiters as an anonymized Microsoft Excel file. I have gathered the data 
about the metal foundry workers through email communication with an HR 
manager from the foundry. As the HR manager filled in some gaps in the data from 
2017 with data from 2018, there might be small differences between the actual 
figures and the data presented here. 
10 The (Limburgish) interview with the CFO took place in the CFO’s office on 
December 4, 2017. 
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(sudden) changes in the demand for its products, which primarily included 
metal components of trucks, luxury cars, and central heating boilers. 

When the economy was blooming again as in 2017, the foundry had 
a hard time finding enough agency workers to keep up with the rising 
demand for its products. Therefore, the agency that worked for the foundry 
had started looking for labour beyond the Dutch border, which was 
facilitated by the European Union’s free movement of people. 
Consequently, people like VIN gained an opportunity to work in the 
foundry. 

In the Finishing Department, people with Dutch citizenship 
(including first‐generation migrants who had obtained Dutch citizenship) 
made up less than half (48%) of the workforce, although they were still the 
largest national group. People with German citizenship were the second 
largest group (25%), which can be explained by the foundry’s proximity to 
the Dutch‐German border. The third largest group (11%) consisted of 
people with Polish citizenship, including VIN, which is in line with the 
observation that there are many labour migrants from Poland who work for 
agencies in the Netherlands (Berkhout, Bisschop, and Volkerink 2014). The 
remaining workers (16%) included citizens from EU countries like Greece, 
Hungary, and the Czech Republic, as well as citizens from non‐EU countries 
like Morocco, Syria, and Turkey. 

Furthermore, in the Finishing Department, most employees with 
Dutch citizenship (67%) worked on permanent contracts from the foundry, 
while most employees with German citizenship (84%), Polish citizenship 
(100%), and others (67%) worked for an agency. The reasons for these 
differences are partly historical. As many older employees and one former 
CEO explained to me, most production workers up until, approximately, the 
1990s could speak Dutch.11 Ever since that time, the need for more labour 
gradually opened up the production departments for, first, 
German‐speaking employees and, since January 2017, employees who 

 
11 Among the older workers to tell me about this development were an employee 
from Limburg whom I spoke to (in Limburgish) during a work shift in the Casting 
Department on July 24, 2017, an employee from Limburg whom I spoke to (in 
Limburgish) during a work shift in the Finishing Department on August 28, 2017, 
and an employee from Germany whom I spoke to (in Limburgish) during a work 
shift in the Finishing Department on September 26, 2017. The (Limburgish) 
interview with the former CEO took place in the former CEO’s home on October 18, 
2017. 
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spoke neither Dutch nor German (but, in most cases, some English). 
Recently recruited employees, especially since the financial crisis of 2007-
2008, tended to work for agencies. 

VIN started work for the foundry in mid‐2017. Apart from his first 
language, Polish, I mostly heard him speak English in the workplace. He did 
not speak Dutch or German, although he occasionally blended in a German 
word in an otherwise English sentence. That newcomers like VIN did not (or 
did hardly) speak Dutch or German was considered a problem by many of 
the older, Dutch and German‐speaking employees, who often felt 
uncomfortable speaking English. VIN, on the other hand, told me (in 
English) that he did not consider language diversity a problem, as long as his 
coworkers showed him what to do: “it is about how to show me how make 
it –dat‐dat‐dat– I can do that”. I will explore how VIN did, indeed, manage 
to develop some relevant expertise during a work shift in the Finishing 
Department, but first I will explain my theoretical approach to the joint 
negotiation of work practices. 

 

4.5 A posthumanist approach to workplace learning in the Finishing 
Department 

What distinguishes practices from other repeated social and material acts is 
that they “have gained sufficient stability over time to reproduce 
themselves” (Pennycook 2018, 53). Communities of practice (Lave and 
Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998) is a well‐known framework that helps to 
describe how specific acts gain such stability, as it offers a set of technical 
terms or tools that can capture the joint negotiation of particular practices 
over time. In the current section, I discuss how this framework can be 
applied in VIN’s work environment, the Finishing Department.  

Following Wenger (1998, 73), a community of practice consists of 
participants who engage with each other due to a joint enterprise, and who 
build up a shared repertoire while doing so. Joint enterprises that I 
observed in the Finishing Department included specific work practices such 
as the sawing, grinding, blasting, welding, and quality‐checking of hardened 
metal products. Specialized employees always did the welding tasks, and 
these welders did not do other tasks. Other employees could be assigned to 
do any of the remaining tasks, either alone or in pairs, and which task they 
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did could vary per work shift. Therefore, I consider all employees in the 
Finishing Department who were participating in any of the remaining tasks 
as potential members of one community of practice. The overarching, joint 
enterprise of this community would be to finish the production process of 
particular metal products.  

In order to achieve the different purposes of their joint enterprise, 
employees in the Finishing Department worked with reifications (Wenger 
1998, 58-61) as diverse as tools, words, machines, and printed work 
instructions. According to Wenger (1998, 61), reifications typically create 
shortcuts for the participants of a joint enterprise, which can help certain 
actions to take less effort and become more effective. The introduction of 
hoists in the Finishing Department, for example, had probably once made it 
easier to lift heavy products. Similarly, the introduction of the commonly 
used, English abbreviation “FD” had probably once made it easier to refer 
to this department.  

Wenger (1998, 88) further underlines that reifications are “open to 
reinterpretation and to multiple interpretations.” At the same time, Latour 
(1992, 225-227) and Holland et al. (1998, 60-63) have pointed out that 
reifications –which they call artifacts– can encourage and discourage 
certain ways of use by certain participants. In other words, reifications 
afford (Gibson 2015, 119-120) certain meanings or practices. The hoists in 
the Finishing Department, for example, were attached to rails in the ceiling, 
which afforded employees with diverse body types to lift heavy products in 
specific areas of the workplace, and not in others. Similarly, the 
abbreviation “FD” afforded quick communication between employees with 
diverse language repertoires at particular moments in particular areas of 
the foundry, depending on the sound level. If intentionality is not assumed 
to be a requirement for agency, as in actor‐network theory (Latour 2005) 
and posthumanist applied linguistics (Pennycook 2018), these observations 
problematise the distinction between participants and reifications 
(hereafter: artifacts) in a community of practice.  

Problematising the distinction between participants and artifacts 
has implications for the shared repertoire of a community of practice as 
well. Wenger (1998, 84) argues that a community’s shared repertoire 
should not be thought of as a container of “literally shared meaning” 
between all members of a community of practice, but as “a resource for the 
negotiation of meaning” between these members. Considering that the 
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artifacts that make up such a “resource” play an active role as participants 
in the negotiation of meaning or practices, however, the community’s 
shared repertoire may be better thought of as a spatial repertoire 
(Pennycook 2018, 47-51). This spatial repertoire consists of all interacting 
participants‐and‐artifacts then –in other words, all actants (Latour 2005, 
53-55)– during the pursuit of a joint enterprise in a particular time and 
space.  

Problematising the distinction between participants and artifacts 
does not preclude any differences between different types of actants. 
According to Wenger (1998, 88), participants and artifacts act as “distinct 
forms of memory and distinct forms of forgetting”. Although a distinction 
between participants and artifacts on the basis of memory may be 
problematic as well, it is plausible that the accumulation of memories of 
past experiences matters for the degree in which actants participate in the 
practices of a community. Therefore, I keep the distinction between 
masters and apprentices (hereafter: experts and newcomers), which Lave 
and Wenger (1991, 56) have constructed to make a relative distinction 
between different actants in a community of practice based on their degree 
of participation.  

In the Finishing Department, certain experienced employees 
(experts) were able to do any of the non-welding tasks, while others could 
only do some of them. Newcomers were usually not able to do any of these 
tasks on their own yet, as they lacked the expertise to interact with human 
co-workers and non-human artifacts in a meaningful way for the pursuit of 
their joint enterprise. Lave and Wenger (1991) have shown how such 
newcomers typically start their involvement in a community’s practices 
through “legitimate peripheral participation” by doing simple aspects of a 
task, and how their involvement becomes more complex as they gradually 
move towards “full participation” in the community’s practices. Wenger 
(1998, 99-101) underlines how newcomers typically depend on mutual 
engagement with more experienced human co-workers (i.e., experts), 
which would explain why it is important that these experts consider the 
participation of newcomers legitimate. In the next sections, I discuss how 
this framework can be applied to the work situation which VIN, a newcomer 
to the Finishing Department, found himself in upon our first meeting.  
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4.6 Human‐machine interaction as a means to distinguish newcomers 
from experts 

Initially, it was a challenge for me to distinguish newcomers from experts in 
the Finishing Department. As may be expected in an industrial work 
environment, the department’s joint enterprise was Taylorised, i.e., 
segmented into “standardized, repeatable tasks in order to maximize 
efficient production” (Urciuoli and LaDousa 2013, 177). Moreover, many 
work tasks were delegated to machines (mechanisation) and employees’ 
work largely consisted of enabling these machines to do such tasks (e.g., by 
feeding them certain materials).  

However, during the delegation of tasks, I noticed that human 
expertise was still considered relevant here. This task delegation was done 
at the start of a work shift by a team manager, who had an overview of the 
available labour and the particular needs of a given moment. As discussed 
in the previous section, welding tasks were only done by specialised 
welders (human experts). Other production workers were assigned to do 
the remaining tasks, which mostly involved interactions with a particular 
machine. Such machines were usually operated by one or two employees, 
which means that production workers typically worked alone or in pairs. 
During my fieldwork, the question whether an employee was considered 
capable of working alone with a machine turned out to be an important 
indicator of whether he was still considered a newcomer. 

In the Finishing Department, where many employees had 
temporary contracts and diverse language backgrounds, team managers did 
not seem to take language skills into account when they asked two people 
to work together, as I frequently saw people working together who did not 
share a lot of language resources. Two team managers from this 
department whom I spoke to about my observation, confirmed that they 
did not take language skills into account.12 Considering that many of the 
more experienced workers were older men from the Netherlands or 
Germany, unlike many newcomers, I could see the challenge for the 
managers to find ‘linguistic matches’. As a consequence, mutual 

 
12 The (Limburgish) conversation with the first team manager from the Finishing 
Department took place during a work shift on August 25, 2017. The (Limburgish) 
conversation with the second (interim) team manager from the Finishing 
Department took place during a work shift on August 28, 2017. 
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engagement between newcomers and experts often constituted a 
challenge.  

The current article’s case study is an example of such a challenging 
situation. When VIN and I met for the first time, he was assigned to work 
with a blasting machine. This artifact was introduced to the spatial 
repertoire of the Finishing Department’s community of practice, because it 
could help clean metal products by blasting a special kind of sand. VIN was 
not familiar with this artifact yet, so he still had to figure out how to 
interact with it. He was accompanied by a more experienced worker (a 
human expert) who could show him how to do this. This was PER, an older, 
permanent contract worker from Limburg, the Netherlands, who had 
worked in the metal foundry for over 20 years. After 2.5 hours, PER would 
leave the workplace and VIN would have to be able to work with the 
blasting machine on his own then, which implies that he had to develop a 
certain degree of expertise in a short period of time. 

The main task of people working with the blasting machine was to 
hang metal products on hooks, which would go through a blasting cabin like 
a ‘merry‐go‐round’. After this ‘ride’, the workers had to take the products 
off the hooks again and remove any remaining sand from them, for 
example by putting the products on a vibrating table. Afterwards, the 
workers had to check the products for possible flaws. They would do this 
partly with their naked eye, and partly by using certain tools. Possible flaws 
would be marked with a crayon. Finally, ‘flawless’ products were placed on 
a pallet, while ‘flawed’ products were placed on another pallet. A forklift 
truck would come and bring the ‘flawless’ products to the next stage of the 
production process, while the ‘flawed’ products were brought to a welder. 

The quality check clearly involved some degree of human expertise. 
To facilitate this task, the spatial repertoire was usually enriched with 
written work instructions (a literacy artifact) that made clear what to pay 
attention to when checking the quality of a particular product type. These 
instructions were always written in Dutch only, and they were always 
accompanied with photos and illustrations. Despite the latter, a newcomer 
without any knowledge of Dutch would probably not be able to understand 
the instructions, as they often contained specific explanations such as “hier 
mag een braam van max. 2 mm blijven staan” (“a burr of max. 2 mm may 
remain here”). Literacy artifacts like this required some human expertise 
before they could afford a meaningful interaction with an employee for the 
pursuit of a joint enterprise in the Finishing Department, in other words. 
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When I met VIN and PER at the blasting machine, PER told me that 
someone else would afterwards perform a quality check this time. Possibly, 
this explains why VIN was thought to be able to work alone later that day. If 
you want to perform a quality check, PER told me in Limburgish, “den 
mos‐se wete was‐se ‘nt doon bös” (“then you have to know what you are 
doing”). Since VIN was not involved in the quality‐check practice this way, 
he did not develop his expertise in this respect, which could have turned 
him into a fuller participant in the work practices with the blasting machine. 
He did, however, need to develop his expertise with regard to the 
interactions with the blasting machine. At the start of the work shift, it was 
this expertise that distinguished PER from VIN, and VIN’s learning process 
can be considered a means to enable the blasting machine to perform its 
cleaning task. 

Yet, PER did not seem particularly motivated to support this cause, 
because he did not expect VIN to stay very long in the foundry anyway—or, 
in his words: “euver twieje‐en‐‘n‐half oor bön ik weg, morge steit dae heej 
nimmer” (“in two‐and‐a‐half hours I am gone, tomorrow he is not here 
anymore”). Moreover, PER did not agree with his employer’s policy to 
recruit migrant workers like VIN, as “hae ken auk Nederlanders pakke, we 
hebbe namelijk viefhonderddoezend werkloze” (“he could also take Dutch 
people, we have five‐hundred‐thousand jobless people after all”). For PER, 
not investing in VIN’s learning process was a way to resist this policy, and he 
did not consider VIN’s role as a newcomer in the foundry legitimate, in 
other words. 

Furthermore, this refusal to invest in VIN’s learning process might 
have been a way for PER to maintain the distinction between himself as an 
expert, and VIN as a newcomer. It is possible to understand PER’s apparent 
desire to underline this expert identity against the background of 
Taylorisation (which could make employees more easily replaceable by 
others), the idea that permanent workers like PER might get laid off during 
a crisis (as happened after the financial crisis of 2007-2008), and the idea 
that blue‐collar jobs are often considered “low‐status” (Lønsmann and Kraft 
2017, 138). Moreover, PER’s reluctance confirms the idea that transience 
may not only pose a challenge to workplace learning due to a lack of time, 
but also due to a lack of motivation to invest in the learning process of 
newcomers. Despite his apparent reluctance, however, the next section 
shows how PER still helped VIN to develop his expertise in human‐machine 
interaction during the analysed work shift.  
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4.7 Human‐machine interaction as a communicative mode 

The case examined in this article shows what can happen when various 
obstacles, which challenge the development of jointly negotiated work 
practices, come together during one event. The current section focuses on 
the interactions between PER and VIN and explores the question whether 
and how this mutual engagement contributed to the development of jointly 
negotiated work practices, which primarily involved interacting with a 
blasting machine (a non-human artifact). 

The first obstacle concerns the limited overlap between PER and 
VIN’s individual language repertoires. As discussed earlier, I only heard VIN 
speak Polish (his first language) and English (his second language) in the 
foundry, although he occasionally blended in a German word in an 
otherwise English sentence. I heard PER speak Dutch and Limburgish (his 
first languages), as well as German and English (his second languages). In 
theory, this meant that they could employ the communicative mode of 
English as a lingua franca, but PER told me that he had hardly spoken any 
English since secondary school. Similar to most other, older production 
workers from Limburg I met in the foundry, he preferred using German over 
English with his colleagues. 

The second obstacle concerns the transience of the work relation 
between PER and VIN. They had never worked together before, so they 
could not rely on memories of any jointly negotiated work or 
communication practices from the past. The third obstacle concerns the 
limited opportunities for human‐human interaction, as PER had to leave the 
workplace after 2.5 hours, and VIN would have to be able to work with the 
blasting machine on his own then. 

Moreover, PER’s unwillingness to spend much time and effort on 
VIN’s learning process can be considered another obstacle. The same is 
valid for the impact of my presence on the analysed event. Without being 
present, I would not have been able to make sense of the audio‐recorded 
interactions between PER and VIN. At the same time, my presence meant 
that I became part of these interactions. As the current section shows, this 
probably frustrated the mutual engagement between PER and VIN. 

When I first met PER and VIN, I introduced myself and my research 
project and asked for their permission to make an audio recording. To 
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ensure that I was being understood and to establish an informal, non-
threatening atmosphere, I decided to use Limburgish when I talked with 
PER. As I could not do something similar by speaking Polish with VIN, I 
decided to use English when I talked with him. Hence, my introductory talks 
with PER and VIN were more or less separate conversations: one in a 
monolingual Limburgish mode, and one in an English lingua franca mode. 
However, based on some of PER’s utterances I could tell that he overheard 
and understood some content from the English conversation between VIN 
and me. VIN did not seem to understand the Limburgish conversation 
between PER and me. 

My introductory conversation with PER took quite a bit longer than 
the one with VIN. PER shared many opinions about the foundry with me 
during this conversation, which I possibly allowed or even encouraged him 
to do by verbally acknowledging that I was listening to him (e.g., by saying 
“jao‐jao”, which means “yeah‐yeah” in Limburgish). I have discussed some 
of these opinions, such as PER’s view on the recruitment of labour migrants, 
in the previous section. Clearly, conversations like these were useful for me 
to develop an understanding of the environment that I found myself in. 

At the same time, my initial decisions had a noticeable effect on the 
interactions that I became part of. When PER spoke to me, he would use 
Limburgish. When VIN spoke to me, he would use English. Furthermore, 
PER continued to share many opinions about the foundry with me, which is 
an investment in mutual engagement that he might have spent differently 
without my presence. Moreover, as PER noticed that I did not mind 
speaking English with VIN, he tried to use me as an interpreter once. 

Extract 2 shows the interactions between PER and VIN that 
occurred after PER asked me to interpret for him, which I politely refused. 
Before asking me, he had just explained to me (in Limburgish) how the 
situation at the blasting machine was rather exceptional at that moment. Of 
the five hooks that were going through the blasting machine, four had to 
remain empty. The reason was that one particular type of product had to 
be blasted as fast as possible, because another employee urgently needed 
it. Unfortunately, there was only one hook that matched this product type. 
To speed up the process, the team manager had asked PER to only use this 
hook for now, and to leave the other four empty. As the blasting time could 
be adjusted for each individual hook (via the machine’s control panel), the 
blasting time for each empty hook could be reduced to the minimum (three 
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seconds). The amount of ‘wasted time’ would then be reduced to a 
minimum as well. 

Due to this exceptional situation, VIN could develop new expertise 
that would turn him into a fuller participant in the work practices. As long 
as PER and VIN were working together, PER could adjust the blasting time 
himself – which he also did. Once he would leave, however, VIN had to 
perform this task on his own, but explaining how to do this was a challenge 
for PER. Therefore, after telling me how difficult it would be for him to 
explain everything in English, PER asked me if I could explain the task to 
VIN. After I refused, PER made an effort himself, as extract 2 shows. 

 

Extract 2  

Italics = original transcription  

Bold italics underlined = original transcription (associated with Dutch)  

*Bold italics underlined with asterisks* = original transcription (associated 
with Limburgish)  

Bold italics = English translation  

 

Participant Verbal transcription Other interactions 
 

01 PER: 
 
 
02 VIN: 
 
03 PER: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

do you have see what I have done? (.) do 
you have see what I have done? 
 
e:h what (is) 
 
[clock] you zet the clock a(xxx) e:h on 
                      set  
three seconds (.1) four times (.1) on one 
(.) on eh (*dreej*) three minutes (.1) on  
                    three  
a big one (.) three minutes (.) re(verse) 
(.) and four times (.) three seconds (.7) 
ja? (.1) one minute (.1) two minutes (.1) 
yes? 

 
 
 
 
 
PER shows VIN 
how to adjust the 
blasting time, 
using a relay. 
Above the relay, 
there is a plate 
with the Dutch 
words “relais 
straaltijd” (“relay 
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04 VIN: 
 
05 PER: 
 
 
06 VIN: 
 
07 PER: 
 
 
 
 
08 VIN: 
 
09 PER: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10 VIN: 
 
11 PER: 

three minutes (.) when I 
 
 
 
 
 
[a:h yeah=yeah=yeah=yeah=yeah] 
 
(I set him on drives) eh=u:h three 
se=eh=seconds then (.) then we faster 
 
[a:h eh alright] 
 
(.2) we we do that *umdat* e:h die (.) eh 
                                   because       that  
that young man must have a panel with 
this (.2) (xxx) and he can no work 
 
why don't make it before? 
 
we don't e:h wə=we don't (.2) that e:h 
                         we  
that robot en=e:h that side (.2) is not e:h 
                  and  
proGRAMMED (.1) on that side (.2) dat is 
                                                             that is  
that's idioticness in my e:h in MY EYES is 
that idiotic (.1) we must say how a man 
the man stands (.1) en dan (.) heb je 'm 
                          and then (.) have you him 
heel (.) in=e:h in de (.) in de takel (.) 
entirely (.) in=e:h in the (.) in the hoist 
(the time to go) (xxx) in the one (.) here 
 
[yeah=yeah=yeah=yeah] 
 
(.3) in=e:h in the year=e:h=e:h 
thirty=fourty (.1) (xxx) (mensen on) 
                                                  people  
e:h=eh=eh (.1) people go to the moon (.) 

blasting time”). 
The relay shows 
the numbers “0,” 
“0.5,” “1,” “1.5,”, 
“2,” and “2.5.” 
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*en weej werke weej werke nog op die 
manier* 
and we work we work still in this way 
 

 

Considering PER’s reluctance to spend any effort on VIN’s learning process 
and his modest appraisal of his own English speaking skills, it is rather 
surprising that he still decided to enrich the spatial repertoire with English 
language resources when explaining the practice of adjusting the blasting 
time to VIN. Typical of the communicative mode of English as a lingua 
franca, he combined these English resources with other verbal and non-
verbal resources. Examples of verbal resources that he used are the 
Limburgish words “dreej” (“three”, in line 3) and “umdat” (“because”, in 
line 7), and the Dutch phrase “en dan heb je ‘m heel in de takel” (“and then 
you have him entirely in the hoist”, line 9). In line 11, PER completely 
switched to a Limburgish mode again, when saying “en weej werke nog op 
die manier” (“and we still work in this way”). With regard to non-verbal 
communicative modes, PER performed the adjustment of the blasting time 
for VIN (line 3), while the relay (a literacy artifact in the spatial repertoire) 
afforded meaning‐making through the numbers that it showed. 

PER’s opening question (“do you have see what I have done?” in 
line 1) immediately constructed PER as the more resourceful expert (who 
did something that VIN apparently needed to pay attention to), while it 
constructed VIN as the less resourceful newcomer. This way, the purpose or 
discourse type (Redder 2008, 140) of the interaction –instruction– was 
immediately established as well. Besides that, this question might have 
helped to turn the situation into a memorable event (Gherardi and Nicolini 
2002, 206-208). Considering the purpose, line 3 is of central importance. 
After all, this is where PER gave the instruction that was supposed to teach 
VIN how to adjust the blasting time. Moreover, line 4 (“a:h 
yeah=yeah=yeah=yeah=yeah”) indicates that VIN understood the 
explanation, which means that the purpose seemed to be achieved.  

Whether VIN really knew how to adjust the blasting time by himself 
remained unclear as long as PER was still with him, because PER did not let 
VIN try to do the adjustment himself. When after 2.5 hours PER left the 
workplace, I stayed behind with VIN for approximately two more hours. 
During this time, it was confirmed to me that VIN had, indeed, understood 
PER’s explanation, as he showed that he was able to adjust the blasting 
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time by himself. He also knew which times to set the machine to. Thus, VIN 
had become a fuller participant in the work practices with the blasting 
machine. 

However, PER could not know for certain whether VIN had actually 
understood his explanation. When PER was about to leave the workplace, 
this realisation urged him to check once more whether VIN would be able 
to perform the given tasks on his own. This second interaction between PER 
and VIN (see extract 1 in chapter 1) was similar to the first one (extract 2) in 
several ways. Again, the interaction started with PER asking a question (“do 
you know how the system works?”), which immediately constructed PER as 
the expert and VIN as the newcomer. And again, PER gave a verbal 
explanation in English while at the same time performing the 
human‐machine interaction, but he still did not let VIN try to perform this 
interaction by himself. Apart from these two interactions, PER and VIN 
hardly talked with each other at all. 

Finally, PER’s switch from English as a lingua franca to a 
monolingual Limburgish mode (line 11) is worth some consideration. It is 
unlikely that PER would have made such a full switch without my presence, 
which raises the question who was the main addressee in line 9 and line 11: 
VIN or me? 

Although I underlined in my self‐introduction that I worked 
independently from the foundry’s and the agency’s management, it is 
possible that PER suspected that my observations would reach his 
employer. Concerning the observation that PER did not let VIN try to 
perform the human‐machine interaction by himself, this leads to at least 
three possible interpretations. First, PER might simply not have thought 
about letting VIN try himself. Second, PER might have wanted to maintain 
some power distance between himself (the expert) and VIN by not letting 
VIN handle the machine. Third, PER’s attempt to instruct VIN might not 
have been very genuine, and extract 2 might primarily have been a way for 
PER to show me how difficult it was to achieve a work‐related purpose with 
an English‐speaking agency worker like VIN. Possibly, PER thought that I 
might report such a finding to his employer afterwards. 

No matter what PER’s intention was, however, and despite all the 
odds, the purpose of PER’s instruction was still achieved. By observing PER’s 
human‐machine interaction while listening to PER’s English utterances, and 
through the affordances of the control panel, VIN managed to figure out 
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how he could adjust the blasting time by himself. Whether VIN performed 
this task exactly in the way envisioned by PER in the end is irrelevant. VIN’s 
potential influence on this task –his agency– is exactly what made it a 
jointly negotiated work practice, and although the total amount of jointly 
negotiated practices was minimal, this practice still contributed to the 
development of VIN’s expertise, or professional vision (Goodwin 1994), with 
regard to the interactions with the blasting machine.  

 

4.8 Human‐machine interaction as a joint negotiation of work practices 

Whereas the previous sections explored the function of human‐machine 
interaction as a valuable outcome of jointly negotiating work practices, and 
the function of human‐machine interaction as an additional resource for 
human‐human interaction during the negotiation process, the current 
section centres its attention on human‐machine interaction as a joint 
negotiation process in itself. Specifically, the section focuses on the 
interactions between VIN and the blasting machine that occurred after PER 
had left the workplace. 

Although VIN had learnt how to adjust the blasting time by himself, 
this did not mean that everything went well. In fact, approximately 15 
minutes after PER had left, VIN and I were already confronted with a 
problem. All of a sudden, the blasting machine stopped working, and 
neither of us understood why this had happened. Fortunately, the machine 
‘spoke’ to us about the apparent problem by enriching the spatial 
repertoire with a Dutch message that it displayed on a screen: a literacy 
artifact (figure 7). The only difficulty was that we did not understand this 
message, which was “ongeoorloofde doorloop laadplaats” (“illegal passage 
of loading‐point”).  
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Figure 7. The blasting machine ‘speaking’ Dutch through a displayed 
message, and English through various buttons in the bottom right corner of 
the photograph. 

 

VIN’s first reaction upon noticing that we had a seemingly 
unsolvable problem, was to go find the team manager (an older worker 
from Limburg who also spoke a bit of English). PER was not an option, since 
he had left the foundry. VIN was not able to find the team manager, 
however. Therefore, he turned to another colleague –a younger 
Polish‐speaking agency worker– but he could not help us. 

Shortly afterwards, another older worker from the Netherlands 
approached our workstation. Without saying a word, he walked towards 
the blasting machine and pressed the start button. The machine started 
working again. Once VIN and I realised what had happened, we laughed 
about this simple solution and continued our work. In the presence of his 
Polish‐speaking colleague, VIN also expressed his relief to the machine in 
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Polish by saying “zapierdala, zapierdala, bierz to kurwa” (“it works fucking 
well, it works fucking well, take this, fuck”).13 

After this incident, we did not encounter any problems anymore. 
Although the older worker from the Netherlands had not explained 
anything, it became clear to me that someone must have stood or walked 
somewhere where we were not supposed to stand or walk, and that an 
automatic safety measure must have turned off the machine. The words 
“ongeoorloofde doorloop laadplaats” made sense to me now, and as the 
safety measure was not activated anymore during the remaining 90 
minutes I spent with VIN, I assumed that he had understood the main point 
as well. 

The blasting machine’s influence on where VIN and I could stand 
and walk during the work practices reminds me of Latour’s (1992) argument 
that the role of “mundane” artifacts should not be overlooked in 
sociological studies that try to explain people’s behaviour. Moreover, the 
way in which the blasting machine influenced our behaviour can be 
understood in terms of communicative modes as well. In fact, the machine 
employed both a monolingual Dutch mode by displaying a Dutch message 
on a screen, and a non-verbal communicative mode by turning itself off. 
The combination of these modes had the purpose of instructing us that we 
were doing something that, apparently, was unsafe. In the end, we both 
seemed to understand that we were not supposed to stand/walk in certain 
areas. Thus, apart from an artifact that afforded certain ways of being used, 
the blasting machine functioned as a non-human expert in relation to both 
our workplace learning processes.  

In terms of affordances, the written texts on and around various 
buttons –mostly in Dutch, but occasionally in English– informed employees 
which buttons they should press in which situations. Interestingly, the 
emergency stop button had an English text (“emergency stop”) around it, 
and it showed a clearly visible, symbolic indication of its function as well, as 
the button was bright red while being placed against a bright yellow 
background (figure 8). The button that employees needed to press to 
restart the machine, on the other hand, only had a Dutch text on top of it 
(“start stralen”, which means “start blasting”), and its non-verbal indication 
was arguably less clear, as it was one out of several buttons that could lit up 

 
13 I do not understand Polish myself. The credits for this translation go to Justyna 
Piotrowska and Zofia Sagnowska. 
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a warm yellow light once the blasting process had started (this button is 
highlighted by me through a red circle in figure 8). Apparently, the blasting 
machine (as a literacy artifact in the spatial repertoire of the Finishing 
Department’s community of practice) afforded the development of safe 
work practices more than it afforded the development of expertise (in 
human‐machine interaction) in case an employee could not read Dutch.  

 

 

Figure 8. The control panel of the blasting machine. The “emergency stop” 
button is in the bottom right corner. I have circled the “start stralen” 
button. 
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Despite the important role played by the blasting machine as a non-
human expert, the role of the older, non-speaking employee from the 
Netherlands should not be overlooked either. If this person would not have 
intervened by pressing the start button (a basic human‐machine 
interaction), VIN and I might not have realised what caused the blasting 
machine to stop working, and what we could have done to start the 
machine again. The purpose of the instruction that the blasting machine 
had started to construct was achieved in the end thanks to the affordances 
of this man’s intervention. In this way, the human, non-speaking expert 
played an important role in both VIN’s and my workplace learning process 
too. 

Yet, why did this human, non-speaking expert not share any verbal 
explanations with us? By only relying on a non-verbal mode (pressing the 
start button), he could not know whether we understood why the blasting 
machine had turned itself off. Possibly, he considered this self‐evident, as 
the machine displayed a message that explained the reason after all. 
Another possibility is that he, like PER, did not want to spend any effort on 
the learning process of two newcomers who might not stay in the foundry 
for long, and who might not speak the same language(s) as he did. 

However, the purpose of the blasting machine’s instruction was 
achieved nonetheless. Furthermore, it is possible to see VIN’s and my 
actions, the machine’s reactions, and the subsequent reactions from the 
human participants as a continuous negotiation process that led to a jointly 
negotiated work practice. Although the machine set certain apparent 
boundaries to the negotiated work practice, the exact outcome of these 
negotiations was not predetermined, and in theory, VIN or I could have 
tried to bypass these boundaries. Moreover, VIN’s Polish utterances 
towards the blasting machine (“take this, fuck”) show that he constructed 
the interactions with this machine as a type of negotiation process (a power 
struggle) as well. Together with the practice of adjusting the blasting time, 
this development of a work practice contributed to the process of VIN 
becoming a fuller participant in the Finishing Department’s community of 
practice during the analysed work shift. 
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4.9 Conclusion and discussion 

The previous sections have shown how jointly negotiated work practices 
emerged in the Finishing Department of a metal foundry in the 
Dutch‐German borderland – a blue‐collar work environment characterised 
by transience, language diversity, and limited opportunities for mutual 
engagement between human co-workers. This final section discusses three 
findings. 

The first finding is that human‐machine interaction functioned as an 
effective, additional non-verbal communicative mode between a human 
newcomer (VIN) and a human expert (PER) whose individual language 
repertoires did not overlap much. In fact, they did not need to enrich the 
spatial repertoire with many verbal resources to achieve the purpose of the 
observed work instruction. This purpose was to teach VIN how to perform a 
specific task, and VIN’s ability to observe and hypothesise could be 
considered at least as important for the achievement of this purpose as his 
individual language repertoire. In the analysed case, the full potential of 
human‐machine interaction as a communicative mode was not reached, 
however, as PER did not let VIN try to perform the interactions with the 
machine by himself. Furthermore, the study did not find very strong 
evidence for the achievement of other possible purposes of the work 
instruction, such as making VIN understand why things had to be done in a 
certain way, or establishing harmonious relations between colleagues at 
work. 

The second finding is that human‐machine interaction could partly 
compensate for the absence of human‐human interaction in the workplace. 
In line with Latour (1992), I observed how a machine functioned as an 
expert in the Finishing Department’s community of practice, by guiding and 
facilitating VIN’s learning process after PER had left the workplace. At the 
same time, the interactions between VIN and the machine were not 
sufficient to manage his learning process entirely, and the observed verbal 
utterances of VIN towards the machine (“take this, fuck”) indicate that the 
machine’s instruction failed to establish a harmonious relation between the 
human and the non-human co-worker as well. One reason for this was the 
minimal adaptation of the machine (as a literacy artifact in the community’s 
spatial repertoire) to the language diversity in this work environment. Even 
for a newcomer who could read Dutch, however, it may not have been 
possible to interact with the machine in a productive way without any 
intervention from a human expert, as my personal experience has shown. 
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In line with Suchman (2007), it is possible to explain this finding with the 
circumstantial details that the human expert had access to, as opposed to 
the machine.  

The third finding is that human‐machine interaction could not 
compensate for the challenges posed to workplace learning by transience. 
Arguably, the often‐temporary work relations between human newcomers 
and human experts in the Finishing Department constituted the largest 
obstacle for workplace learning. To begin with, this is because newcomers 
did not have much time to build up memories that could help them become 
fuller participants in the department’s work practices. Perhaps more 
importantly, however, this article has shown how transience can 
demotivate human experts to invest much effort in the learning process of 
newcomers. Possibly, this helps explain why the full potential of 
human‐machine interaction as a communicative mode was not reached in 
the interaction between PER and VIN, and why, in the interaction that 
occurred after PER had left, another human expert did not combine the 
communicative mode of human‐machine interaction with any verbal 
resources. 

Taken together, these two interactions underline once more the 
vital role of the newcomer’s ability to observe and hypothesise. The 
importance of this is already amplified when the overlap between the 
individual language repertoires of a human newcomer and a human expert 
is limited (see above), but it becomes even greater when the expert worker 
is not motivated to invest much effort in the learning process of the 
newcomer. Therefore, it may not be surprising that the main participant in 
this case study (VIN) was well aware of what mattered for the success of his 
learning process, as he told me that he would be fine as long as someone 
showed him what to do. VIN was a newcomer from Poland who had worked 
in three different workplaces in the Netherlands in one year, and who may 
be considered an ‘expert newcomer’ for that reason. Unlike many expert 
workers from the Netherlands and Germany in the Finishing Department, 
he did not consider language diversity a problem. In the end, understanding 
why his perceptions differed so much from these other workers’ might be 
key to understanding the deeper challenges for workplace learning in 
contemporary blue‐collar work environments (of which this particular 
Finishing Department is but one example). 

Finally, the findings of this study imply that under less challenging 
circumstances, with more opportunities for additional human‐human 
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interaction between motivated co-workers who have time to build up a 
shared history of mutual engagement, the potential of human‐machine 
interaction for workplace learning processes will be greater than in the 
analysed case. Whereas it is of course possible to consider the 
mechanisation of work environments primarily as a potential replacement 
of human workers, this implication shows that it might be wiser to 
(re)consider mechanisation as a potential means to support these workers 
during the process of developing productive, safe, and satisfying work 
practices. 
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5. Emerging Production Work Assemblages14 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This article presents a linguistic ethnography of a multilingual metal foundry 
in the Dutch province of Limburg, a regional minority language area in the 
Dutch-German borderland. In many ways, Limburg resembles other 
minority language areas in high-income economies, which are characterised 
by a loss of particular sources of income such as mining and manufacturing, 
and an increasing reliance on alternative sources of income such as tourism 
(see Heller, Pujolar, and Duchêne 2014). The metal foundry is an exception 
to this, as it has managed to stay competitive over time. This article 
analyses two work situations in the foundry from 2017, to see how this 
competitiveness at least partly emerged through specific workplace 
interactions. Specifically, it analyses two cases of a breakdown in a 
production process (i.e., an interruption of speed), which posed a threat to 
the foundry’s competitiveness and which specific participants tried to 
manage expeditiously. 

 The work interactions in the foundry constituted a nexus of diverse 
trajectories of people, artifacts, and practices (Scollon and Scollon 2007), 
each of which contributed to the foundry’s competitiveness. Amongst them 
were a large number of temporary workers whom the foundry had started 
to rely on more and more since the global financial crisis of 2007-2008, 
when the company narrowly escaped bankruptcy and the management 
drew the conclusion that they had to be able to adapt more easily to 
(sudden) changes in the demand for the foundry’s products (i.e., metal 
components of trucks, luxury cars, and central heating boilers, among 
others). Furthermore, there were many machines in the foundry, which 
could take over various human work tasks and help to increase the 
company’s productivity. On top of that, much production work was 
characterised by Taylorism, that is, “the management practice of 
segmenting labor into standardized, repeatable tasks in order to maximize 
efficient production” (Urciuoli and LaDousa 2013, 177). 

 Especially when the economy was blooming as in 2017, the foundry 
had a hard time finding enough temporary production workers to meet the 

 
14 This chapter has been submitted to an international, peer-reviewed academic 
journal. 
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demand for its products. One potential source of labour might have been 
female workers, but according to a labour recruiter I talked with on 27 
September 2017, it was very hard to find women who were willing to work 
different shifts in an otherwise all-male work environment. She suggested 
that this might be because most women would not feel comfortable being 
in a male-dominated workplace at night, a speculation that might be 
related to the sexist discourse typically associated with male-dominated 
workplaces (see, e.g., Bell 1999, 28). Hence, the foundry had started 
recruiting from beyond the Dutch border male labourers, who usually spoke 
other languages than Dutch and the regional minority language Limburgish. 
Indeed, I often observed people speaking other languages at work, such as 
German, English, Polish, Russian, Arabic, and Turkish, and the most 
frequently used lingua franca probably was German. 

 While language diversity, male dominance, job insecurity, 
mechanisation, and Taylorism are not necessarily new phenomena in blue-
collar work environments (see, e.g., Hiss 2017; Pecht 2021), the metal 
foundry in 2017 presented a unique case for developing a more 
comprehensive and detailed understanding of how these phenomena all 
come together during specific micro-interactions in the workplace. 
Consequently, this article applies a posthumanist perspective (Latour 2005; 
Pennycook 2018), which particularly helps to capture the role of machines 
in the work interactions that I analysed. More specifically, the article uses 
the concept assemblage (French: agencement; Bennett 2010; Deleuze and 
Guattari 1980; Latour 2005), which helps to capture how the foundry’s 
competitiveness emerged (or not) from specific temporary associations 
between different human and non-human actors (hereafter: actants; 
Latour 2005), including the machines mentioned above. 

Assemblages have been defined as “ad hoc groupings of diverse 
elements”, whose “ability to make something happen” is “distinct from the 
sum of the vital force of each materiality considered alone” (Bennett 2010, 
23-24). A human-machine assemblage, for example, can make things 
happen that neither the human nor the machine can do alone. The metal 
foundry’s competitiveness thus depends on both. If either the human or the 
machine breaks down, the production process will be interrupted. In this 
respect, on a smaller scale, the human and the machine can each be 
considered assemblages in and of themselves as well (Bennett 2010, 31), as 
particular parts of a human body may get tired or injured, and as particular 
parts of a machine may stop working. Similarly, on a larger scale, the 
human-machine assemblage can be considered part of a broader political-
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economic assemblage (such as capitalism) or a commodity chain (Latour 
2005; Thurlow 2020). 

In brief, this article analyses two cases of a breakdown in a 
production process, to better understand how a contemporary metal 
foundry in a high-income economy in Europe managed to stay competitive, 
while describing how both human and non-human actants such as 
machines contributed to this competitiveness. In the next section, I place 
this research in the broader field of blue-collar workplace studies in 
linguistic ethnography. Afterwards, I briefly introduce the background of 
the foundry, the linguistic-ethnographic fieldwork I have executed there, 
and the data I have gathered in this way. I then present the analysis of the 
two breakdown cases in detail, which is followed by a final conclusion and 
discussion section. 

 

5.2 Language and power in blue-collar work environments 

By focussing on how specific assemblages make concrete things happen, 
this article is broadly situated in a field of linguistic-ethnographic studies 
that have been concerned with the workings of power, defined as “acting 
with effect” (Watson 2016, 171). Linguistic-ethnographic studies of blue-
collar work environments in particular have primarily focussed on three 
effects of power so far, namely: (1) the construction of linguistic capital, (2) 
the construction of in-groups, and (3) the construction of interpersonal 
(hereafter: inter-actant) workplace relations. Regarding such effects, these 
studies have typically underlined the agency (i.e., “the capacity to act with 
effect”; Watson 2016, 170) of particular language practices or discourse. In 
this section, I briefly introduce the three existing strands of research, which 
the current article further builds upon. 

To begin with, many studies have discussed the construction of 
linguistic capital in blue-collar work environments (Duchêne 2011; 
Goldstein 1997; Gonçalves and Schluter 2017; Holm, O’Rourke, and Danson 
2020; Kraft 2019; Kraft 2020b; Piller and Lising 2014). A general finding of 
these studies is that only particular communication skills are constructed as 
linguistic capital (e.g., English speaking skills), even though the authors have 
observed that many other skills are used in daily working practices as well. 
Despite that, speakers without the skills constructed as valuable capital 
(often migrant workers) usually have few opportunities to acquire this 
capital, either inside or outside the workplace. Thus, the constructions of 
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linguistic capital often privilege certain workers over others, although the 
privileged workers may not necessarily experience this as such (Hovens 
2021).  

Secondly, many studies have discussed the (implicit or explicit) 
constructions of in-groups and out-groups by blue-collar workers (Baxter 
and Wallace 2009; Daly et al. 2004; Gherardi and Nicolini 2002; Holmes and 
Marra 2002; Holmes and Woodhams 2013; Hovens 2020; Lucas 2011). Most 
of these studies have analysed spoken-English discourse, and they have 
highlighted the use of out-group comparisons (Lucas 2011), out-group 
demonisation (Baxter and Wallace 2009), in-group swearing practices (Daly 
et al. 2004), in-group humour (Holmes and Marra 2002), in-group jargon 
and interactional norms (Holmes and Woodhams 2013), in-group senses of 
workplace safety (Gherardi and Nicolini 2002), and in-group human-
machine interactions (Hovens 2020) as discursive means to construct 
particular blue-collar in-groups, or communities of practice (Lave and 
Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998). 

Thirdly, some studies have discussed the construction of situated, 
inter-actant workplace relations through spoken interactions in blue-collar 
work environments (Handford and Matous 2015; Holmes and Stubbe 2015; 
Holmes and Woodhams 2013; Kleifgen 2013). By giving direct and explicit 
orders to a factory worker, for example, a manager has been observed 
(re)producing a particular superior-subordinate relationship (Holmes and 
Stubbe 2015, 33). The situatedness of such constructions is underlined by 
analyses of problem-solving interactions at work. Specifically, these studies 
have argued that the time pressure of a given situation may partly explain 
why people do not use certain forms of politeness, or inter-actant 
accommodation, that they may otherwise employ in their talk (Handford 
and Matous 2015, 95-96; Kleifgen 2013, 74-98). 

Overall, although there are some exceptions (Gherardi and Nicolini 
2002; Hovens 2020; Kleifgen 2013), this overview of existing studies shows 
that non-human agency has generally not received much attention yet in 
this field. In other words, the dominant paradigm has been social 
constructionist rather than new materialist or posthumanist (Canagarajah 
2020, 563-564). This article thus adds to existing perspectives by exploring 
the relation between language practices, non-human agency, and power, 
and by focussing on the construction of material products as an effect of 
power. Before starting this exploration, however, the next section first 
introduces the fieldwork data that the article builds upon. 
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Table 6. The number of permanent (perm) and temporary (temp) workers 
in the foundry in August 2017, divided by department and citizenship. The 
category “non-production” includes, among others, Human Resource (HR) 
managers, Information Technology (IT) staff, and engineers. The categories 
“Dutch”, “German”, and “Polish” may include first-generation migrants who 
have obtained Dutch/German/Polish citizenship at some point in their life.15 

 

5.3 Background, data, and methods 

The linguistic-ethnographic fieldwork I have executed in the production 
departments of the metal foundry took place between 3 July and 15 
October 2017. In total, I have made 74 hours of audio recordings and 6.5 
hours of video recordings of workplace interactions; I have audio-recorded 
11.5 hours of interviews with (former) workers, managers, and labour 
recruiters; I have taken 139 photographs of diverse signs, texts, and 
symbols; I have written approximately 150 pages of fieldnotes, and I have 

 
15 The figures presented are the sum of the data about all agency workers in the 
foundry in August 2017, which I have received as an anonymised Microsoft Excel 
file from one of the agency’s recruiters, and the data about the metal foundry’s 
employees, which I have collected through email communication with an HR 
manager from the foundry. As the HR manager filled in some gaps in the data from 
August 2017 with data from 2018, minor differences might exist between the 
actual figures and the figures presented here. 
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collected a wide range of other data. The current article is primarily based 
on one audio recording and one video recording. 

Speaking languages other than Dutch, German, and Limburgish was 
a relatively new phenomenon in the foundry in 2017. Many older 
production workers from Limburg, who typically spoke Dutch and 
Limburgish as their first languages, considered this ‘new’ linguistic diversity 
problematic (Hovens 2021). The foundry’s management considered it 
problematic as well, and it made various language-political attempts to 
construct a work environment in which mostly Dutch would be used, even 
though this aspiration was far away from the de facto language practices in 
the production departments (Hovens 2021). 

The foundry’s production workers were distributed over four 
different departments: the Core Shooting Department (where sand cores 
were produced to mould metal); the Melting Department (where the metal 
was melted); the Casting Department (where the molten metal was 
moulded using the sand cores); and the Finishing Department (where the 
metal products, after hardening, were sawn, ground, blasted, welded, and 
quality-checked, among other actions). Table 6 shows the number of 
permanent and temporary workers in each production department in 
August 2017, divided by citizenship. As a contrast, I have also included all 
non-production workers (such as engineers), indicating that it was 
specifically the production departments that had a relatively large share of 
temporary and non-Dutch workers. As discussed previously, all production 
workers were male. 

The current article focuses on one work situation that was audio-
recorded in the Core Shooting Department, and one work situation that 
was video-recorded in the Casting Department. Together with the Finishing 
Department (Hovens 2020), the Core Shooting Department stood out as an 
environment with a relatively large share of temporary workers (around 
60%), and –related to that– a comparably large share of workers who spoke 
neither Dutch nor German nor Limburgish. In the Casting Department, on 
the other hand, almost half of the workers were temporary (48%), and all 
workers in this department could speak at least Dutch or German (often in 
addition to other languages such as Limburgish and Turkish). 

Another distinction between the Core Shooting and the Finishing 
Department on the one hand, and the Casting Department on the other 
hand, concerns the opportunities for human-human interaction during 
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working hours. The Casting Department stood out as it enabled regular 
interactions involving more than two workers, because people typically 
worked in groups (of varying sizes) at a conveyor belt there, while people in 
the Core Shooting and the Finishing Department typically worked alone or 
in pairs with a particular machine (see also Hovens 2020). 

 The workers of each production department were divided into 
different teams, which alternated in different work shifts. During my 
fieldwork, I spent one week with most teams, and I also worked in different 
shifts (including night shifts). My participation in these teams implied that I 
helped out as an additional worker, for example, by helping people lift 
heavy materials. In the Core Shooting and the Finishing Department, I 
typically went to look for workers whom I could help myself. In the Casting 
Department, where the production work was organised around two 
conveyor belts, I often discussed with a team manager where I would go 
and help out during a particular shift. 

Due to the size of the workforce, the high turnover rates, and my 
procedure of regularly changing teams, it was impossible to obtain explicit 
consent from every single worker before my fieldwork started. Therefore, I 
worked with implicit consent by hanging up a written announcement in 
three languages (Dutch, English, and German) in the workplace, as all 
production workers were supposed to understand at least one of these 
languages. The Ethics Review Committee Inner City Faculties in Maastricht 
has officially approved this research practice. Nevertheless, I always asked 
for people’s explicit consent before making an audio or a video recording. 
Usually, people did not have a problem with being recorded on either audio 
or video, even though I noticed that they were typically quite aware of the 
presence of a video camera, which thus might have affected their 
behaviour. In the next sections, I discuss two recorded work situations in 
further detail. 

 

5.4 ‘Screwed’: The breakdown of a work assemblage after non-human 
resistance 

The main participant in this section is BEN, a younger (<30), temporary 
worker from Germany and possibly a second-generation Turkish migrant, 
who worked in the Core Shooting Department of the metal foundry. His 
first languages were German and Turkish, and I did not hear him speak any 
other language. When I met BEN in July 2017, he was still a relative 
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newcomer in the foundry. During the work shift that I analyse in this 
section, BEN’s team manager had assigned him to work alone with a 
machine for the first time. As in the Finishing Department (Hovens 2020), 
this could be considered an important transition point, as it showed that 
the manager no longer considered BEN a ‘peripheral’ newcomer who could 
only work together with other, more experienced colleagues (see Lave and 
Wenger 1991). 

 

 

Figure 9. The spatial organisation of BEN’s workstation. “DAA” refers to me, 
the author of this article (Daan Hovens). The sand waste containers were 
not in BEN’s immediate surroundings and, hence, they do not appear on 

this map. 

 

 One primary task of production workers in this department was to 
lift sand cores from a platform. These cores were placed on this platform by 
a core shooting machine (figure 9). Depending on the characteristics of a 
particular core type (such as its weight), the workers would either lift them 
by hand or use a hoist. They then checked the cores for possible flaws, and 
they often had to do certain things with them, such as removing a burr, or 
gluing two elements together, while using specific tools that could be found 
on a table behind them. Afterwards, the workers placed the cores on a 
wooden pallet, except for the seriously flawed or broken ones, which they 
threw into a sand waste container. Furthermore, they regularly removed 
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some loose, remaining sand from the cores, the pallets, and the work 
environment with a high-pressure air sprayer. Finally, a forklift truck would 
come and bring the pallets to the next stage of the production process (in 
the Casting Department). The same truck would also come and empty the 
sand waste containers every now and then. 

 When I saw BEN working alone for the first time, I already knew 
who he was. We had met earlier that week, I had introduced myself and my 
research project to him back then, and we had decided to speak German 
with each other. This time, I asked BEN if he would mind me making an 
audio recording while helping him with his work, for example by lifting the 
sand cores together. He said that was fine. The only issue was that, with or 
without my help, he did not manage to be very productive that evening. 
The machine was producing a lot of broken cores, and he did not 
understand why this was happening. Therefore, in the end, my help 
consisted for a large part of throwing broken cores in the sand waste 
container. BEN felt quite uneasy about the team manager’s possible 
response to the pile of broken cores that emerged in this way, as he 
expressed to me in the following line:  

o:h der chef wird das ja SEHEN (.) dem wird das nicht gefallen (.2) 
dem wird das GAR nicht gefallen (.3) im gegenteil der wird sich (gut 
aufregen) 

o:h the chef will SEE that for sure (.) that will not please him (.2) 
that will not please him AT ALL (.3) on the contrary he will become 
(quite agitated) 

About 45 minutes after I had joined BEN, the number of broken cores was 
becoming so big that he decided to stop the production process. Our work 
assemblage had thus broken down. Since BEN could not interpret any 
possible signs from the machine indicating what had caused the resistance 
of this non-human actant in our assemblage, he went to look for help from 
other, more experienced human workers who might be able to do the 
interpretation of the machine’s signs for him. 

The first person BEN asked was a younger (<40) man from the 
Netherlands and possibly a first-generation Turkish migrant, who was 
working with a core shooting machine that was right next to ‘ours’, and 
who spoke Turkish as his first, and Dutch as his second language. He was a 
bit more experienced than BEN, but after they talked with each other in 
Turkish for a few minutes, it turned out that he could not help. Therefore, 
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BEN went to ask another person. This was WIL, an older (>40) labour 
migrant from Poland who had worked in the Core Shooting Department for 
several years already. WIL spoke Polish as his first, and German as his 
second language, which he regularly mixed with resources that are typically 
associated with Dutch. BEN and WIL thus spoke German as a lingua franca 
with each other. At least as important for the purpose of their 
communication, however, was the human-machine interaction that BEN 
performed in front of WIL by letting the machine produce one more sand 
core, so that WIL could observe this and hypothesise about the cause (see 
also Hovens 2020). WIL indeed managed to do an interpretation of the 
machine’s utterances in this way, as extract 3 shows. 

 

Extract 3. Interpreting ‘machine language’ 

Italics = original transcription (associated with German) 

Italics underlined = original transcription (associated with Dutch) 

Bold italics = English translation 

 

01  WIL:  wo:w 

WIL:  wo:w 

02  ((the core shooting machine makes a snapping sound)) 

03 WIL:  wo:w (.) hab ihr nich GESEHEN? 

WIL:  wo:w (.) have you not SEEN? 

04 ((5 seconds pause)) 

05 BEN:  A:CH=so=ja:h (.) ja 

BEN:  A:H=like that=yeah (.) yes 

06 WIL:  er is undicht (.2) au=moet=eh (.) moet wat=eh (.) tuussen 
                            zijn 

WIL:  he is leaking (.2) au=must=eh (.) must something=eh (.) be 
                            in-between 

07 BEN: oka:y? 
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 BEN: oka:y? 

08 WIL: e:h (.2) tuussen die onderkast (.) bovenkast (.) ist was 
                            zwischen 

 WIL: e:h (.2) between the lower box (.) upper box (.) is 
                            something in-between 

09 BEN: a:h 

 BEN: a:h 

10        WIL: vielleicht e:h (.2) ne kleine (ring) ein (xxx) oder so was (xxx) 
a:h muβ man anschauen 

WIL: perhaps e:h (.2) a small (ring) a (xxx) or something like 
that (xxx) a:h one has to see 

11 ((3 seconds pause)) 

12        BEN: a:h=nee:h (.) kurz bevor ich auch noch fertig bin (.) kommt 
das ganze schrott (raus) 

BEN: o:h=no:h (.) just before I am ready on top of all things (.) 
the entire scrap comes (out) 

 

According to WIL’s observations, the core shooting machine was leaking 
(line 6), and he thought this leakage was caused by something that had 
somehow got in-between the two boxes that the machine always pressed 
against each other during the core shooting process (line 8). WIL further 
speculated that this ‘thing’ might perhaps be a ring (line 10), but by adding 
the words “muβ man anschauen”/“one has to see” (with the indefinite 
pronoun “man”/“one” instead of “ich”/“I” or “wir”/“we”), he also set a limit 
to his interpretation task and his responsibility to let a production work 
assemblage emerge again. BEN’s response in line 12, on the other hand, 
indicates that BEN considered himself responsible. This discursive 
(re)production of their tasks and responsibilities in relation to the resisting 
machine appeared to be taken for granted, as these were not further 
explained or challenged during their interaction. 

 Shortly afterwards, WIL noticed what had been causing the leakage: 
a crushed screw. BEN asked how this screw could have ended up in-
between the boxes of the core shooting machine, but WIL said that he had 
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no idea. BEN then asked whether he should go and get the team manager 
to look at the situation, and WIL replied that the manager would know what 
to do indeed. Thus, BEN went to get the team manager, even though he 
was still quite concerned about being blamed, as he expressed to me in the 
following line: 

jetzt denkt er sich auch bestimmt (.) denn lässt man den EINMAL 
alleine arbeiten 

now he must be thinking as well (.) then you let him work alone 
FOR ONCE 

BEN’s concerns confirm the previously discussed significance of being able 
to work alone with a machine, as this signified the relative independence or 
maturity of a production worker. Apparently, BEN was afraid that he would 
fail the ‘maturity test’ in the eyes of his manager, by not being able to form 
a production work assemblage with the core shooting machine. His fear for 
the manager’s judgment may be partly understood against the background 
of BEN’s status as a temporary worker, which implied that he had 
practically no job security (see also Hovens 2020). I responded to BEN’s 
concerns by saying that he might become a more technically skilled worker 
due to experiences such as this one. BEN briefly indicated that he had heard 
me by saying “ja” (“yeah”), but he did not seem comforted. After all, what 
mostly mattered to him was his manager’s judgment, not his personal 
development. 

 In the end, however, it seemed like BEN did not need to worry 
about being blamed. When the team manager approached our workstation, 
he started to laugh and said (in German, combined with the Limburgish 
pronoun “dae”): “wo kommt DAE her?” (“where does THAT come from?”). 
The team manager was an older (>40) man from Limburg, the Netherlands, 
who spoke Dutch and Limburgish as his first, and German as his second 
language, which he regularly mixed with resources that are typically 
associated with Dutch or Limburgish. Visually, he had the same working 
outfit as any other production worker, so his distinct position in the 
workplace had to be (re)produced via other means. His laughter and 
linguistic accommodation, with which he seemingly tried to comfort BEN, 
are examples of such means. In this way, the manager discursively 
(re)produced the idea that he was in the position to declare that there was 
no reason for BEN to be worried. 
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After this brief interaction, the manager started to inspect the 
crushed screw and said (in German) that he needed a screw driver. It 
appeared that his attempts to comfort BEN had not been sufficiently 
effective yet, however, as is shown by another brief interaction between 
BEN and the team manager (MAN) that followed (extract 4). 

 

Extract 4. “That was nobody” 

Italics = original transcription (associated with German) 

Italics underlined = original transcription (associated with Dutch) 

*Italics underlined with asterisks* = original transcription (associated with 
Limburgish) 

Bold italics = English translation 

 

01 BEN: ich war das nicht 

BEN: it wasn’t me 

02 MAN:  huhahahahahahahahaha (.1) das war keiner (.5) *den*=e:h 
              (.) hol maar even ne=ne=ne (.) hammer (.) und=ne schraube- 
              zieher 

MAN: huhahahahahahahahaha (.1) that was nobody (.5) 
then=e:h (.) just quickly get a=a=a (.) hammer (.) and=a 
screw driver 

 

Again, as this interaction shows, the team manager did not seem interested 
in blaming BEN. Rather, it appeared that he wanted to take care of the issue 
as quickly as possible so that a production work assemblage could emerge 
again. Thus, similar to the sites studied by Kleifgen (2013) and Handford 
and Matous (2015), working speed was clearly of central importance here. 
To achieve such speed, the team manager tried to take care of both a non-
human actant (the crushed screw) and a human actant (BEN). In a way, 
both resisted a quick emergence of a new work assemblage: the screw due 
to the leakage it caused, and BEN due to his concern to make sure that he 
would not be blamed. Regarding the first actant, the manager told BEN to 
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get him a hammer and a screw driver, with which he wanted to remove the 
crushed screw from the core shooting machine. Regarding the second 
actant, the team manager gave a prolonged laugh and said “that was 
nobody” in an attempt to comfort BEN and remove any concerns about 
causes and blame. 

 Unfortunately, it turned out that the resistance of the crushed 
screw was so strong that the team manager could not remove it with a 
hammer and a screw driver. Therefore, the manager decided to use an 
angle grinder instead, with which he could make the surface of the 
machine’s box even again. This appeared to work well. While the manager-
angle grinder assemblage was producing some observable effects in this 
way, BEN asked the manager how the screw could have got inside the 
machine. Like the crushed screw, BEN’s concerns were apparently so strong 
that they could not be easily removed either. Extract 5 shows BEN’s 
question and the interaction between him and the team manager that 
followed afterwards. 

 

Extract 5. “It’s better when it’s here than there” 

Italics = original transcription (associated with German) 

*Italics underlined with asterisks* = original transcription (associated with 
Limburgish) 

Bold italics = English translation 

 

01 BEN: wie konnte das denn passieren? 

 BEN: how could it have happened then? 

02 MAN: weiβ ich nicht (.) WENN (.) ei=eine schraube ist von e:h (.1) 
              von die:h (.) der begasswagen der ist (xxx) der seite wo der 
              (.) mit DRÜCK der kern in der abdrück (bleiben) gedrückt (.) 
             dass DE:R rausgelaufen ist (.1) (xxx) dazwischen gefallen 

MAN: I don’t know (.) WHEN (.) a=a screw is from e:h (.1) from 
the:h (.) the gas carriage it has (xxx) the side where it 
(stay) pressed the core (.) with PRESSURE into the imprint 
(.) so that HE leaked out (.1) (xxx) fallen in-between 
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03 ((3 seconds pause)) 

04 BEN: (scheiβe) 

 BEN: (shit) 

05 ((3 seconds pause)) 

06 MAN: ega:l 

 MAN: it doesn’t matter 

07 BEN: (passiert auch immer nur mir so was) 

 BEN: (things like that happen only to me all the time) 

08 MAN: *jao:h* 

 MAN: yeah 

09 BEN: [hehehe] 

 BEN: [hehehe] 

10 MAN: kann besser HIER liegen als DA 

 MAN: it’s better when it’s HERE than THERE 

11 BEN: (xxx) (da sein) 

 BEN: (xxx) (be there) 

 

Similar to extract 4, this interaction shows that the team manager did not 
seem interested in blaming anyone, which he now also made explicit by 
saying “egal” (“it doesn’t matter”; line 6). Still, BEN brought up the matter 
of blame again by saying “things like that happen only to me all the time” 
(line 7), as if his presence or involvement had something to do with the 
screw getting inside the machine. It is not clear if the manager understood 
these words, but by saying that it is better when the screw is “here” than 
“there” (line 10), he made another attempt to comfort BEN again, by 
implying that the situation could have been worse still. 

 Unfortunately, I cannot hear BEN’s final response in this sequence 
(line 11). Based on what happened afterwards, however, it is clear that he 
did not feel completely at ease still. About five minutes after the interaction 
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of extract 5 had occurred, BEN tried to minimise any potential blame again 
by telling the manager that this was the first time that something like this 
had happened to him. In response, the manager tried to make clear again 
that it did not matter. Furthermore, shortly after the manager had left our 
workstation, BEN told me that he was still wondering how a screw could 
have got inside the machine. It appeared, in other words, that the manager 
had not entirely managed to remove BEN’s concerns. 

 Overall, this section has shown how a crushed screw initiated a 
breakdown of a production work assemblage, and how different human 
actants tried to influence other human and non-human actants so that a 
new work assemblage could emerge again. The individual responsibilities 
for this process were more or less taken for granted by the human 
participants. Furthermore, the section has shown that BEN and the team 
manager (re)produced an inter-actant workplace relation that placed the 
latter in the position to blame any human worker for the resistance of the 
machine, which he decided not to do. 

Despite his repeatedly uttered decision, however, the team 
manager did not successfully remove BEN’s concerns about being blamed, 
which simultaneously undermined the manager’s position to decide about 
these matters, and which delayed the process of letting a new production 
work assemblage emerge again. Possibly, his status as a temporary worker, 
and the machine as a non-human actant had a stronger effect on BEN’s 
concerns. Still, the manager made several attempts to comfort BEN by 
employing, among others, laughter and linguistic accommodation (in this 
case, improvised languaging –see Jørgensen and Varga 2011– as he mixed 
German with resources that are typically associated with Dutch and 
Limburgish). The fact that these attempts did not turn out to be successful 
confirm the idea that the manager did not simply ‘have’ power (see Latour 
1986). As with the crushed screw, all he could do was to mobilise certain 
actants or resources (an angle grinder, extensive laughter) and hope that 
these resources would link up with particular other actants (the crushed 
screw, BEN) and produce a desired effect (as a new production work 
assemblage). Thus, in the end, the machine-initiated renegotiation of BEN’s 
newly obtained hierarchical workplace position also led to a (re)negotiation 
of the team manager’s position as the ultimate judge with regard to 
matters of blame. 
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5.5 “Do it yourself just once”: The breakdown of a work assemblage after 
human resistance 

The situation analysed in this section is set in the Casting Department of the 
metal foundry. As discussed previously, this department provided more 
opportunities for work interactions between more than two human actants. 
Whereas people typically worked alone or in pairs in the Core Shooting 
Department, most people in the Casting Department worked in one out of 
two groups, each of which worked at a different conveyor belt. At the first, 
larger conveyor belt, people placed sand cores (which forklift truck drivers 
brought from the Core Shooting Department) onto the belt. This belt 
transported the sand cores to the casting machine, which cast the foundry’s 
metal products. The products, when cast, were transported by hooks 
(which were connected to rails in the ceiling) to the second, smaller 
conveyor belt. The main task of people working at this second belt was to 
cut certain redundant parts off the products. Hence, this belt was 
commonly referred to with the Dutch word “kniptafel”, which literally 
means “cutting table” (figure 10). 

 

 

Figure 10. The spatial organisation of the workers at the cutting table 

 

 Figure 10 shows the spatial organisation of the workers at the 
cutting table during one night shift, when I briefly participated in the work 
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practices at this conveyor belt. This organisation seemed to follow a 
hierarchical logic, (re)producing inter-actant workplace relations. At the 
head of the table was NED, an older (>40) worker from Germany who had 
worked in the foundry for many years already, and who spoke German as 
his first, and Dutch and Limburgish as his second languages. His task was to 
take the metal products off the transport hooks and place them on the 
cutting table. The products would then first pass HAY and MAX, who were 
both relatively experienced workers as well, and who were doing the 
cutting job. HAY was an older (>40) worker from the Netherlands whom I 
believe could speak Dutch and Limburgish as his first, and German as his 
second language, but I hardly heard him speak overall. MAX was a 
somewhat older (>30) worker from Germany who spoke German as his first 
language, and he also used specific words that are typically associated with 
Dutch or Limburgish at times (see further below). At the end of the table 
were LUC and I (DAA), two relative newcomers who would lift the metal 
products from the belt and place them on wooden pallets behind us. LUC 
was an older (>40) worker from Germany who spoke German as his first 
language, and I did not hear him speak any other language. I was a younger 
(<30) worker from the Netherlands and I spoke Dutch and Limburgish as my 
first, and German as my second language. 

While I was working at the cutting table, the conveyor belt had to 
be paused several times, because the two newcomers (i.e., LUC and I) could 
not keep up with its speed. As far as I understood, the speed could not be 
changed. Put in linguistic terms, the belt did not accommodate to us, and 
this non-human actant thus basically set the norm for our working speed. 
One of the few ways to resist the speed dictations was to press the ‘on/off’ 
button. Typically, NED and MAX said when this button had to be pressed. In 
this way, they placed their own authority above that of the belt. Hence, in 
the work assemblage that these human and non-human actants 
constructed that night, HAY, LUC and I were trying to obey the belt’s speed 
dictations, unless NED and/or MAX said that the belt should be paused. 
Thus, we were (re)producing particular, hierarchical inter-actant workplace 
relations with NED and MAX on top, the conveyor belt in the middle, and 
HAY, LUC, and I at the bottom. 

Similar to the team manager from the previous section, however, 
NED and MAX did not simply ‘have’ power. Instead, they were depending 
on the cooperation from diverse human and non-human actants for the 
work assemblage and its inter-actant relations to emerge and be 
reproduced. When it comes to the conveyor belt, I did not detect any 
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resistance (such as a technical issue) against this organisation during this 
work shift. HAY seemed to be cooperative as well, probably because he did 
not have any problems keeping up with the dictated working speed. As for 
myself, I was very cooperative too, since I was quite happy about everyone 
agreeing with me making a video recording (see chapter 2.5). Therefore, in 
order to maintain my ‘research assemblage’, I did not want to cause any 
trouble.  

LUC, on the other hand, resisted several times. He did not take the 
situated, inter-actant workplace relations for granted, which may be partly 
explained by the fact that he seemed older than MAX, who often 
communicated the orders to him. LUC was working right next to the 
conveyor belt’s ‘on/off’ button (figure 10). Hence, when NED and MAX 
thought that the belt had to be paused, one of them –but mainly MAX– 
would usually order LUC to press this button. The reason why MAX in 
particular would communicate the orders might be that he just happened 
to be physically closer to LUC (figure 10). Besides that, as a younger worker 
than LUC, and as a less experienced worker than NED and HAY (both of 
whom seemed to have a permanent contract), MAX might have felt a 
stronger need to confirm his position in the (re)produced workplace 
relations at the conveyor belt. 

Interestingly, even though LUC, NED, and MAX all spoke German as 
a first language, and even though I never heard LUC speak any Dutch, MAX 
used Dutch words when he ordered LUC to turn on the conveyor belt (in 
which case he would say “lopen!”, which literally means “walk!”, and which 
could be translated as “let it run!”), or to turn off the conveyor belt (in 
which case he would say “stoppen!”, which means “stop!”). One possible 
interpretation of this is to consider these verbal resources as institutional 
key words from a shared repertoire in the Casting Department’s community 
of practice (Lave and Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998), and MAX’s orders might 
have been a way to share such resources with LUC. An alternative or 
additional interpretation is that MAX used these institutional key words as a 
means to present himself as a member of this in-group, thereby legitimising 
or (re)confirming his hierarchical position in this work environment. In that 
sense, MAX’s utterances were examples of strategic code-switching 
(Muysken 2000) as opposed to the more improvised languaging practices 
from the participants in the previous section, as well as examples of 
linguistic divergence as opposed to the accommodation practices from the 
previous section.  
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The first time the work assemblage at the cutting table was broken 
down during my presence happened about seven minutes after I joined. 
LUC and I could not keep up with the conveyor belt’s speed, and therefore, 
MAX ordered LUC to stop the belt (using the Dutch word “stoppen!”). LUC 
was busy trying to keep up with the speed, however, so he did not respond 
and continued his work. With an angry voice, MAX made clear to LUC in 
German what he was supposed to do: “drück doch auf aus!” (“just press 
off!”). In response, LUC questioned (in German) the assumption that he 
would be the one having to press the button: “tu das selber eben mal!” (“do 
it yourself just once!”). However, when MAX pointed at the products that 
were about to fall off the conveyor belt (while saying something I cannot 
understand), LUC decided to press ‘off’ in the end, and so the assemblage 
broke down. 

When LUC and I had managed to catch up a bit, NED ordered LUC to 
start the conveyor belt again by using the German word “laufen!” (which 
means “walk!” as well). MAX followed quickly, and said (with a louder 
voice) the Dutch word “lopen!” several times. The difference in their 
linguistic behaviour might be partly explained again by MAX needing to 
make more effort to (re)confirm or (re)produce the hierarchical workplace 
relations. LUC did not respond verbally, however, and continued what he 
was doing (fixing some wooden pallets behind him). About 30 seconds after 
receiving the orders from NED and MAX, he decided to press the ‘off’ 
button, underlining his individual agency as a human actant in this work 
assemblage, while confirming that NED and MAX did not simply ‘have’ 
power. 

The second breakdown happened more or less four minutes later. 
This time, LUC initiated a renegotiation of the inter-actant workplace 
relations in the work assemblage by pressing the ‘off’ button on his own 
initiative. Significantly, this resistance from a human actant and relative 
newcomer such as LUC would not have been possible without the conveyor 
belt enabling human workers to press an ‘on/off’ button. Indeed, if the 
conveyor belt’s job (i.e., transporting products) had been done by, say, a 
line of human workers instead, LUC would have had to put much more 
effort into causing a breakdown of the production process. Extract 6 
(below) shows the interactions that followed after LUC’s resistance. In this 
extract, “CON” refers to the conveyor belt. Furthermore, as opposed to the 
previous abstracts, extract 6 is presented in a table-like manner, 
highlighting the simultaneity of the ongoing verbal and non-verbal 
interactions that were captured on video. 
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Extract 6. LUC’s resistance 

Text with no special fonts = description of non-verbal action 

Empty cell = the same description as above still applies 

Italics = original transcription (associated with German) 

Italics underlined = original transcription (associated with Dutch) 

Bold italics = English translation 

 

 

Figure 11. The spatial organisation of the workers at the cutting table 
during line 1 of extract 6. The arrows indicate the direction of the work 

actions and the gazes of the human participants, as well the running 
direction of the conveyor belt (CON). 

 

 CON NED HAY MAX DAA LUC 

1 running places 
products 
on CON 

cut products 
 

lift products from CON 

2     do not keep up with 
CON’s speed 
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3 
 

    continues 
lifting 
products 
from CON 

presses 
the ‘off’ 
button, 
lets his 
hoist 
swing in 
the air, 
and 
starts 
fixing 
some 
pallets 
behind 
him 

4 
 

stops 
running 

    still 
fixing the 
pallets 

5  look at LUC 
 

   

6   looks 
at NED 
 

   

7 
 

   turns 
around, 
looks at 
LUC and 
says: 
MAAR 
MAAR 
MAAR 
MAAR 
MAAR  
MY MY 
MY MY 
MY 

  

8   look at LUC 
 

  

9 
 

 says with a 
soft voice: 
was ist los? 

 looks at 
CON and 
continues 
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(.) (kraan 
kaputt?) 
what is 
going on? 
(.) (hoist 
broken?) 

cutting 

10 
 

 looks at 
HAY, then 
at MAX  

looks 
at NED 

laughs out 
loud 

  

11 
 

 looks at 
LUC with 
an annoyed 
facial 
expression 
and his 
arms 
hanging 
passively 
alongside 
his body 

look at CON and 
continue cutting 

  

12 
 

   looks at 
LUC, says 
with a 
loud voice: 
hey was ist 
los (.) 
KRAAN 
kaputt? 
hey what 
is going on 
(.) HOIST 
broken?  
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Figure 12. The spatial organisation of the workers at the cutting table 
during line 12 of extract 6. The arrows indicate the direction of the gazes of 
the human participants. The text balloon shows the verbal utterances from 

MAX (“hey what is going on (.) HOIST broken?”). 

 

 CON NED HAY MAX DAA LUC 

13  looks at 
CON 

 looks at 
LUC 

 starts 
lifting 
products 
from CON 
again 

14 
 

 starts 
placing 
products 
on CON 
again 

    

15 
 

 cannot 
place 
products 
on CON 
anymore, 
looks in 
the 
direction 

stops 
cutting, 
looks at 
CON 

looks at 
LUC with 
one hand 
resting on 
his waist, 
such that 
his arm 
forms a 
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of MAX 
and LUC 

triangular 
shape 

16 
 

   looks at 
HAY, 
pauses, 
then looks 
at NED, 
and pauses 
again 

  

17 
 

 looks at 
MAX and 
nods his 
head, 
while 
raising his 
eyebrows 
and 
moving his 
lips 

 looks at 
NED 

  

18 
 

  looks at 
LUC 

looks at 
LUC and 
says: 
LOPEN 
LET IT RUN 

  

19 
 

 look at CON 
 

 presses 
the ‘on’ 
button 

20 
 

starts 
running 

continues 
placing 
products 
on CON 

continue cutting  continues 
lifting 
products 
from CON 

 

 

Similar to the extracts from the previous sections, extract 6 shows that the 
breakdown was followed by (in this case) a brief moment of people 
observing a resisting (in this case human) actant (lines 5 and 7). HAY’s quick 
gaze at NED (line 6) may also indicate who was considered responsible for 
dealing with the resisting co-worker (i.e., NED). MAX appeared to be more 
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pro-active in this respect again, however (line 7). The idea that MAX’s 
responsibility might have been assumed to be greater than NED’s may 
partly explain why LUC did not seem very responsive to the various 
utterances aimed at him. 

Furthermore, the interactions from extract 6 show the diverse 
interactional resources that primarily NED and MAX employed in their 
attempts to break LUC’s resistance, so that a production work assemblage 
could emerge again with a working speed dictated by the conveyor belt 
(CON), or perhaps NED and MAX, but at least not by LUC. One such 
resource was the act of looking at LUC (e.g., in lines 5 and 8), which might 
have made him feel more self-conscious. One additional resource was body 
language (in lines 11 and 15), with which both NED and MAX signified non-
verbally that LUC was making them wait, and that they were annoyed by 
that. Moreover, NED and (particularly) MAX were also employing Dutch 
language resources again (such as “kraan” in lines 9 and 12), thereby 
presenting themselves as members of an in-group.  

Repeatedly saying “maar maar maar maar maar” (line 7), which 
literally means “but but but but but”, and which could be translated as “my 
my my my my”, was a specific running joke in the Casting Department, 
where it was typically used to mock someone who had just done something 
wrong (such as dropping something). Hence, this phrase can be considered 
a verbal artifact from a shared repertoire in the Casting Department’s 
community of practice as well. Probably, a repetitive phrase such as “maar 
maar maar maar maar” could thrive there as it enabled understanding in a 
loud work environment with sometimes large physical distances between 
people. The exact origins and spread of this phrase are unknown, but it is 
commonly used in the Dutch province of Limburg. Thus, by using this 
phrase, MAX once again positioned himself as a member of an in-group, 
which could be interpreted as an attempt to legitimise the situated, 
hierarchical inter-actant workplace relation between LUC and him that 
night. 

Despite the numerous interactional attempts from NED and MAX to 
discipline LUC, however, the latter continued focussing on his work tasks 
while not looking at or giving any verbal response to them. Only in line 19, 
after MAX had said the Dutch word “lopen!” again, LUC indicated that he 
had noticed his human co-workers by pressing the ‘on’ button. 
Furthermore, during the break that followed upon these interactions, and 
during which MAX, LUC, and I (among others) gathered at a smoking section 
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outside the foundry building, LUC explicated his frustrations to MAX (in 
German) by angrily telling him that his continuous shouting got on his 
nerves, while he should have some understanding for the fact that there 
were two newcomers (i.e., he and I) working at the cutting table that night. 
He also referred to a forklift truck driver who, according to him, was not 
helping much by fixing the wooden pallets for us. In other words, despite 
obeying the order from MAX in line 19, LUC underlined that MAX had not 
managed to discipline him. He signified that he was not intimidated by the 
communicative behaviour of his colleagues, highlighting once more that 
they did not ‘have’ power and that agency was distributed. 

Finally, an open question is how much the behaviour of LUC, MAX, 
and others was affected by the presence of a video camera. In several non-
analysed parts of the recording, there are moments when MAX shows that 
he is aware of this camera, as he for example points at it or verbally refers 
to it. Since it was not unusual for participants to think that my research 
findings would reach the foundry’s management somehow, it is possible 
that MAX showed what he might have thought of as desirable behaviour in 
the eyes of the management. Hence, he might have felt more pressure to 
go against any breakdown of the work assemblage, and more eager to use 
Dutch rather than German words. As for LUC, he might have felt more 
strongly that he did not want to be humiliated by MAX while being filmed. 
Thus, it is likely that the video camera, as a non-human actant in the 
emerging assemblages, amplified or exaggerated certain feelings and 
behaviours among the human actants, and in that way also affected the 
data that I have discussed here. 

 

5.6 Conclusion and discussion 

This article has shown how diverse humans and machines in a metal 
foundry in the Dutch province of Limburg, as production work assemblages 
with inherent inter-actant hierarchies, together produced material 
products, thereby contributing to the company’s emerging 
competitiveness. The article has focused on two cases of an assemblage 
breaking down, which posed a threat to its hierarchical organisation and to 
the emerging competitiveness, and which specific participants tried to 
manage expeditiously. Furthermore, it highlighted which interactional 
resources (such as specific tools and verbal resources) were mobilised to 
make a new production work assemblage emerge again, and how effective 
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these resources turned out to be in practice. This final section discusses two 
findings. 

The first finding is that processes that are conventionally thought of 
as contributing to a company’s competitiveness may not always do so in 
practice. More specifically, it may seem obvious that expeditious 
production work practices by humans and machines (enabled by 
mechanisation processes), and the use of temporary workers carrying the 
risks of changing demands for products (enabled by labour market 
liberalisation processes) contribute to this competitiveness. This article has 
shown several examples, however, of time pressure and/or job insecurity 
negatively affecting a specific company’s competitiveness, through BEN’s 
anxiety delaying the establishment of a new production work assemblage, 
and through LUC’s irritation leading to a breakdown of a production work 
assemblage, which a machine (i.e., mechanisation processes) enabled him 
to initiate. Perhaps even MAX’s responses to that breakdown could be 
interpreted as a delaying element influenced by time pressure and/or job 
insecurity. Hence, from a management perspective, the larger question 
emerging from these examples is how to ensure a company’s survival, while 
also encouraging people like BEN, LUC, and MAX to feel at ease in this work 
environment, as this appears to significantly affect the company’s 
competitiveness as well. Furthermore, from the perspective of workers like 
BEN, LUC, and MAX, the examples show that a company’s competitiveness 
cannot emerge without their cooperation, and this constitutes their 
potential position when it comes to (re)negotiations of any hierarchical 
workplace relation with their management. 

The second finding concerns how much a verbal artifact from a 
shared repertoire in a workplace community of practice can reveal about 
the circumstances in which it has emerged. The second case analysed 
showed an example of MAX saying “maar maar maar maar maar”, which 
can best be translated as “my my my my my”, and which had emerged as a 
running joke in the Casting Department, where it was typically used to 
mock someone who had just done something wrong. To begin with, it was 
no coincidence that this running joke emerged in the Casting Department, 
as opposed to the Core Shooting Department from the first analysed case, 
or the Finishing Department from Hovens (2020). After all, it was the 
Casting Department that enabled regular interactions involving more than 
two workers, as people typically worked in groups at a conveyor belt there. 
Secondly, it was no coincidence that this running joke had a rather simple 
and repetitive form, as only verbal resources with these characteristics 
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could probably thrive in a loud work environment with sometimes large 
physical distances between people, who, in addition, might have quite 
different language backgrounds. And thirdly, it was no coincidence that this 
running joke was used to mock people who had done something wrong. As 
discussed above, time pressure and job insecurity appeared as key 
rationales for behaviour observed in the foundry’s production departments, 
and the emergence of a verbal resource that can be used –in diverse ways– 
to respond to such pressures thus probably corresponded to an actual need 
in this work environment. 

Future studies could have a fresh look at linguistic data from 
historical cases such as Pecht (2021) to see whether specific verbal 
resources from a shared workplace repertoire may similarly echo the 
circumstances from which they have emerged. Furthermore, future studies 
could include more locations to develop a more comprehensive 
understanding of how particular political-economic assemblages or 
commodity chains emerge in practice (see also Latour 2005; Thurlow 2020). 
Besides that, future (comparative) workplace studies may further explore 
whether aspects of gender influence interactions such as the ones analysed 
in this article. Finally, the relationship between human emotions and 
machines may be worth exploring in more detail as well. After all, as it 
appeared that BEN was quite impressed by the resistance of a machine, 
that LUC was quite annoyed by a conveyor belt not accommodating his 
working speed, and that the mutual responses between LUC and MAX were 
probably influenced by the presence of my video camera, it may be worth 
exploring how such emotional responses emerge, and how this may or may 
not be different from what is known about human-human interaction to 
date. 
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6. Conclusion and Discussion 

This dissertation has presented a linguistic ethnography of a multilingual 
metal foundry in the Dutch province of Limburg, in the Dutch-German 
borderland. The main research question was: How do power dynamics 
emerge in a contemporary multilingual blue-collar work environment in a 
cross-border region? The term power dynamics in this dissertation referred 
to the human-human and human-machine interactions which produced 
particular effects, which hierarchised the relations among the interacting 
actants, and which did (not) contribute to relevant purposes such as 
productivity, workplace safety, and job satisfaction. Overall, the 
dissertation gave a detailed impression of the open and negotiable 
character of power dynamics at work, which was arguably amplified by the 
impacts of transient work relations, language diversity, mechanisation, and 
the metal foundry’s location in a border area. Two innovative elements of 
the dissertation were its discussion of the perspectives of both majoritised 
and minoritised blue-collar workers, and its discussion of the interactional 
role of machines, which was approached from a posthumanist perspective 
(Latour 2005; Pennycook 2018). Ultimately, the dissertation aimed to 
contribute to better understandings and representations of blue-collar life-
worlds in this way, which may in turn lead to better informed language-
political interventions in historically emerged (socio)linguistic landscapes in 
Limburg and elsewhere. This final chapter discusses the main findings and 
their implications. 

 

6.1 The perspective of ‘local’ majoritised speakers 

Chapter 3 focussed on a group of senior production workers in the metal 
foundry, who were unhappy with the language diversity that had emerged 
in the production departments over time. Some labour recruiters referred 
to these workers as the foundry’s “old guard”. They typically spoke Dutch 
and Limburgish as their first languages, and when it comes to second 
languages, they typically preferred speaking German instead of English. As 
Dutch was the most frequently used written language in the foundry, and 
as the foundry’s management made it clear that non-Dutch speakers were 
expected to learn Dutch over time, the old guard may be considered part of 
the company’s sociolinguistic norm centre. Overall, however, they were 
well aware that most non-Dutch speakers did not learn a lot of Dutch over 
time. This was especially so during times of economic growth, when many 
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temporary workers were recruited –an increasing number of whom did not 
speak Dutch, German, or Limburgish– and when turnover rates were high. 
Therefore, as long as they continued working in the foundry, the members 
of the old guard knew that they would probably have to adjust to a specific 
linguistically diverse reality at work, which they often did reluctantly, and 
which made the sociolinguistic centre-periphery dynamics more complex 
and multidimensional. 

 Even though many of the old guard mentioned communication 
problems to me, it became clear that these were not the only, or even the 
main, reason why they felt unhappy about the language diversity that had 
emerged in the foundry. Indeed, several members I talked with explained 
that this emerged diversity was part of a broader development, which 
made them feel that people had less respect for them nowadays, and that 
companies such as the metal foundry did not fully represent the interests of 
‘local’ majoritised workers anymore. The foundry used to be open for Dutch 
speakers only (typically, Dutch-Limburgish bilinguals), it used to be known 
for its high wages, and it used to have a director who had a good personal 
relationship with many production workers, and whom many could identify 
with, as he spoke Limburgish and had a working class background. By the 
time when I did my fieldwork in 2017, all of this had changed, although the 
foundry’s wages were allegedly still relatively high compared to other 
nearby blue-collar workplaces (yet not so high that the company could 
attract Dutch and Limburgish speakers only). On top of that, since the 
global financial crisis of 2007-2008, the foundry had started to rely 
increasingly on temporary workers, many of whom did not speak Dutch or 
Limburgish.  

Within these circumstances, many of the old guard felt that what 
used to be a relatively secure position in the workplace was now under 
threat. Hence, it became clear that any change in the foundry’s language 
policies should not only take into account possible communication issues, 
but also any possible effects on how much different people feel that their 
social-economic interests are being threatened. In theory, the foundry’s 
management could have argued that by opening up to a linguistically more 
diverse workforce, the company could increase its production and make 
(more) profit, which could help the company (and the jobs it provided) to 
survive, and which could be invested in higher wages and more permanent 
contracts. Of course, as long as such a discourse is not accompanied by any 
noticeable effects, it probably does not make much of a difference, but if 
and when it is, people will be more likely to accept a specific language 
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diversity at work. Therefore, rather than stating that everyone is expected 
to learn a particular majoritised language, which may frustrate both 
minoritised and majoritised speakers as long as it is not likely to happen in 
practice, it is probably wiser to consider a more realistic, inclusive language 
policy (see, e.g., Backus et al. 2013) and to legitimise this policy in a way 
that both minoritised and majoritised workers can feel happy with. After all, 
it is probably in the interests of all involved workers, managers, and society 
at large when everyone feels that a company is the best, most welcoming, 
and most pleasant place to work. 

 

6.2 The interactional role of machines 

Chapter 4 focussed on one specific individual in the metal foundry, namely 
a new, temporary production worker from Poland (VIN). In the analysed 
shift, VIN had to learn how to work productively with a particular machine. 
At first, he received some help from a more experienced, senior worker 
from Limburg, the Netherlands (PER), who could be considered a typical, 
outspoken member of the old guard. In many ways, this situation was a 
critical case, as many circumstances for the workplace learning process 
were not ideal. VIN could only rely on PER’s help for a few hours, they did 
not have a shared work history yet, their individual language repertoires did 
not overlap much, and PER did not consider VIN’s presence as a labour 
migrant in the foundry legitimate. Yet, despite all these odds, the chapter 
showed how VIN managed to become a more skilled worker with regard to 
the interactions with the machine, and thus, become a less peripheral 
worker in the particular workplace hierarchy of his department’s 
community of practice (Lave and Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998). 

 Overall, the chapter highlighted several important functions of 
observed human-machine interactions for VIN’s workplace learning 
process. Clearly, it was not just PER’s verbal utterances that mattered when 
he explained particular interactions with the machine, but also the diverse 
signs that the machine itself produced, as well as the interactions between 
PER and the machine that occurred. By observing all these signs and by 
hypothesising about them, VIN more or less managed to work out how to 
reproduce the human-machine interactions. Furthermore, after PER had 
left the workstation, the machine acquired an even more prominent role, 
by communicating to VIN and me where, and where not, to stand and walk 
during the ongoing interactions. The machine’s capacities were certainly 
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not unlimited, however, particularly when a newcomer in the foundry (such 
as, in this case, VIN) was not able to read Dutch. Interestingly, on the 
machine’s control panel, the emergency stop button was highlighted with 
English words and several non-verbal signs, while other buttons only had 
Dutch descriptions and arguably less clear non-verbal signs. Thus, as an 
affordance (Gibson 2015) and a literacy artifact (Barton and Hamilton 
2005), the machine enabled the development of safe work practices rather 
than a broader work expertise in case a newcomer could not read 
(technical) Dutch. 

 Because the analysed workplace learning process was a critical 
case, the findings represented a reasonable minimum of what human-
machine interactions can achieve with regard to such processes. Under less 
challenging circumstances, with a control panel (or an interface) that 
accommodates a more diverse workforce, and with more opportunities for 
additional human-human interaction between motivated co-workers who 
have time to build up a shared work history, the potential of human-
machine interaction is probably (much) greater. Thus, on the one hand, 
chapter 4 showed that machines have the capacity to (partly) take over 
certain human communication tasks at work, and that they can help to 
overcome possible language barriers, while on the other hand, the chapter 
argued that machines may be better considered an addition to, rather than 
a replacement of human workers when it comes to the development of 
productive, safe, and satisfying work practices. Again, as it is probably in the 
interests of all involved workers, managers, and society at large when 
everyone feels that a company is the best, most welcoming, and most 
pleasant place to work, it can be worth considering how (more) workers can 
profit more fully from technological developments in the workplace, and 
how ‘peripheral’ workers such as VIN can be facilitated in the process of 
becoming more ‘central’ workers in a particular workplace hierarchy. 

 

6.3 Emerging competitiveness at work 

Chapter 5 discussed how diverse humans and machines together managed 
to be productive, as an assemblage (Bennett 2010; Deleuze and Guattari 
1980; Latour 2005), and how the company’s competitiveness at least partly 
emerged from such production work assemblages with particular inherent 
workplace hierarchies. Specifically, the chapter analysed two cases of a 
breakdown of a production process (i.e., an interruption of speed), which 
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posed a threat to this hierarchical organisation and the metal foundry’s 
competitiveness, and which specific participants tried to manage 
expeditiously. Furthermore, it highlighted specific verbal resources (e.g., 
“lopen!”) and other resources (e.g., an angle grinder), and assessed how 
effective these resources were in the process of establishing a new 
production work assemblage. 

 The main participants of the two case studies, BEN and LUC, were 
both German-speaking cross-border labour commuters from Germany and 
relative newcomers in the metal foundry. In the first case, BEN was for the 
first time working with a machine without any help from a more 
experienced human colleague, which could be interpreted as a sign that he 
was gradually becoming a more ‘central’ worker in the studied community 
of practice. Unfortunately for BEN, however, the machine was producing 
many broken products, and he did not understand why this was happening. 
In this way, the machine initiated a renegotiation of BEN’s newly obtained 
hierarchical positioning. By frequently showing how deeply concerned he 
was about this, BEN accepted that the machine could indeed affect his 
positioning in this way. When the team manager came to investigate the 
situation, he tried to reassure BEN that no human worker was to be 
blamed. BEN did not appear to be comforted, however, as he continued to 
express his concerns about being blamed, which might be explained by his 
status as a temporary worker with little job security and by the lack of time 
to make him feel at ease. Ironically, however, BEN’s anxiety actually slowed 
down the process of establishing a new production work assemblage. 
Furthermore, in this way, the machine-initiated renegotiation of BEN’s 
hierarchical positioning also led to a (re)negotiation of the team manager’s 
position as the ultimate judge with regard to matters of blame. 

 In the second case, LUC and I (two relative newcomers) did not 
manage to keep up with the working speed that was ‘dictated’ by a 
conveyor belt, while three other, more experienced/‘central’ and mainly 
German-speaking colleagues did not appear to have problems with this. 
LUC became quite annoyed by our hierarchical positioning in this 
production work assemblage, as human actants who had to follow the 
speed dictations from a non-human actant. This non-human actant also 
enabled resistance to its speed dictations through an on/off button, 
however, which would not have been possible if the production work was 
entirely done by human actants. Indeed, at one point, LUC decided to press 
this button, causing our production work assemblage to break down, and 
initiating a renegotiation of the hierarchical workplace relations. Two of the 
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more ‘central’ colleagues at the belt did not approve of this action, and 
even though LUC and his more ‘central’ colleagues all spoke German as 
their first language, the latter used particular Dutch orders (e.g., “lopen!”, 
which can best be translated as “let it run!”) and a particular repetitive 
Dutch phrase (“maar maar maar maar maar”, which can best be translated 
as “my my my my my”) in response to the situation. These verbal resources 
could be considered institutional key words from a shared repertoire of this 
department’s community of practice, and their use might thus have been a 
way to share these resources with LUC. An alternative or additional 
interpretation is that they were used by the ‘central’ workers as a means to 
present themselves as ‘central’ members of this community, thereby 
(re)confirming or legitimising the hierarchical workplace relations that LUC 
had started to challenge. 

 Together, the analysed cases from chapter 5 presented a complex 
picture of the metal foundry’s competitiveness. On the one hand, it may 
seem obvious that expeditious production work practices by humans and 
machines, and the use of temporary workers who take over the risks of 
changing product demands both increase this competitiveness. On the 
other hand, however, the chapter showed several examples of time 
pressure and job insecurity negatively affecting the company’s productivity 
(through BEN’s anxiety, and LUC’s irritation), while machines enabled 
human actants (such as, in this case, LUC) to initiate a breakdown of a 
production process. Hence, the larger question emerging from this chapter 
was how to simultaneously ensure a company’s survival, while also 
encouraging people to feel that this company is the best, most welcoming, 
and most pleasant place to work, as the latter seemed to significantly affect 
the company’s competitiveness as well. 

 

6.4 Theoretical and practical takeaways 

Overall, at least three general takeaways can be drawn from the discussions 
above. First of all, as the cases from VIN and BEN have illustrated, human 
workers in the metal foundry often had more problems understanding 
machines than each other. In this respect, it makes sense to conceptualise 
language and language policy more broadly, and consider how human-
machine interactions in a work environment like the metal foundry can be 
improved. Secondly, the research has underlined the urgency for both 
linguistic ethnographers and company managers to pay more attention to 
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questions concerning the legitimacy of language-political interventions in 
blue-collar work environments and elsewhere. Specifically, they need to 
consider why different workers (including PER and other members of the 
“old guard”) find specific interventions (not) legitimate. If these reasons are 
poorly understood, any intervention might be doomed to fail, and possibly 
lead to social tensions in the workplace and society at large.  

This brings me to the third take-away from this research, which is 
that it is crucial for linguistic ethnographers and other human language-
policy actants to understand that a workplace value such as inclusivity 
(Backus et al. 2013) is not just an interest of specific minoritised workers, 
but an interest of everyone. Hence, it is important for whichever 
organisation to consider whether the social-economic and sociolinguistic 
interests of different individuals are sufficiently represented, and if this is 
so, to show them that this is the case. Given that the metal foundry may be 
considered a “laboratory of European integration” (Knippenberg 2004), as 
proposed in chapter 1, this take-away indeed applies to more than just 
blue-collar work environments like the metal foundry. After all, in terms of 
place-making processes (Thissen 2018), it is probably in the interests of all 
concerned residents, politicians, and entrepreneurs when people feel that a 
particular geographical area is the best, most welcoming, and most 
pleasant place to live. 
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Zusammenfassung (Deutsch)16 

Bei dieser Dissertation handelt es sich um eine linguistische Ethnographie einer 
Metallgießerei in der niederländischen Provinz Limburg im deutsch-
niederländischen Grenzgebiet. Als ihre Daten im Jahr 2017 im Rahmen einer 
Feldforschung erhoben wurden, arbeiteten in den Produktionsabteilungen der 
Gießerei mehr als 300 Menschen mit vielen verschiedenen sprachlichen 
Hintergründen, darunter Sprecher des Niederländischen, Deutschen, 
Limburgischen und Polnischen sowie unter anderem des Arabischen, 
Griechischen, Russischen und Türkischen. Manche Arbeiter lebten auf der 
niederländischen, andere auf der deutschen Seite der Grenze. Etwas über die 
Hälfte waren Zeitarbeiter, und ein wichtiger Teil ihrer Tages- und Nachtarbeit 
bestand aus der Interaktion mit Maschinen. 

Die Dissertation zeigt, dass Angehörige der majorisierten Sprachgruppe 
in der Gießerei die sprachliche Diversität bei der Arbeit tendenziell 
problematischer fanden als die Angehörigen von minorisierten Sprachgruppen. 
Weiterhin zeigt sie, dass die Kurzlebigkeit zahlreicher Beziehungen am 
Arbeitsplatz größere Herausforderungen an die Kommunikation und das Lernen 
im Prozess der Arbeit stellte als die sprachliche Diversität an sich. Tatsächlich 
fiel es den Arbeitern häufig schwerer, die Maschinen in der Gießerei zu 
verstehen, als einander zu verstehen. Die Dissertation reflektiert diese und 
andere Beobachtungen und wendet in ihren Beschreibungen der Lebenswelten 
von Industriearbeitern sowohl etablierte linguistisch-ethnographische als auch 
posthumanistische Konzepte an, um den komplexen Beziehungen zwischen 
verschiedenen Arbeitern als auch denen zwischen Arbeitern und Maschinen 
gerecht zu werden. 

Wichtige Folgerungen aus den Erkenntnissen sind, dass Gestalter von 
Sprachpolitik nicht nur über die technischen Probleme der Kommunikation, 
sondern auch darüber nachdenken sollten, wie sie sprachpolitische Eingriffe 
legitimieren, und dass Überlegungen hinsichtlich ‘effizienter‘, ‘sicherer‘ und 
‘zufriedenstellender‘ Arbeitsplatzkommunikation auch stets die Interaktionen 
zwischen Mensch und Maschine einschließen sollten. Schließlich vertritt die 
Dissertation die These, dass solche Überlegungen zu besser informierten 
sprachpolitischen Interventionen führen könnten, was nicht nur den Interessen 
von Arbeitern zugute käme, die Minderheiten angehören, sondern auch den 
Interessen jener, die der Mehrheit angehören, sowie den Interessen 
unterschiedlicher Unternehmen und der Gesellschaft im Ganzen. 

 
16 The credits for this translation go to the anonymous translators from gengo.com. 
In addition, I would like to thank Susanne Tienken for proofreading. 
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Summary (English) 

This PhD dissertation is a linguistic ethnography of a metal foundry in the 
Dutch province of Limburg, in the Dutch-German borderland. When its 
fieldwork data were collected in 2017, over 300 people with many different 
language backgrounds worked in the production departments of the 
foundry, including Dutch, German, Limburgish, and Polish, as well as Arabic, 
Greek, Russian, and Turkish, among others. Some workers lived on the 
Dutch, others on the German side of the border. Slightly more than half 
were temporary workers, and an important part of their daily and nightly 
work consisted of interactions with machines. 

The dissertation shows that majoritised speakers in the foundry 
tended to find the language diversity at work more problematic than 
minoritised speakers. Furthermore, it shows that the transience of many 
work relations posed a bigger challenge to workplace communication and 
workplace learning than language diversity in itself. In fact, workers often 
had a harder time understanding the machines in the foundry than each 
other. The dissertation reflects upon these and other observations, and it 
applies both established, linguistic-ethnographic, as well as posthumanist 
concepts in its descriptions of blue-collar life-worlds in order to do justice to 
the complex relations between different human workers, and between 
human workers and machines. 

Important implications of the findings are that language policy 
makers should not only consider technical communication issues, but also 
how to legitimise their language-political interventions, and that concerns 
about ‘efficient’, ‘safe’, and ‘satisfying’ workplace communication should 
always include a consideration of human-machine interactions as well. 
Ultimately, the dissertation argues that these considerations can lead to 
better informed language-political interventions, which is not only in the 
interests of minoritised workers, but also in the interests of majoritised 
workers, and of different companies and society at large. 
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Samevatting (Limburgs: mix van versjiedene tale/dialekte en 
sjriefwiezes)17 

Dit proofsjrif is eine taalkundige etnografie vaan ‘ne metaalgeeteriej in d’r 
Nederlandse previnsie Limburg, in ’t Nederlands-Duutsje grensgebeed. Wie 
de veldwerkdata vaan dit proofsjrif verzammeld woorte in 2017, weerkte 
d’r mier es 300 luuj mit ‘ne haup versjiedene taalachtergrung, waoronger 
Hollendsj, Duutsj, Limburgs en Pools, mer auch onger angere Arabisch, 
Grieks, Russisch en Turks. Manche productieweerkers woeënde aan d’r 
Nederlandse, angere aan d’r Duutsje kangk vaan de grens. Get mier es de 
hellef waar oetzendkrach, en ein belangriek deil van äör daagelikse en 
nachtelikke weerk besjting oet interacties mit mesjiene. 

 ’t Proofsjrif luuet zeen det sjpraekers vaan gemajoriseerde tale in 
d’r geeteriej de talige diversiteit oppe weerkvloor duk problematischer 
vonge es sjpraekers vaan geminoriseerde tale. Weijer bliek det ’t duks 
tiedelikke karakter vaan de weerkrelaties ‘ne grottere oetdaging veur d’r 
communicatie en de lieërprocesse oppe weerkvloor vormde es d’r talige 
diversiteit an sich. In feite hadde de productieweerkers duk mieër meuite 
d’r met um mesjiene in de geeteriej te begriepe es zich ongerein. ’t 
Proofsjrif prakkezaert euver deze en angere observaties, en pas zoewaal 
gevestigde, taalkundig-etnografische, es auch posthumanistische concepte 
toe in zien besjrievinge van de laefwaerelde vaan de productieweerkers, 
met as doel om rech te doon aan de complexiteit vaan de relaties tussje 
productieweerkers ongerein, es auch die tussje productieweerkers en 
mesjiene. 

 Belangrieke implicaties van de bevinginge zien det 
taalbeleidsmakers neet allein motte kieke nao technische 
communicatiekwesties, mer auch nao wie zeej äöre taalpolitieke 
interventies ’t beste kenne legitimere, en det d’r aug mot zien veur d’r 
dimensie vaan mins-mesjiene-interacties beej euverwaeginge euver 
‘efficiënte’, ‘ziechere’ en ‘bevredigende’ communicatie oppe weerkvloor. 
Oetendelik sjtelt ’t proofsjrif det zolche euverwaeginge toet baeter 
geïnformeerde taalpolitieke interventies kenne leide, waat neet allein in ’t 
belang vaan productieweerkers oet minderheidsgroepe is, mer auch vaan 
productieweerkers oet mieërderheidsgroepe, en vaan versjillende bedrieve 
en d’r samelaeving as gehieël. 

 
 

17 I would like to thank Hans Schmeets for his help with making this translation. 
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Samenvatting (Nederlands) 

Dit proefschrift is een taalkundige etnografie van een metaalgieterij in de 
Nederlandse provincie Limburg, in het Nederlands-Duitse grensgebied. 
Toen de veldwerkdata van dit proefschrift werden verzameld in 2017, 
werkten er meer dan 300 mensen met veel verschillende taalachtergronden 
in de productieafdelingen van de gieterij, waaronder Nederlands, Duits, 
Limburgs en Pools, en daarnaast onder andere Arabisch, Grieks, Russisch en 
Turks. Sommige productiewerkers woonden aan de Nederlandse, andere 
aan de Duitse kant van de grens. Iets meer dan de helft was uitzendkracht, 
en een belangrijk deel van hun dagelijkse en nachtelijke werk bestond uit 
interacties met machines. 

Het proefschrift laat zien dat sprekers van gemajoriseerde talen in 
de gieterij de talige diversiteit op de werkvloer vaak problematischer 
vonden dan sprekers van geminoriseerde talen. Verder blijkt dat het vaak 
tijdelijke karakter van de werkrelaties een grotere uitdaging vormde voor 
de communicatie en leerprocessen op de werkvloer dan de talige diversiteit 
an sich. In feite hadden de productiewerkers vaak meer moeite om de 
machines in de gieterij te begrijpen dan elkaar. Het proefschrift reflecteert 
op deze en andere observaties, en past zowel gevestigde, taalkundig-
etnografische als ook posthumanistische concepten toe in zijn 
beschrijvingen van de leefwerelden van de productiewerkers, met als doel 
om recht te doen aan de complexiteit van de relaties tussen 
productiewerkers onderling, als ook van die tussen productiewerkers en 
machines. 

Belangrijke implicaties van de bevindingen zijn dat 
taalbeleidsmakers niet alleen moeten kijken naar technische 
communicatiekwesties, maar ook naar hoe ze hun taalpolitieke interventies 
het beste kunnen legitimeren, en dat er oog moet zijn voor de dimensie van 
mens-machine-interacties bij overwegingen over ‘efficiënte’, ‘veilige’ en 
‘bevredigende’ communicatie op de werkvloer. Uiteindelijk stelt het 
proefschrift dat dergelijke overwegingen kunnen leiden tot beter 
geïnformeerde taalpolitieke interventies, wat niet alleen in het belang is 
van productiewerkers uit minderheidsgroepen, maar ook van 
productiewerkers uit meerderheidsgroepen, en van verschillende bedrijven 
en de samenleving als geheel. 
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Streszczenie (w języku polskim)18 

Niniejsza rozprawa doktorska to praca językoznawczo-etnograficzna 
dotycząca odlewni metali w holenderskiej prowincji Limburgia położonej 
przy granicy holendersko-niemieckiej. W czasie moich prac badawczych w 
terenie w 2017 roku przy produkcji w tej odlewni pracowało ponad 300 
osób mówiących różnymi językami, w tym niemieckim, limburskim, 
niderlandzkim, polskim, arabskim, greckim, rosyjskim i tureckim. Jedni 
mieszkali po holenderskiej, a drudzy po niemieckiej stronie granicy. Nieco 
ponad połowę stanowili pracownicy tymczasowi zatrudnieni przez biura 
pośrednictwa pracy. Ważnym aspektem ich obowiązków, w dzień i w nocy, 
była obsługa maszyn. 

Przedstawione w niniejszej pracy wyniki moich obserwacji wskazują 
na to, że osoby posługujące się językami najsilniej reprezentowanymi w 
odlewni uważały różnorodność językową w miejscu pracy za bardziej 
problematyczną niż osoby posługujące się językami mniejszościowymi, oraz 
że krótkotrwałość wielu stosunków zawodowych stanowiła większą 
trudność, jeśli chodzi o komunikację i uczenie się w miejscu pracy, niż 
różnorodność językowa. W rzeczy samej, pracownikom nierzadko trudniej 
było zrozumieć maszyny w odlewni niż siebie nawzajem. W rozprawie 
omawiam te i inne spostrzeżenia, stosując zarówno uznane koncepcje 
językoznawczo-etnograficzne, jak i idee posthumanistyczne do opisu 
światów życia codziennego pracowników fizycznych, aby rzetelnie 
przedstawić te złożone relacje międzyludzkie oraz relacje między 
pracownikami a maszynami. 

Ważne wnioski płynące z tych ustaleń są takie, że decydenci w 
sprawach językowych powinni mieć na uwadze nie tylko problemy 
komunikacyjne natury technicznej, ale i sposoby uzasadniania swoich 
językowo-politycznych interwencji, oraz że troska o ‘wydajną’, ‘bezpieczną’ i 
‘satysfakcjonującą’ komunikację w środowisku pracy powinna zawsze 
uwzględniać interakcje na linii człowiek–maszyna. Ostatecznie dowodzę, że 
te rozważania mogą prowadzić do lepiej przemyślanych językowo-
politycznych interwencji, co jest w interesie nie tylko pracowników 
należących do mniejszości, ale także pracowników należących do 
większości, różnych firm i społeczeństwa jako całości.  

 
18 The credits for this translation go to the anonymous translators from gengo.com.  
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Impact Paragraph 

 

What is the primary aim of the dissertation and what are its most important 
findings? 

The primary aim of the dissertation is to better understand the life-worlds 
of people working in a contemporary, multilingual blue-collar work 
environment. A basic question about such environments is whether 
language diversity constitutes a ‘problem’, and if so, what the nature of this 
‘problem’ is. Previous studies of multilingual workplaces have shown that 
people do not have to speak an ‘entire’ language to achieve all sorts of 
transactional and social purposes. Moreover, scholars from an academic 
field known as posthumanism have shown that machines, among others, 
can help to achieve certain purposes without any need for human-human 
interaction. Hence, the idea that language diversity constitutes a ‘problem’ 
cannot be taken for granted. This dissertation has tested this insight 
through a detailed ethnographic study of workplace interactions in a metal 
foundry in the Dutch-German borderland, and presented a complex and 
nuanced picture of the degree to which different kinds of interactional 
purposes were (not) achieved. The overall theme of this study is power 
dynamics, a concept that captures the human-human and human-machine 
interactions which produce particular effects, which hierarchise the 
relations among the interacting participants, and which do (not) contribute 
to relevant purposes such as productivity, workplace safety, and job 
satisfaction. 

One important finding of the study is that majoritised speakers in 
the foundry tended to find the language diversity at work more problematic 
than minoritised speakers. Possibly, this was because they were less used 
to having to adapt to a situation where people did not speak their first 
language(s), or because they felt that their social-economic position was 
threatened by minoritised speakers, while “language problems” could be 
used as an argument why those speakers should not be employed. Another 
important finding is that the transience of many work relations posed a 
bigger challenge to workplace communication and workplace learning than 
language diversity, partly because people had less time to build up a 
repertoire of shared communicative resources, and partly because the 
transient nature of their relations made them less motivated to do so. 
Finally, an important finding is that human workers in the foundry often 
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had more problems understanding machines than each other. Hence, it 
makes sense to approach the terms language and language policy more 
broadly, and to abandon the division between studies of human-human 
interaction and human-machine interaction in the fields of workplace 
communication and workplace learning, as studying one without the other 
misses an important dimension of the daily and nightly workplace reality.  

 

What is the (potential) academic and societal contribution of these research 
findings? 

Up until recent years, blue-collar life-worlds rarely featured in academic 
studies of multilingual workplaces. One likely explanation for this is the 
methodological challenges involved (Lønsmann and Kraft 2017, 146-147): 
securing access to a blue-collar work environment can be hard; the social 
distance between the researcher and the participants can be large (e.g., in 
terms of gender, ethnicity, or language); and loud sounds can make it 
difficult to record workplace conversations. Hence, the mere fact that this 
dissertation has dealt with multilingualism in a blue-collar work 
environment, and that it has shared and reflected upon how the author 
gathered relevant data there, is already a contribution to existing academic 
research in and of itself. Moreover, its discussion of perspectives from both 
majoritised and minoritised speakers, and its discussion of the interactional 
role of machines are unique within existing linguistic ethnographies of blue-
collar work environments. 

 Ultimately, the dissertation has aimed to contribute to better 
understandings of blue-collar life-worlds in this way, which may lead to 
better informed (language) policies. As the COVID-19 pandemic has 
underlined, many blue-collar jobs are crucial, and many are done by 
minoritised, first-generation migrant workers. Moreover, as the metal 
foundry is located in Limburg, where the population is not expected to 
grow significantly anymore, or even to shrink (Statistics Netherlands 
2020b), migrant workers can be an important asset for the economy and 
society. Hence, it is not only in the interests of migrant workers themselves, 
but also in the interests of majoritised workers, and of different companies 
and the wider society to develop a better understanding of power dynamics 
and their effects, and to discuss how power dynamics can become a force 
for the good, so that ‘local’ and migrant workers both feel happy to take on 
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a blue-collar job and stay in this region, thereby contributing to the 
sustainability of its economy and society. 

 With regard to the perspective of majoritised speakers, the 
research has shown that many of them were dissatisfied with the language 
diversity in the metal foundry, despite the fact that many messages from 
the company’s management were written in the majoritised language 
(Dutch) only, and despite the management’s efforts to make clear that 
minoritised speakers were expected to learn Dutch over time. One reason 
for this was that they were well aware that this was not likely to happen, at 
least not during times of economic growth. Thus, they had to adapt to a 
specific linguistic diversity at work anyway. Several majoritised speakers 
also explained that the increased language diversity was part of a broader 
development, which made them feel that people had less respect for them 
nowadays, and that companies such as the metal foundry did not fully 
represent their interests anymore. Hence, it became clear that language 
policies should not only address communication issues, but also the issue of 
whether the interests of different people are sufficiently considered. My 
suggestion would therefore be to not only aim for a more inclusive 
language policy, which follows the principle that as many messages as 
possible should be understandable for as many workers as possible, but 
also for an open communication about the reasons behind this policy. 
Managers could state, for example, that opening up to more language 
diversity can help a company to increase its production and make (more) 
profit, which can be invested in higher wages and more permanent 
contracts. In and of itself, such communication is not sufficient, but if, and 
when, it is part of a broader set of practices, which all underline that a 
management cares about its workers’ interests, people’s job satisfaction is 
more likely to increase, while possible social tensions are more likely to 
decrease. 

With regard to machines, the dissertation has identified several 
possible additional ways to enhance people’s job satisfaction. As many 
workers spent a major part of their work shifts with machines, these non-
human co-workers were clearly relevant in this respect. Besides that, the 
dissertation has shown that machines had a valuable potential for 
workplace communication, as they could (partly) take over certain human 
communication tasks, for example by indicating how to work safely. In this 
way, machines could even help to overcome possible language barriers at 
work. At the same time, however, the dissertation has shown several 
examples of people struggling to understand machines, and of machines 
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negatively affecting people’s job satisfaction, for example by not adjusting 
to someone’s working speed, or by not providing a sufficient explanation 
for a technical problem. One fundamental question is whether machine 
designers should ultimately aim for a replacement of human workers, or 
whether machines should rather be considered a valuable addition to the 
human work experience. Either way, by sharing observations such as the 
ones from this dissertation, machine designs may be improved, so that they 
become better at contributing to inclusive workplace communication as 
well as to safe and satisfying work experiences. 

All in all, it has become clear that the insights from this research 
may not only be relevant for this particular metal foundry, but for other 
companies as well, and perhaps even for organisations beyond that. In fact, 
building upon a common representation of cross-border regions in Europe 
(the so-called Euroregions), this dissertation has proposed to consider the 
metal foundry as a “laboratory of European integration”. Indeed, many 
major news topics of the European Union came together in this workplace, 
including economic crises and recoveries, labour migration from East to 
West, refugees from Syria, and resistance to such migration from ‘local’ 
majoritised populations. Hence, the metal foundry could be considered a 
critical case for the question of whether different people in Europe, in 
addition to machines (or any other technology for that matter), can live, 
work, and become economically productive together. My ultimate answer 
to this question is that this is possible, as long as certain conditions are 
fulfilled. Inclusivity is essential in this respect, because it can make people 
feel that they matter and belong to a specific organisation, but it is crucial 
to understand that inclusivity is not just an interest of specific minoritised 
speakers, but an interest of everyone. Therefore, the first step is to 
consider whether the social-economic and sociolinguistic interests of 
different individuals are sufficiently represented in an organisation, and if 
this is so, the next step is to show them that this is indeed the case. 

 Finally, with regard to the process of gathering relevant fieldwork 
data, and with regard to (historical) management practices in the metal 
foundry, the research has highlighted several advantages of being able to 
speak Limburgish. A political implication of this finding is that it should not 
be considered ‘useless’ or ‘irrational’ if someone wishes to learn Limburgish 
as a second language, or if parents wish to raise their children in 
Limburgish. Hence, one recommendation is to develop a societal 
infrastructure in Limburg that enables people to learn and teach Limburgish 
if, and when, they wish to do so. 
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For which target group are the research findings interesting and/or 
relevant? 

As follows from the discussion above, the findings can be interesting and 
relevant for many target groups, including fellow academics, company 
managers, (language) policymakers, machine designers, blue-collar workers 
and their representatives in labour unions, as well as other workers who are 
dealing with diverse languages and technologies today. 

 

In which way can this target group be informed about the research findings? 

Two chapters of this dissertation have already been published as open 
access, peer-reviewed articles in two different well-read academic journals, 
and a third one has been recently submitted to another such journal. In 
addition, I have published an essay about language policy in Limburg in the 
Veldeke Jaarboek, an annual popular-scientific publication from the 
regional cultural and dialectological organisation Veldeke Limburg. 

I have given 29 presentations about my research project during my 
PhD trajectory, ranging in duration from seven minutes to two hours. Eight 
of these presentations took place at national, and nine at international 
academic conferences, seminars, and workshops. Besides those talks, I have 
given four presentations for colleagues, and another four presentations for 
undergraduate students from Maastricht University. Finally, I have given 
four presentations for broader, non-specialist audiences, such as a research 
pitch for a political representative from the Dutch province of Limburg. 

In the final year of my PhD trajectory (2020), I have suffered a few 
setbacks due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. In March 2020, for 
example, my supervisors and I planned to organise a conference for 
different societal stakeholders at Statistics Netherlands (CBS), during which 
we would exchange academic and professional perspectives on the topic of 
multilingualism in blue-collar workplaces. Unfortunately, this turned out to 
be one of the very first events from CBS and Maastricht University that was 
cancelled due to the pandemic, but we plan to set a new date for the event 
once this pandemic is over. Another example is a two-months research stay 
at the University of Copenhagen in May and June 2020, which was 
cancelled for the same reason. 
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 When it comes to the metal foundry, I have been maintaining email 
contact with two Human Resource (HR) managers and two production 
workers since the end of my fieldwork. Overall, the foundry has had many 
personnel changes since then, and the COVID-19 pandemic makes it 
difficult to give a presentation there at the moment, but I still plan to visit it 
again once the circumstances allow it. Afterwards, I will also publish a 
popular-scientific or journalistic text about my research, so that a broader 
non-academic audience can learn about the findings of this dissertation as 
well. 
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